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This

Pure.

marvel of purity
Mure economical
strength
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
Hot An Baking 1'owdsu Co., 106 Wall
never varies.
A
powder
and wholesomeness.
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LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Oct. 28, 1887.
17 a m | a p m 110 p M
Barometer. 80.27 80.13 ,30.06
Thermometer. 41.5
47.7
|41.
Dew Point. 34.
37.
i80.
6C.
184.
Humidity. 76.
Wind. NW
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INSURANCE AGENCY

in Portland.

K.(ubli.hrd iu

Velocity.

1M3.

Mean daily bar... 30.16
Mean dally ther..43.4

ITotal precip.0

(Oct. 28,1887, 10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at tbe same moment of time
all stations.

STREET.
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Kastnort, Me
Portland, Me
Boston, Mass
Block Island
Nantucket...
Northlield...

30.16
30.16
30.16
30.12
30.12
30.14
N. Y 30.16
New York... 80.16
Philadelphia. 30.18
Washington.. 30.I6

I wish to inform the public that I have opened
branch office In Lewiston. Also that I am
to quietly and successfully work up
eases which require the services of skilled Deteca

prepared

tives.

Albany,

DAVIS,

Pint IVhi’I Bank Building. Portland.
No. 8 Lisbon Wtreet, Lewiston.

Norfolk, Va. 30.14
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Card.
to inform my old frieuds and
patrons that
I may now be found with Allen &
Company,
ctotbers and furnishers, 204 Middle street, corner
of Plum.
GEORGE M. GOOLD.
Formerly with F. R. Farrington.
octlftsntf
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F. 0. BAILEY & CO.

El

AUCTIONEERS.

Paso.130.30 561 +6| S
e7p. Jones! Pv>TS.

Furniture, Books, Piano, &c„
AUCTION,

maine!

BY

A Noted Case.

SATURDAY, Oct. 29, at 10 o’clock a. in.
at salesroom, Exchange street, Parlor Suita
in Plush and Haircloth, Painted Chamber Set,
general Household Furniture and Carnets. Stoves.

ON

are, ana urocKery, book case. sic.; also
400 volumes miscellaneous books. oct27td

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Oct. 28. -The case of
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about

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Mmlianl*
Salesroom 18

Exchange Street.
Cl. W.

V. O. HAll.t'V.
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Reuben
Tl,

rtan.Gn

went to jail last spring for contempt of court,for refusing to testify relative
to the payment of a special tax by the
respondent, has been returned to the Superior
Court by the Law Court. At the trial the
fact that Hall had previously been convicted
of selling liquor in another building was admitted and the full bench sent the case back
on the ground tnat this testimony was in."
P.

Murphy

admissable.
The

ASK FOR

Gants de Luxe.
in a Perfectly
Ventilated Fall Dress Glove for
Gentlemen.
Shades in stock snitable for Eve*

Something

ning

new

wear.

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

ALLEN&COMPANY,
245 Middle St., Cor. Plum.
(ltf

OC128

ELY’S

CREAM

Catarrh

HALM
tl

Allays Pain

IlgtoAM
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ammaiion.Llyrtt,tlyf JeA
llealN (lie Uore«,Ee
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Restores
Senses of
and Smell.

TRY

the"

CIRE.H^-FEVER

A particle is applied into each nostril and Is
agreeable. Price 60 cents at Druggists; bv mail

00 ets. ELY BROTHERS, 235
registered,
wich St.. New York.

Green-

sep3eod&wlynrm

Endorsing; the Nominees.
New York, Oct. 28.—A big and enthusiastic mass meetiug was held at the Cooper
Union this evening to indorse Nieoll for district attorney, and Martine for judge of the
court of general sessions. Resolutions protesting against the dictation of party bosses,
corrupt rings and political organizations,
were
and indorsing Nieoll and Martine
Mesadopted.
Speeches were made by
srs. Wheeler H. Peckham,
Carl Schurz,
Joseph U. Choate, E- Ellery Anderson,
Joseph Pulitzer and E. Root.
The Case Against Could.
New Yobk, Oct. 28.—District Attorney
Martine and assistant today examined the
allegations in the complaint of foreign holders of Kansas Pacific Railroad stock against
Gould and Sage, that they misappropriated

three millions of the bonds.
The counsel
for Gould and Sage became personally refor
Gould’s
appearance when wantsponsible
ed, so the trip abroad will not be interfered
with. Martine says he is not fully convinced
of the correctness of the view taken by the
complainants, and proposes to thoroughly
investigate the subject.

Loyal Confederates.
Macon, Ga., Oct. 28.—Macon is alive today with ex-Confederato soldiers, thousands
of whom are attending the State fair and
the reunion of Confederate veterans. The
presence of Jefferson Davis has added much
to the excitement of the occasion, which,
since Wednesday, has been unbounded.
While the reception to Davis has been enthusiastic, nothing in the shape of disloyal
Every building
sentiment lias been heard.
has used the Stars and Stripes in its decorations.
_

Combined to Fix Rates.
New Yokk, Oct. 28.—E. S. Stokes of the
Postal Telegraph Company, admits that arrangements have been agreed upon whereby
both his company and the Western Union
would restore rates in cases where there
bad been a ruinous cut. He said that the
advance by the Western Union would
apply
only to its Baltimore & Ohio system.
The
revision would probably
go into force about
November 1st. He was convinced that the
Western Union would not make a *
general
advance of rates.

Biggest

Moose.

Kingfield, Oct. 28.—A monster moose
was recently killed near King Bartlett, by
A. Douglass, of Eustis. It required the fifth
shot from Douglass’ 38 calibre Winchester
rifle to bring him down. The weight of the
The distance
monster was 1500 pounds.
from the base of the skull to the tip of the
moose, measures 27 inches—from the base to
the tip of the horns or antlers is 31} inehes
—while the entire length of the horn,
measuring along its course, is 3 feet, 2
inches. The widest space in the palm bf the
horn reaches 7} inches, and the ears measure
12} inehes. His heighth 7 feet.
Franklin County Templars.

Fabmington, Oct. 28.—'The Franklin District Council, I. 0. G. T., met this morning
at the Exchange Hotel with two members of
the Grand Council. There were present DisE.
trict Secretary Charles
Wheeler
of
Chesterville; Treasurer Geo. II. Piatt and
Vice Templar Mrs. M. D. Jacobs, of New
Vineyard; Grand Councillor, J. H. Hamil'
ton of Kenduskeag; Grand Treasurer Everett
Matters of inB. Norton of Farmington.
terest to the order was discussed and a tour
through the county mapped out for the
Grand Councillor, who will visit and inspect
all the lodges in the county and institute
new lodges.
The District lodge will meet in
Wilton, Nov. 8th.
Expensive Olfferencies.
Saco, Oct. 28.—An assault case in which
four citizens of Wells figured conspicuously
was tried in Saco this morning. Two families
named Hilton have been in disagreement for
several months past. One day this week two
brothers, Wellington and Carleton, met Geo.
A. Hilton and his son Willie and a quarrel
ensued in which the father and son were
roughly used. Detective Tarbox arrested the
two brothers yesterday.
They settled by
paying heavy costs.
Caused by Tramps.
Houlton, Oct. 28.—Fire this morning at 1
o'clock destroyed five buildings about a mile
east of Houlton village. These contained 40.
tons of hay, 600 bushels of oats, 14 cords of
prepared wood, six cows and farming tools,
Loss $3,000.
all of which were destroyed.
The fire was doubtless caused by tramps.
Sweden’s Recognition.
Rockland, Oct. 28.—A handsome silver
medal lias been received at the custom house
in this city from the government of Sweden
and Norway for Capt. John DeWlnter, of
the bark W. B. Flint for the rescue of the
crew of the Norwegian bark Ragaland, in
Augusta. 1888. Capt. DeWinter was commander of the bark John K. Stanhope of this
city at that time. The medal was conferred
by Royal decree of August 15th.
Suicide at Hartiand.
Hartland, Oct. 28.—H. J. Robinson of
Hartiand committed

suicide, Thursday

af-

He left the bouse at
2 p. m., and did not return at supper time;
his wife, tbinkiDg something wrong had happened, gave the alarm, and about one hunternoon, by drowning.

dred

with lanterns commenced the
His body w'as found at 8 p. m., in

men

search.

Indian Stream, which is about forty rods
He leaves a wife and
from his late home.
three children.

Financial trouble

was

prob-

ably the cause.
Maine Shipbuilding.
Thomabton, Oct. 28.—Dunn & Elliot are
laying the keel for a three masted schooner
of 800 tons, to be built the coming winter.
A Prominent Farmer Dead.

Biddkfobd, Oct. 28.—Tristram Hooper, a
leading farmer of York county, died last
night, aged 80. He was born in Biddeford,
and has always been an active and influential
citizen.
him.

His wife and three children survive

Organized

to Protect Came.

The York County Fish and Game Protective Society met in Saco Thursday evening,
and elected these officers:
President-M. L. Smith.
Vice President—E. J. Cram.
Secretary and Treasurer—Fred 8. Boothby.
Directors—J. K. L. Kimball, Geo. A. Carter,
Henry K. Bradbury, Hollis: E. W. Staples, Biddeford, C. H. Prescott, Biddeford.

Monday last they resumed on many
plantations. The trouble was by no

of the
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McKeesport Man a Winner at
Lake Maranocook,

Leaving His
Making the Race

Opponent

Easily

Friends

Caudaur’s

a

anti

Procession.

Their

Say that

Favorite's BackWas Lame.

Lake Maranocook, Oct. 28.— Teemer
and Gaudaur have had their meeting on
Lake Maranocook. The water, at 9 o’clock,
this forenoon, was as smooth as glass, while
the sun, shining in a clear sky, had penetrated the mist, and, with the absence of
wind, made the day all that could be desired
for a contest between the oarsmen. When
the trains left yesterday afternoon, carrying
away the crowds I which had been disappointed by the postponement of the race,
there remained behind a large number of.
enthusiastic oarsmen and their no less enthusiastic friends.
Teemer, Fred Plaisted, Hamm and Wallace Ross spent the night at the boat house
at the lake, while Gaudaur and his friends
went up to their headquarters at the Winthrop House. Referee Ormond, Messrs.
Keenan and St. John, and all the sporting
men who had come so far to witness the
great event, steamed up to Winthrop and
tilled the hotel and many neighboring farm
houses. A good many Portland people, who
were anxious to be on hand early this morning, stopped at Wiuthiop, while as many
more staid over in Lewiston.
Late into the night the friends of the two
men sat up and discussed the prospects of a
There was still a little
race tiiis morning.
betting, but the odds had turned in favor of
Mr. St. John was unfact
that
Teemer. The
prnvv

uiwtv
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caused the other friends of Gaudaur to be
extremely careful.
The men were ordered out, and at 8.50,
Gaudaur put in an appearance, dressed in a
pair of maroon tights and a red sleeveless
rowing shirt, through which the sleeves of
his undershirt showed.Teemer then launched
his craft, and in a jiffy was sending the water flying from the blades of his sculls. The
wind, which had been comparatively light,
now freshened up, and the water began to
ruflie. At 8.55. the men tossed for position,
Gaudaur winning the toss and taking the inside course. At 9 o’clock the word “go” was
given, and Gandaur shot out and had recovered, and was about to take the second
stroke, before Teemer caught his pace, and
it was evident to those that were present
that this pace could not be kept up very
long. At the half mile both men were level,
but at that point the man from McKeesport
put on a suurt and gradually crawled to the
front. This seemed to dishearten Gaudaur,
who was beginning to show signs of fatigue,
and Teemer took advantage of his rival and
went at it with renewed vigor. Three-quarters of a mile were made, and Teemer had
fully a length and a half lead, and then the
favored few on the press boat gave up the
race to Teemer, who. if anything, was rowing stronger and faster than at the quarter.
From this point to the turn, Teemer kept on
gaining, and finally reached the turn in
9.40, wnich was remarkably good time, as
the wind iiad been blowing against him at a
fresh clip, and the water was a trifle rough.
Gaudaur reached the turn fully 13 lengths
behind the leader, as 20 seconds had elapsed

since Teemer iiad reached tliat point. Teenier made a splendid turn, and had squared
away before Gaudaur reached the flag. When
Gaudaur had squared away, Teemer was
leading by at least 14 lengths. After Gaudaur had taken in the situation, he stopped
rowing for an instant, and it was painfully
evident to his friends that he was completely done up. The umpire’s boat was endeavoring to keep up with the contestants, and
as
Teemer was fairly running away from
Gaudaur
his man a little steam was put on.
took this opportunity, and called the umpire
in
advance
of
to task for running his launch
him, although he was not in the least affectIt is “a drowning man
ed by the same.
grasping at a straw,” was the remark that
one of his admirers made on the press boat.
It took Gaudaur some time to do all this
talking, and the boat was stopped and so
was Gaudaur, who no doubt enjoyed the little rest. From this point to the finish Teemer had a walk-over, and finished in 20.282-5
with ease.
Gaudaur was very manly. After speaking
to Mr. Ormond about the back-wash of the
steamer, he said he was satisfied that he was
beaten and had no chance to win.
It is now a settled fact that Teemar will
have a chance to row for the world’s championship, and if Hanlan is defeated in his
race with Beach, Teemer will be sent to
xlUObiaua

iru

ivii

wuvui

Gaudaur, Conley and Gaudaur’s backer,
St. John, left here on the 3.30 Boston train
All appeared in the best of
for the West.
spirits, and were not at all discouraged over
the result of the day’s contest. Gaudaur has
been troubled with his back since he has
been here, being obliged to wear a plaster.
His friends state that his back gave out today, when near the mile line, which gave
him such a poor position at the finish. Otherwise it would have been a close race, as
Gaudaur held Teemer well up to this time.
Gaudaur and his companion oarsmen have
made many friends here during their stay,
by their good conduct and gentlemanly bearing.

Their Previous Trials.

John Teemer, who enjoys the distinction
of being the champion oarsman of America
was born in McKeesport, Pa., July 8,1864.
He stands ‘5 feet 8 inches, and in condition
weighs 159 pounds. He commenced sculling
in 1882, in that year he rowed four races with
local oarsmen, winning the first two and evi-

dently “throwing”

The interest
the others.
in the Maranocook match was
probably
owing to the fact that Gaudaur and Teemer
have in all kinds of contests come

together

thirteen times, that is

including the trial
heats and the final heats in regattas and the
Their first race was in 1883>
match races.
and toon place at Pullman, 111.
They met
in the trial heat, and Teemer won, and again
on the same day in the final heat Teemer repeated his previous performance.
In August of the same year, at Lake Minnetonka, Teemer again defeated him in the
trial and final heats. At Meadville, Penn.,
in 1884, Teemer again defeated Gaudaur in
trial and final heats. At Calais, Me., in 1884,
Teemer again defeated Gaudaur, and at the
New Orleans regatta, which was held in
1885. This was Teemer’s last victory, as
the next time that they came together
was at Pittsburg in a regatta, and Gaudaur
won.
In the fall of the year 1885, Teenier
had a go with Edward Hanlan, then the
champion of America, and won.
During
the winter he received a challenge from Gaudaur to row for the championship, and the
race took place in the spring of 1886, at Pullman, and resulted in a victory for Gaudaur.
Gaudaur met the McKeesport man in a regatta at White Bear lake the same year and
agatn.won. The last time they measured
blades was at Winnipeg, where Gaudaur
again proved too speedy for Teemer. Not
only the friends of Teemer, but every professional oarsman in the country, have been
well aware and have stated on several occasions that Teemer was at the least calculation 30 seconds slower last season that on
the previous year, and Gaudaur, through the
friendship of Mr. St. John, has improved
vtumiciiuiiy.

uc uaa
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to cedar boats, and lias had none of the exthat the other professional scullers
ave had travelling all over the country to
this
season.
Teemer has bloomed
regattas
out in great shape, and found very little
trouble in getting first-class backing as careful and conscientious work has marked his
movements for the past winter. His victory
over Hanlan at Toronto sent his stock up
still higher, and the inference that has been
drawn from the remarks of his backers is
that they based their opinions on the fact
that Hanlan heat Gaudaur to the turn two
lengths in their race on memorial day, and
Hanlan was anything but in good condition.
Teemer met Hanlan later on at Toronto
and found him in the pink of condition, and
beat him from the word go. At the turning
stake Teenier had three lengths lead on Hanlan, and added two lengths lead to that.

Eerlence

Parsons Writes a Book.
one
Chicago, Oct. 28.—Parsons, the
American among the condemned Anarchists,
has just completed a book of some 300 pages,
which was put into the hands of his wife today. The work is a history of Anarchism
and its causes. Parsons says it is intended
as a posthumous work, and declares that he
lias abandoned all hope of avoiding the
hangman. It is a notable feature of the Anarchist cases that so far no application made
to the Governor for pardon has been in the
manner specified by Illinois law, and that to
exercise clemency toward them at this date
certain formalities must be overridden by
the State Executive.

Trouble In Louisiana.
New Orleans, La., Oct. 28.—The laborers on nearly all the sugar plantations on the
line of the Southern Pacific railroad recently
laid a request before the planters for an inThey had been receiving
crease of wages.
$1 per day without board, or 75 cents a day
and board, with 50 cents for night work.
They asked for $1.25 per day, or $1 and
board, with 60 cents for six hours work after
hours. Committees were appointed to present their grievances to the planters, and in
Some
many instances they were refused.
few of the planters yielded to the request of
was
no
the laborers, and there
Interruption
of the work. Where the committees were
ordered off the laborers quit work, but on

violence, or so
apprehending
on the
for

today

Parish,
alleging, called

governor
troops to suppress
what was styled a negro insurrection.
Acthe
ordered
cordingly,
governor tonight
three companies of the Washington Artillery, with the Louisiana Rifles, under Lieutenant-Colonel Richardson, to embark in the
morning on the Southern Pacific road for
bchriever Station, with the Louisiana Field
Artillery to hold themselves in readiness in
their armory in this city as reserves.
The
best informed planters say there Is no
trouble in Terrebonne that intelligent arbitration cannot settle, and that the throwing
of the military into the parish at this busy
season is merely a political movement to intimidate the opponents of the present Ad-

ministration.

*THE
Anarchy

NATIONAL CAPITAL.
and Ceneral

Butler’s Pecu-

liar Point of .Law.

Washington, Oct. 28.—At the opening of
Supreme Court today. Attorney General
Hunt of Illinois, gave way to Mr. Grinnell,
who spoke forty-five minutes In behalf of
the Anarchists, followed by General Butler.
It seems to be the general impression
among those who paid the closest attention
the

to the proceedings that the counsel for the
State had altogether the best of the argument and that the writ of error should not

be granted.

Butler’a

Point.

General Butler is often original, but he
has seldom been more so than in his special
behalf
of
the
two
§lea
emned Anarchists, Fielden and Spies.
on

has not been clear until

con-

It

what General
Butler’s relations to the
are, but he has
made it clear in that he has announced that
he appears only *for the two Anarchists,
Fielden and Spies, and the grounds upon
wuicu ue manes a special pica are
mat tney
are not citizens of the United States, but of
Great Britain and Germany respective! y;
that tlie treaties between the United States
and the countries to which these condemned
persons respectively belong were in force
prior to the new jury law of Illinois, which
was passed thirteen years ago; that this law
takes away some of the rights which those
citizens had under the treaty, and that the
treaty is the supreme law of the land, and
consequently these two prisoners must go
free. Two Anarchists thus seek to place
themselves above the criminal law of Illinois, and to assume the fact that a jury law
has been passed by any State since the ratification of a treaty gives an alien the right
to commit crime with impunity.
The point is interesting as showing the extremes to which the Anarchists, wiio have
such contempt for law when the rights of
others are concerned, will resort to save
themselves from the gallows.
They make
this plea just now, but there is no record at
the British or German Legation here that
these two Anarchists have ever before
claimed that they are entitled to any exemptions on the ground of treaty rights.
The lawyers who have followed the course
of the arguments are of the opinion that the
court will not be influenced by the constitutional essays which have been delivered, nor
by the legal jugglery which has been attempted by some of the attorneys tor the defence, but that the decision will turn upon
two law points:
1— Whether there is anything in the record of
the trial which shows that any point was made or
decided involving tlie Federal Uonstitution.
2— Whether the Jury law of the State of Illinois
is constitutional.
now
case

The Nation’s Gratitude.
Pensions have been granted to residents of
Maine as follows:
George W., father of Nicholas Larrabee, Free
dom. {1812).
Louisa, widow of Charles Johnson, North

Harpswell.
James Lowrie, Kittery. original.
James H. Baynes, Jr., Norridgewock.
George W. Freez, Portland.
Beniamin F. Huzzey, East Dover, increase.
■Mark Fallon, Togus.
Oscar E. W. Hinckley, Oldtown.
Thomas A. Anderson, Cherryfleld.
Levi Priest, Skowhegau, restoration and reissue

Enough Canadian Evidence to
Those Thirty-Seven Rooms.
Differences

The Safe

in

the

Railroad

Station

Blown Open.

Open

IKnIrannc

Money

Randolph

or an

effected liv

was

When
open the front office window.
the station was opened this morning broken
glass was found scattered over the office and
the door of the safe lay in fragments on tha
floor. The explosion had shattered the windows on both sides of the office.
An old
chisel, fuse and a bolt were found. Station
Agent Fernald does not state the amount
stolen but $500 will probably not cover the
loss. Among the articles stolen were cash
belonging to the railroad and important private and official papers.
Nothing of any
value was left.
Mr. Fernald is the Old
Orchard town treasurer and part of the
booty was the property of the town.
The job was evidently done by professionals. A hole was drilled in the top of the
door and powder was inserted through a paper tunnel. No one was awakened by the
explosion. Lamps were carried into an adjoining room and every precaution was
taken to save unnecessary noise. Detectives
are working on the case.
It is believed that
the thieves are of the same gang that committed the recent burglaries at Scarboro and

prying

Provincial

Ministers

Threaten

the

Dissolution of the Dominion.

Quebec, Oct. 28.—A conference of Provinministers, which has been session here
for the last few days, terminated yesterday,

cial

and the Ontario delegates left for home. Its
proceedings have been surrounded with so
much secrecy that it is impossible to get a
definite statement of what has been done,
but it is semi-officially announced that the
conference appointed a delegation to proceed to England to lay their grievances at
the foot of the throne and if tneir demands
were not accorded, to ask that the imperial act bringing about the confederation of
the various provinces be repealed.
To Rise as One Man.

Piemier Fielding, of Nova Scotia, is de.
dared to have stated at Quebec that unless
the coming negotiations at Washington end
in a consummation of commercial union.
Nova Scotia would rise as one man and demand annexation.

Episcopal Bishops.
Philadelphia, Oct 2*.—At the convention of the House of Protestant Episcopal
Bishops today, Rev. A. Leonard of Atchison,
Kas., was elected missionary bishop for the
jurisdiction of Nevada and Utah. Rev.
J. S. Johnson of Mobile was elected missionAlaska was
ary bishop in Western Texas.
made a missionary jurisdiction, but the elecnew

tion of

bishop was postponed.

Fugitive Payne’s Whereabouts.
Concord, N. H., Oct. 28.—Warden Kent
of the State prison, has received information that Dick Payne, the defaulting paymaster’s clerk at the Kittery navy yard, who
escaped from the marine barracks two weeks
ago, left Montreal for the West
Friday
morning. His whereabouts have been hitherto unknown.
Good Subjects for Judge Lynch.
Joliett, 111., Oct. 28.—A telegraph pole

laid across the Rock
near Menooka this

freight train.

Island railroad track

morning,

wrecked a
and fireman

The engineer
were instantW killed, and a brakeman fatally injured. The miscreants doubtless intended to wreck the Kansas City express.
Rockland Has a Fire Bug.
Rockland, Oct. 28.—The bam of Joseph
E. Clinton at Rockland, was destroyed by
fire, this morning, about 2 o’clock. The
house was burned two days previous. Insurance, 810,000. The fire was undoubtedly
the work of a fire bug.
CENERAL NEWS.
The New York printers’ strike is supposed
to be about over.
The arguments on the Sharp case were
concluded yesterday.
George M. Huntress of Portsmouth was
awarded 82000 in a suit against the Boston &
Maine yesterday, for the death of his wife.
Rear Admiral J. W. A. Nicholson, retired,
died in New York yesterday.
A receiver has been named by the courts
for the Chesapeake A Ohio Railroad Company.
A despatch from Anticosti reports the
schooner Marie Victerie of Quebec, sank at
Sand Point. Sunday. All hands were lost.
A water famine exists In the two western
tiers of Ohio counties. Cattle aro suffering,
and disease is breaking out among the people.
The Western New York A Pennsylvania
railroad has been mortgaged for 815,000,000.
Carl Schurz and J. N. Seligtnan are the
mortgagees.
The body of Barney Hanen, of West
Bridgewater, Fa., was found in a carriage
shipped to Chicago from New Haven. Uunen had been murdered.

Covernor

He was honored
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with many
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London, Oct. 29—Tim provincial

sert Churchill will replace Lord Lansdowne
as Governor General of the Dominion of
Canada next May. Lord Kandolph will pay
a visit to his father-in-law, Mr. Lawrence
Jerome, in New York, within a short time,
and it is alleged that he will not returu to
but spend the time intervening his
arrival in America and his assumption of the
duties of his new office in making a tour of
the United States and Canada. The political complications in which Lord Kandolph
has become involved and his comparative
poverty are the reasons advanced for his appointment to the place, and his acceptance
The possibility of this change has
as well.
been discussed in political circles today,
and there is a consensus of opinion that the
appointment would be a good stroke for the
as a means of getting rid of an
ncubus, and a great boon to his lordship as
an avenue of escape from the embarrassments incident to a man who is compelled to
live beyond his means.

England,

f;overnment

Magnifying

|/uuiiomug vvc/ij ubinn, lubiuuiug

tics then prepared, but not used, the reports
compiled during the past year, and the statistics to be gathered by the officials just
the
British
Commissionappointed,
will have what the officials

here

the least bit incompatible with the claims of
the ministerial papers that the parties to the
alleged conspiracy are the most consummate
villains that have come into public notice
since the Phoenix Park murders. The witness Hawkins and others, who certainly
ought to have been arrested if the testimony
of Detective Monro and his subordinates is
to be accepted as true, go their way unmolested, and the work of magnifying a molehill into a mountain is left
to the
the whole affair being too
newspapers,
the
for
even
most
diaphanous
uncompromising of their Tory readers to consider seri-

regard

complete

and unanswerable argumentYour correspondent is informed on excellent authority that serious difficulty will
arise at the first meeting of the commissioners.
While the Americans will, it is undera

stood, regard it as a conference to define the
treaty ind subsequent trade concessions, the
British Commissioners will repudiate any
such idea. They will insist that the commission was appointed as the direct result of
President Cleveland’s recommendation to
Congress, in consideration of which Canada
extended the whole of the great privileges
of the Washington treaty for six months.
They will insist that the commissioners have
no authority whatever, to define the treaty.
from
the
taken
Canada has,
first,
positive ground in its definition of that
instrument, and this position having been
endorsed and sustained by Great Britain
neither country can back down. Great Britain having sustained Canada’s action in its
construction of the treaty, must continue to
do so. The British commissioners will produce a mass of statistics showing the value
of the privileges enjoyed by American fishermen in Canadian waters and the question to
be solved is, what will the United States
give in exchange for these privileges,in money or trade considerations. Canada will prefer the latter. The question will then resolve itself into one of the extent of those
concessions. Canada wants a free American market for its fish and free exchange of
natural products. If the American commissioners persist in adhering to Secretary Bayard’s idea and refuse to go beyond a definition of the treaty and subsequent commerorranffoinAnre

than it is afntMi

that

wholly

ously.
The Government’s Side.

The London Standard, referring to the
attacks upon Mr. Chamberlain, says: “The
Irishmen before now have found to their
cost that their aspirations will not be allowed
to interfere with civil order in America. It
will be

Crevy’s Resignation.
Paris, Oct. 28.—President Grevy this evening summoned M. Loroyer and M. Floquet,
and informed them be did not object to M.
Wilson being tried in the regular way for
any offence provable, but he must object to a
system of blackening his son-in-law’s character, not only through the press, but
through the committee of the Chambers,
embracing numerous personal enemies, repSeeing the spirit
resenting party hatreds.
in which it had been formed,"he had decided

tha

to resign. While he thought that lie enjoyed
the confidence of Parliament, nothing could
have made him take such a step but that he
was liable to remain in the Elysee with a
urun‘ i-up
laumj, uiuiiuisueu uignuy anu
his r
-in-law on trial before an irregular
tribt...ul, which had no power except to
blacken his character.
M. Floquet assured the President that the
Chamber held him in undiminished respect,
and desired him to overlook any hasty and
uuconsidered action,andlrcconsider his decision to resign. Finally, it was arranged that
Grevy should await the report of the com-

Liberal papers of both Halifax and St.
John continue to denounce Chamberlain’s
recent speeches on the Irish and Canadian
trade questions, and to doubt his fitness for
commissioner, while the government papers
have not a single good word to say for him.
The St. John Telegraph says that Chamberlain has not only embittered the Irish Americans and Irish Canadians, but be also has
antagonized the Canadian people themselves.
The Telegraph says it is now impossible to
repair the damage done by Chamberlain to
the prospects of an early and amicable settlement ;of the troubles with the United

mittee.

The Liberty Banquet.
banquet was given tonight in celebration
of the anniversary of the dedication of the
statue of “Liberty EnUgbteningthe World,”
in New York harbor. Minister McLane,

One Thing They Don’t Claim.
Ottawa, Oct. 28.—The report that the

Mr. Blaine and

Canadian government has decided at the
coming fishery convention to review the surrender of 47,000 square miles of Canadian
territory now forming a Ipart of Maine, is
declared untrue on the authority of a cabinet minister. Hon. Mr. Bowell, minister of
customs, said the Ashburton treaty was
agreed to be observed in perpetuity, despite
the admitted fact that Canada got the worst
of the bargain.

ent.

assembly by the presence of Messrs. McLane
and Blaine, and expressed the hope that
France would walk in the footsteps of her
sister America. Mr. McLane responded and
said that France had no cause to
envy
America. He paid a (tribute of respect to
the talent of Mr. Blaine, andZconcluded by
proposing the health of President Grevy.

there

What Chamberlain Did Not

Say.
telegraphs

New Yobk, Oct. 28.—G. W. S.
to the Tribune from London as follows:
“Chamberlain’s latest reference to the Irish
in America has annoyed some of his own
friends, who think what he said is true, but
indiscreet. Others justify him on the curious
ground that the Irish cannot dislike him
more bitterly than
they did before. So
stanch a Unionist journal as the St. James
Gazette remonstrates against his creating
fresh difficulties for himself and his country.
New York telegrams alleging that the Irish
have resolved to make his mission a failure,
regardless of its merits or the settlement of
the fisheries question, are readily credited
here. What Chamberlain said, in the same
speech, respecting Canada, is perverted by
lus English enemies into a threat to expel
the Canadians from the empire if they adjust
their tariff to suit themselves. The author
of this ingenious travesty of Chamberlain’s
language is the Pail Mall Gazette. That
journal further says that Chamberlain was
no sooner appointed than he caused to be
transmitted to the American press, through
Smalley, a declaration that he accepted the
post in order to establish a reconciliation between the American and the English peoples;
hence Canada was to be sacrificed. This
statement is at variance with the facts. The
assertion that Chamberlain caused it to be
transmitted is not true. I contradict it because it
misrepresents Chamberlain and
because it is calculated to do mischief in
America, where the habitual preference of
the Pall Mall Gazette for fable over fact may
not be generally understood.”

Mrs. Stewart’s Will.

New York, Oct, 28.—Judge Hilton and
the other beneficiaries under the will of the
late Mrs. Stewart,' have another litigant to
fight in Miss Rosalie Butler. Her petition,
filed in the surrogate’s court today, asks that
the probate be revoked, asserting fraud and
undue influence.
She claims the original
will of July 5, 1877. with codicil, running
down to Nov. 30, 188ft appointing Henry Hilton and Charles Cbncu executors, was not
She further
the last will of Mrs Stewart.
asserts that these papers were obtained

Krapotkine and the Anarchists.
New Yobk, Oct. 28.—The Herald today
prints the following from Paris:

Anri pi mu m-

The ions letter of

Certain portions
ventiou of Henry Hilton.
of the will and codicil are specifically mentioned as having been so procured through
fraud, notably those giving bequests and
to Hilton. Miss Butler says she is a
aughter of Louisa C. Butler, the deceased
wife of Charles E. Butler, and a sister of
Mrs. Stewart.
r>

Prince KraDotkine. the

great Nihilistic leader, who wrote from Harrow, Eng., to the editor of a newspaper,
making a stirring appeal on behalf of the
Chicago Anarchists, nas made a sensation in
political circles. The Figaro, the Intransigeant and the Cri du l’euple all publish extracts from the letter.
I'he prince writes:
"The Chicago sentence indicates that the
contest going on there is to mark an American crisis more acute and brutal in form than
it ever took in Europe. The very first pages
of its history open with an act of retaliation
of the worst kind. A thirst for retaliation,
and nothing »ls6, in fact, can explain the
Chicago sentence. I have carefully read the
minutes of the trial; I have weighed the indictments and evidence, and 1 do not hesi
tate to affirm that a parallel to that sentence
may be found in Europe only in the retalia-

Sowers

Sawyer Coes Home.
Condord, N. H. Oct. 28.—Governor Sawyer signed the bill authorizing the lease of
the Manchester & Lawrence to the Boston it
Maine today. He left for home this afternoon without giving any intimation of what
he should do with the Northern railroad
_

tion sentences pronounced by the courtsmartial after the defeat of the Paris commune of 1871, unless we go so far back as the
white terror of the restored Bourbons in

McCunnigle Re-Engaged.
Lowell, Mass., Oct. 27.—The directors of
the base ball corporation this evening voted

1815.”

to reengage McGunnigle as manager. Frank
W. Kowe was re-elected president, and Edward Ellingwood clerk. Determination was
evinced to make every effort to put the best
team obtainable in the field.
Real Estate

M. de Lafayette were presissued in the name of

were

Lesseps. Bartholdi presented
Minister McLane with a medal struck in
honor of President Cleveland and requested
him to forward it to the President.
Mr. Blaine occupied the seat of honor on
the right of the chairman, M. Spuller.
The
latter, in proposing the health of President
Cleveland, referred to the honor done the

shoemaker. A box was procured and a soft
bed of sawdust was made, into which the
machine was put. One policeman was detailed to carry it to.the Combustible Bureau
at Fireman’s Hall, and a second one was
sent along to gather up his shield, buttons
and club and call a dead wagon for the fragments if the thing went off. At the bureau
Chemist Mitchell immersed It in a tub of
water. Last evening he unwrapped it and
found a piece of gaspipe about eight inches
long, loaded with white ash coal ashes, into
which was stuck a piece of cord. All Harlem is laughing at the cops.

bill.

Invitations

the Count de

has been much excitement among First avenue shopkeepers growing out of a mysterious package left Tuesday morning before
dawn at the door of Frank Klourer’s shoe
shop, No. 2401 First avenue. A policeman of
the East One Hundred and Twenty-sixth
street station found it while trying doors.
With his club he removed it to a gaslight
and saw something like the fuse of a giant
firecracker sticking out of one end.
He
lifted it up tenderly, carried it to the station
where all hislcomrade agreed that some powder monkey had attempted to blow up the

intillftnCA

Deputy United

States Marshal Johnson
took Joseph Michaud, of Presque Isle, to
Bangor, Thursday, and took him before Commissioner Charles Hamlin, charged with
selling liquor without having paid the special
United States tax.
He pleaded guilty and
was committed to jail.
A young colored man, formerly employed
by Dr. Hathaway, in Presque Isle, was lost
in the woods in Big Machias a week ago and
up to Sunday noon no trace of him had been
found. He was out in the heavy rain storm
Friday night without overcoat or blanket,
and having no means to kindle a fire, and
the generalimpression at Ashland at last ad?
vices, was that he must have died from cola
and exposure.
Patten has voted ten thousand dollars to
secure the construction of the Northern
help
Maine Railroad. Smyrna contributes $1,500.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Some

To Murder Ferdinand.

Sofia, Oct. 28.—A Montenegrin, anested
at Varney, confessed that a Slav committee
at Odessa promised him 0,000 napoleons and
a good post in the Russian government if lie
succeeded in organizing a plot to murder
Ferdinand and M. StambulotT.

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Portland—Cara A. Harmon et al. to Benjamin
Cushing. $600.
Cumberland—Peter Ulbriksen to A. Larsen.

Foreign Notes.
The Pope is disappointed at the failure of
Mgr. l’ersico’s mission to Ireland. Mgr. I’ersico obtained only vague declarations which
will be useless in furthering the Pope’s desire to pave the way for the renewal of diplomatic relations with England.
President Orevv, at a cabinet council this
evening intimated that he would resign if an

£90
Gray—D. B. Cummings to Mary E. Whitney. $1
and other considerations.
C. E. Whidden to W.F. Leighton. *500.
Harpswell—Susan W. Clary to Ella E. Clary.

instituted into Wilson’s alleged
connection with the decoration scandal.

inquiry

$50.

Ottsfleld—O. N. Edwards to Wyatt T. Edwards.
$200.

was

forcibly

person

Hosea lisley.
Hon. Hosea Ilsley, formerly of this city,
aged 88 years, and eight months, died in
Chelsea,Mass .Tuesday last. He represented
this city in one State Legislature and was a
He was a deacon
highly esteemed citizen.
of the Second Parish church in 1835.
He
I

the Free

HANCOCK

COUNTY.

The Bar Harbor Record reports that a sensat ion Has been created at Wesley by some
one
visiting the home of Janies Love

nightly

and seeking to injure members of the family. Mr. Love received a severe blow from a
rock which was thrown through the window
from the outside. His son Ernest received

Notwithstanding the had and disgraceful
from Ireland, the political outlook Is
by no means gloomy or depressing to the

news

Liberals who follow Mr. Gladstone.
The
work of political education ls being carried
on, and the result is not uncertain or distant. The question has ceased to be wheth-

Ireland shall have Home Kule. The point
to be decided is when this shall be
granted, and under what conditions.
Partial justice has been done to that country in
the Catholic emancipation act, in the abolition of tbe State church, in successive land
acts, and in wide extension of tbe parliamentary franchise. Home Kule Is the crown
and the complement of snch resources, and
it cannot long be delayed. Tbe intelligent
people of America are naturally surprised
that the proposal should awaken so much
opposition and resentment, even on the part
er

now

of

English

going on.
TORYISM

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

meetingof the stockholders of the
Randolph Shoe Factory, held at Uecla Hail,
Wednesday evening, the committee on subAt a

scriptions reported the stock all taken, and
the company proceeded to organize by choosing Franklin Stevens, president; A. 0. Clark,
treasurer; B. A. Cox, clerk; with G. I*, h.
Jewett, R. C. Moody and L. W. Goodspeed,
directors. The directors were authorized to
select a site, prepare plans, and make such
other arrangements as they think best, for
the speedy erection of the building.
Lillie Brooker, the girl tramp held under
bonds to appear against the Carmel tramps
at the next term of court, escaped from the
She
jail at Augusta Wednesday afternoon.
went outdoors to spread out some clothes,
and ran away.
Going to a house near by
she inquired the way to the country "where
the farmers live."
From there she went
down into the gully near the jail and gathered on her clothing a good part of this year's

crop of burdocks. She was finally captured
and returned to the jail. The girl appears to
he lacking in intelligence, says the Kennebec

Journal.

KNOX COUNTY.

Mr. A. J. Small of Rockland has purchased six acres of shore land about one fourth
of a mile south of Owl’s Head light house,
and will at once make extensive improvements. He intends to build a large summer
hotel and have it open and ready for business early next year, and will build a substantial steamboat wharf. The purchase also embraces several very desirable cottage

lots.

OXFORD COUNTY.

F. Whitman has been elected
president and Geo. R. Howe secretary of the
Norway Republican Club. A committee to
draft by-laws was appointed as fellows: Dr.
G. W. Hazel ton, E. F. Smith, C. W. Leavitt.
J. A. Roberts, Nathan Hatch.

Judge C.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

On the recent hearing at Augusta the Bath
Times says: "Notwithstanding all the rum
facts and rhetoric carried from Bath to Augusta, to induce Governor Bodwell to appoint
Mr. Bailey as special constable, the great
majority of our citizens are careless and in.nhi.w.t

An

regarded here

as a

if

to

aommonl..

personal affair between

the pricinpal actors. Our citizens are well
content without Mr. Bailey as liquor constable and on the other hand few would show
anything but unconcern should he succeed in
getting the appointment. The fight at the
State capital amuses Bath people, but with
very few exceptions that is the quality of interest that is manifested, and whether Bailey wins or loses is a matter of popular in-

difference.

YORK COUNTT.

Several North Berwick boys thought to
enrich themselves the other day by stealing
walnuts in an adjoining town.
It cost them
$5 for the walnuts and $10 for the time spent
by the watchman who caught them, according to the News.
A. J. Fernald and his helper were welding
a piece of iron in his blacksmith shop at
Springvale, Thursday, when the hammers
the large sledge returning, striking him
met,
on the forehead and rendering him unconscious, in which state he laid for five hours.
The surgeons found no concussion, only a
contusion, but since coming to he has had
several convulsions.
PERSONAL.
Mr. Alvin T.

Tholts, night

Manchester Union,

was

editor of the
in the city yester-

day.
The members of the Stone-cutters Union
propose to erect a monument to the memory
of the late Thompson Murcb.
Tomorrow morning, Bev. Dr. Aubrey of
London will preach at Williston church, and
in the afternoon at the Second Parish.
Kev. L. II. llallock has left 62 Neal street,
and taken rooms at Whitman Sawyer’s, 660
Congress street, where he will be happy to
see

But it is

reported that Bear Admiral S. B.
Luce will be relieved at his own request
the command of the North Atlantic
late in November or early in December.
Mr. Elbert B. Monroe. |who presided so
gracefully at the closing sessions of the
American Missionary Association, Is president of the New York Young Men’s Chrisfrom

squadron

tian Association.
The latest wedding in Gardiner was that
of Mr. G. Dexter Libby and Miss Lutie B.,
daughter of II. K. Morrell, Esq., the former
proprietor of tlieJIIome Journal. They were

married Tuesday.
Rev. Willis A. Uadley of Willmette, 111
to whom a pastoral call was recently extended by the Second Congregational church of
He has
Biddeford, has declined to accept.
been called to Newburyport to a pastorate in
the church which Kev. Dr. Fiske has presided over for forty years.
The Brunswick and Harpswell friends of
Rev. Elijah Kellogg, united In a donation
party last Tuesday evening. A speech was
made by Mr. A. G. Tenney, and the Brunswick Telegraph says that the table and
chairs in the dining room were literally loaded with packages of tea, ooffee, sugar, and
whatever enters into a well provided house-

hold.
_

SUBURBAN NEWS.
DKEKIXU.

The committee recently appointed by the
I leering Village Improvement Association
to nominate a (air commute win report this
evening at a business meeting of the Association at Lewis Hall.
SCAKBOHO.

At a game of ball betweeu Thurston's nine
of Cash’s Corner, Cape Elizabeth, and Higgins’s Diue of Scarboro, played at Dunstan's
Corner, IScarboro, Thursday afternoon, the
Cape boys won by a score of 27 to 7.
YAIi.VOUTH.
At the meeting of Casco Lodge F. A A.
M., the following officers were elected:
Master—A. J. Curtis.
Senior Warden—Charles A. Collins.
Junior Warden—Charles L. Blake.
Senior Deacon—F. A. Peudexter.
Junior Deacon— W. B. Allen.
The

Kermis.

The Kermis dances were repeated at City
Hall last evening and gave great pleasure to
the spectators. They were given with the
same dash and spirit that marked their presentation some days ago. There was a good
sale of fancy articles and refreshments. It
is thought the entertainments that have been
given will net the society.smne $1,300.

to ef-

UNCHANGED AND UNCHANGEABLE

The Crimes Bill reveals the true nature of
was pressed mrougn me legislaloryisui.
ture in spite of the (act, demonstrated by
the government returns, that crime in Ireland
was never so low or so slight.
It is now being administered with ruthless severity, as if

purpose of provoking
infuriating the people. This reveals the Tory nature in ail its hideous deIt is naked and not ashamed.
formity.
Some of us always knew its real character,
just as in the fable the donkey was disguised
beneath the lion’s skin.
Whatever its modern protean powers, Toryism is unchanged
and unchangeable in its essence. It means
monopoly, vested interests, class legislation,
exclusiveness, intolerance, and the rule of
with the malignant

crime by

the few for their own beneiit at the expense
of the many. It has always been opposed to
liberty and progress. All reforms bave been
extorted from it when further resistance was
impossible, or as the price of continuing in
office. It is in the habit of declaring that it
has no connection with the Liberal shop over
the way. The political goods shown in the
window are ticketed as the leal and cheap
articles, marked with a large and black St in
ink, but with 99c faintly added in pencil.
GLADSTONE TRIUMPHANTLY

VINDICATED.

Prior to and during the election of last
year, Mr. Gladstone affirmed that there was
no other course open for Ireland than Home
Rule or coercion.
This was passionately
denied by the Tories, and by their quondam
allies, the dissentient Liberals, who said
there was another course. Ample time has
elapsed for the development of a third line
of policv, but it is not forthcoming.
The
Tories nave displayed alternate
brutality
and feebleness, and have tried to act the
part Bunyan's Mr. Faeing-both-ways. They
resisted Mr. Parnell’s proposal last October
for the suspension of evictions, pending an
inquiry as to a further revision of judicial
rents. They have not hod the courage or the
honesty to legislate on the lines of the report of the Cowper Commission which they
appointed. In August, 1H8»>, Lord .Salisbury
said that “it was not honest and exceedingly
inexpedient” to make any revision of judicial rents. Last April he added that such a
proposal “would destroy the very foundations of civil society.” In May his government inserted in their bill a clause to this
very thing; but it was taken out in June; restored and enlarged in Julv: and again
abandoned in August. '1 he only thing done
has been to resort to brute force in order to
coerce a whole nation.
All this serves to
show that there is no alchemy by which
golden conduct can be transmuted out of
leaden instincts.
UOW IRELAND IS BE1NU TREATED.

The Gladstonian Liberals have always
maintained that the Tory policy was directed, not against crime, but against opinion.
National aspirations were to be suppressed
at any cost. Nearly five millions of people
were to be dragooned into submission.
Free
discussion, on the platform and through the
The expressed
press, was to be forbidden.
wishes of the vast majority of the electors
were to be disregarded. Three-fourths of

their number have returned S3 out of a total
of 103 members of Parliament, pledged to
Home rule. All these things are ignored by
the Tories. An army of 30,000 soldiers and
12.000 drilled and armed constables are emplayed, nominally, to maintain law and order, but really to assist landlords and their
agents to extort exorbitant and impossible
rents. In cases of eviction, every dollar of
rent costs five dollars to collect, and the expense of all this falls upon the taxpayers.
They have actually to provide the money
which is used for their own oppression by
officials in whose appointment they hate no
voice, and who virtually do as they choose.
Everything centres in Dublin Castle, and
there is little or nothing of local self-government in Ireland. Meetings called to p
against military rule are forbidden or dispersed. Speakers and writers who dare to
complain are arrested and imprisoned, and
the tory gag is being applied.
THE ATTITUDE Or THE

his friends.

It is

difficult

fect great constitutional changes in an old
country, girt around with traditions, prejudices and customs. The nation has to tie
informed and convinced, aud this process is

standing

blow from a stick of wood while he was
in the outside door. Vigilant search
has been made, but the guiltv one caBnot be
found.

Tories.

PEOPLE.

Yet the Irish people have shown wonderful patience and forbearance during the last
terrible year. Their self-restraut is most commendable.
They know that the English
people mean to do what is just and generous.
Hence they endure these present wrongs,
hoping for the speedy dawn of a brighter
day. The marvel is that there have been so
few outbreaks. It speaks well for the Irish
nation as a whole that they have refused to
be hounded on to a resistance that would
have .been made the pretext for further
measures of oppression.
Their instincts
have detected the trap that was being luid,
and they have refused to walk into it. Never
was there a time when the great mass of the
people of the two countries were so closely
allied in sympathy. The people of England
are beginning to perceive what is really
meant. They will not tolerate any attempts
to treat Ireland in an exceptional manner,
and to suppress public oDitiiou. It is an
outrage upon their sense of justice to punish
a man as a felon simply because lie protests
against misrule find oppression.
TCTMUXU OF TUB TIDE.

Mr. Gladstone has always said that the
people was in favor of bis Irish
policy. He has never swerved lor a niomeat
from his chosen line. In the darkest days
his hope and courage have not failed.
His
own magnificent energy has Inspired his
followers. Recent bye-elections show that
the tide has turned. Last year, many Gladstonian candidates, like myself, were defeated at the polls, especially in London,
whose five millions of people are most difficult to reach and influence.
False issues
were raised, and catchphrases become current. Sonorous syllables often govern the
world. We were charged with » design to
break up the Empire, although this is ridiculously and flagrantly untrue. The demon of
religious bigotry was aroused, and the m)

heart of the

fishness of the British tax payer was appealed to by the fasehoodthat he would have
to find $7.10.000,000 to buy out the Irish landlords. Red herrings like these were drawn
across the scent, but the popular instluct has
since detected the trick.
Whenever the next
general election occurs we are sanguine as to
the result.
THE IMMEDIATE

FL'Tl'UE,
The Tories do not appeal to the couotry,
if they can help It. Still less do the dlssen
tient Liberals. Most of these would assuredly receive an unceremonious dismissal from
Mr. Joseph Chambertheir constituents.
lain’s temper is as bitter as ever, hut his following Is very small ana uninfluential. Lord
Uartington and the Whig section will doubtless eud by becumlug Tories. Only a shadowy line at present divides them. The John
Bright of today is not the glorious tribune of
the people who formerly thrilled and in-

spired them. Lord Randolph Churchill will
probably tryflo form another party of which

he will constitute himself the leader
He
an ultra-Radical
may develop into
but
though smart, his influence is not what it
have leased the store Mo. 453 Congress street was. Mr. Gladstone is still the acknowland pre-eminent
leader of the
adjoining their present store, No. 455, and I edged
great body of
English Liberals, and
will run both after November 1st.
This
their
attachment
to
him
is
1
deep
course is necessitated by their increasing
and intense. It is hoped that he
may be
to
witness the consummation of his
spared
business. No. 455 will be devoted to ladies’,
: last and greatest
effort, and that upon him
misses’ and children’s goods in boots and
the honor may rest of
bringing peart* to Ireshoes, and No. 453 to gentlemen’s goods.
land. No great reform hat> been effected in
Brothers

CHRYSANTHEMUM.

ol

London, England,
who addressed the meeting of the American MIson
ionary Association,
Wednesday, Ls on iuti
mate terms with the English Liberal leaders, and
was the Uladstonian candidate for the London
borough of North Hackney at tbe last Parliamentary election. He is at present tbe guest of His
Honor, Mayor Chapman, aid he has favored us
with bis views on English politics.]

a

Dean

Another Burglary.
Some time Thursday ,night burglars entered
Irving J. Brown’s shoe store, in Clapp’s
Block, by breaking the glass in a rear window and turning the catch. They stole from
#8 to $15 in money, according to Mr. Brown.
He misses nothing else.

entered

Baptist church in F'armington one night
last week by breaking a pane of glass and
crawling through the opening. The only articles missing are the contents of tbe contribution boxes, which, fortunately, was a
small amount.
The thief unbolted the
front door and escaped.

A

States.

nnrilli*

something new

if another wise, satisfactory arrangement shall be restricted because it clashes with the Irish
predilection.
Nor ought it to be forgotten that the decision of America’s loreign policy practically
lies with the Senate, in which Irish wire
pullers have^no overpowering influence. We
are ho) ful, therefore, that Mr. Chamberlain
will lx uccessful in his mission.”

British commissioners will positively refuse
to enter upon any negotiations whatsoever
until the United States Senate meets and defines the scope of the American commission-

Hirnnarli franri

tuc auirir

addresses of suspected persons, with
great minuteness. The Tory newspapers
are especially particular to impress upon the
minds or their readers the importance of the
case, the enormity of the offence contemplated by the suspects, and proved by the
evidence before the coroner's jury, and the
efficiency of the detectives in ferreting out
the would-be outrage mongers. Nevertheless, there have been no arrests, and this
fact strikes thinking persons as beiug just

[TbeKev. l>r. Aubrey,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

can

half million a year awarded by the Halifax
Commission. Thus.with the the records used
before the Halifax Commission, the statis-

as

Mole Hill.

The press throughout the country have
made an enormous spread on the Cohen case.

that lor a year past certain uttawa omciais
of the fishing and customs departments have
been engaged in compiling special reports
covering the value of the privilages enjoyed
by Americans in Canadian waters, duiing
the Washington treaty, over and above the

ers

a

THE

press as-

CENTS.

THREE

LiberEngland without toll and patience.
als have been repulsed times without number in their attacks upon the citadel of injustice anil oppression, but they have never
known when they were beaten, nor have
they ever sounded a retreat.
I am glad to
know that America believes In and admires
Mr. Gladstone, and 1 am charged by him to
say how deeply he is touched by the expressions of sympathy and confidence in the resolutions of State Legislatures, and in such
magnificent gatherings as the one held in
1 ortlaud some months
ago.
W. H. 8. Aubkky.

THE STATE.

[Special to the Press.]
Halifax, Oct. 28.—It is reported here tonight that the Dominion government has divided Nova Scotia into nine fishing districts,
and has appointed nine officials to collect
statistics of the fisheries this season. These
officials are instructed to visit each fishing
establishment and personally obtain from
the owners of fishing vessels and from packers and exporters of fish, statistics of the
Canadian fisheries. They will also show the
importance, extent and value of the llnshore
mackerel fisheries, and the traffic conducted
previous to the expiration of the Washington treaty, with the Americans in the sale of
bait. In the matter of provisions and other
supplies special attention will be paid to the
collection of statistics of American cargoes
of fish transhipped at Port Mulgrave and
Shediac and shipped in bond by rail and
steamer to American ports.
The Canadian case will rest largely, if not
completely, upou the showing made in the
statistics thus compiled. It is known here

Selling the Police.
New York, Oct. 28.—For two days

CANADA’S TROUBLES.

Resign

Over

General.

Kennebunk.

_

Churchill

Market.

splendid bass voice.

ton fifty years ago, and was appointed an
inspector in tbe Custom House by Collector
P. Greely, Jr.
Residing in Chelsea he was
soon chosen mayor of that city, and was for
many years, one of the most active members

Excited

President Crevy Threatens to
and Reconsiders.

er.

Old Okchabd, Oct. 28.—The Boston &
Maine station at Old Orchard was burglarized last niizht.
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well known for his musical talent and
He removed to Bos-
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Washington, Oct 29.
The indications for New England are
slightly warmer followed by cooler weather,
followed by light rains, and light to fresh
southerly winds shifting to northwesterly.
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The

Popular

and

Fashionable
Flower.

Fall

Whereas the rose, the carnation, the fragrant English violet still occupy the same
high place in the estimation of the flower
loving world, and are quite indispensable to
the florist, the chrysanthemum is the fashionable fall flower and, considering its good
qualities, it may well be. Being so full of
beauty, of such varied colors and of almost
numberless varieties, and coining in all its
strength and freshness at a season when
vegetation is scarce, it is no wonder that during its transient flower producing period, it
should be the popular flower.
Horticulturists and florists both at home
and abroad have of late years given much
attention to the cultivation and improvement
of tills beautiful plant.
Japan and China
iiave been the great gardens (or this flower
in the past and they still export many varie,tles, but no country now produces so many
varieties or perhaps more properly speaking,
forms and color of flowers, as the United
States. In this country from the three gceat
clnsnesi of this tilant. the

PornDon. JaDanese

and Chinese, 3,000 new seedlings ot distinct
color and form have been grown worthy ot
the name within the last year, and next year
the names of these new saedlings will be catalogued. John Thorp, ex-president ot the

American Society of Florists,

has probably

done more in the way of growing new varieties of chrysanthemums and improving and
keeping np the standard of the plant than
any other man in the world. New varieties
are constantly appearing upon the market
and much is now being said concerning a
new

spotted Japanese variety.

The custom of holding grand chrysanthemum shows now prevails In nearly all the
large cities in this country, as well as in
At these
many of the countries of Europe.
exhibitions hundreds of varieties are shown,
of all colors, many of them very beautiful
and unique.
Although an old plant, th«
chrysanthemum has never before been so

thoroughly and carefully cultivated ,ps it Is
at the present time by our American florists‘hat are
All chrysanthemums, having
known as quilled flowers, be' .jg to the
Japanese class. Large <y- -*«ies of these
plants were formerly Unpo..alt?froin Japan,
but the number is now much smaller. Some
have been received this present season from
that country. The plants which are now in
blossom were started from cuttings in the
early summer or spring and after they are
done blossoming they may be cut down to
spriDg up again and blossom at a future day.
The second blossoms, however, are inferior
in size and beauty as compared with the first,
and it is better to start new plants from cuttings or by dividing the root of the old plant
and thus obtain new and vigorous growing
bushes, than it is to attempt to force the old
plant to blossom a second time. For a white
chrysanthemum, few are more lieauttful
than the anemone-flowered Trinbale L’ArThe Inner petals of this variety are
enion
The Alba Monstrosa is a
colored
pure white variety, of extra large size. The
John Welch, for a dark crimson maroon;
the Mrs. Brett, for a yellow: Md. d’Anglnir
for a rosy pink; the Kefulgens, for a rich
purple Imaroon; the Mongol Aer, for a maroon ; and the Bob for a dark brown crimson ; are among the many well known varieties that are good for a collection.
Plants started and grown in the greenhouse will do better than those which are
started in the open earth out of doors, and
afterwards repotted and placed in the greenhouse. In growing plants for the house, it
Is well to pot the young plants during the
summer, in five or six Inch pots sunk in the
earth out of deors, and in the fall, during
their blossoming season, they may he taken
in, kept until through blossoming, and then
slips taken for new plants to blossom the
next fall.
The chrysanthemum is a gross
leeaer, ana is nest grown iu a ricn, ugnt sou,
well watered. Like many other plants, it is
not without its enemies.
It Is subject to
mildew, and the brown fly, an insect peculiar
to the chrysanthemum, is one of Its most potent destroyers. Fortunately, however, sulphur will destroy the mildew and tobacco
is death to the brown Uy, so that the careful
florist ueed apprehend little danger from
either of these pestilential sources.
Although it Is said that the plant is easily
grown, it requires about as much experience
to grow it to perfection, as is required by a
rose.
Blossoms, six inches iu diameter.have
been grown by allowing but one bud on a
bush to blossom.
The "tipping” or “pinching back” as it is called, to make the plant
grow bushy, should not be doue later than
the last of July; if continued beyond this
time, it is apt tube injurious to the flowering
of the plant. Chrysanthemums are hardy in
the latitude of New York, and by giving
them a light covering! of dry leaves or litter
they may be made to stand the wiuter even
here.
Already this very fashionable and popular
fall flower has made its appearance in the
florists’ show windows of our city to the
number of between 43 and tit) of the best
known varieties, and many homes have been
brightened by the reception of their welcome fall visitor.

f;ent.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
PORTLAND A ROCHESTER.

On and after November 1st the Portland
it Rochester Railroad Company will sell
transferable mileage tickets, 5t)0 miles for
$12.30, to be used by the bearer in place of
the former registered ticket.
THE BOSTON A MAINE PLANS.

A special from Concord to the Journal says
tlie latest railroad rumor is that the Boston
A Maine, in case it fails to get possession of
the Boston, Concord A Montreal, will open
negotiations for the purchase of the Port
laud
Ogdensburg, with the view of extending it from Fabyan's to Scott’s, iu Lancaster,
on tlie Connecticut River, as was originally
intended. Then, after the Upper Coos line
is completed to Uroveton, the building of a
few miles only would be required to give the
Boston it Maine a trunk line from the Megantic system in Canada through Colesbrook,

Lancaster, Fabyan’s. White
Notch and Portland to Boston.

Mountains

The Pullman parlor ear Olivia has been
added to the equipment of the Boston A
Maine, running over the Eastern Division.
The Olivia is finished iu dark wood, has

twelve paper wheels and Is finished with the
new bay window.
The Orand Trunk has made an open cut
to New York on butter from tv> rents to 57
cents, claiming that Its competitors were
The chances are the
secretly cutting
Orand Trunk will reduce grain rates, it having charged certain lines with cutting them.
New

Corporations.

The following corporations have filed certificates of organization at the office of the
Secretary of State:
THK CITIZEN n'BUIkClU CO.,
of Portland: business, printing and publishing
newspapers, magazines and pamphlets. Capital
stock, (10,000; paid in, nothing; par value of
shares, (25.
President—J. Kdwin Dudley, Boston, Mass.
Treasurer—A. M. Bridgman, Brockton, Mass.
Directors—I- Edwin Dudley, A. M. Bridgman,
9. I. Hudgens. Boston.
THU KA.NDOl.CH

SHOE

CACTOUV

CO.,

Randolph; business, manufacturing shoes;
capital stock. (7,500; paid In, nothing; par value
of

(25.
President-Pranklln Stevens,
Treasurer—A. C. Clark.
Directors—ti. P. H. Jewett, R. C. Moodv
T' I- W
(loodspeed, all id Randolph.

of shares,

Colby University.
The Freshman election resulted
lows:
President—Alvah II. Chlpman.
V tee President—Norman I,.
Bassett

as

fol-

Secretary-Mary 9.

Morrill.
Treasurer—Edward B. Matthews.
Orator—Dennis M. Bangs.
Poet—Arthur K. Rogers.
Historian—Alfred B. Cottle.
Prophet—Edwin C. Teague.
Toastmaster—Charles V. Leadlie'ter.
Executive Committee-David W. Parsons, Oeo.
A. Curium, Arthur T. Watson.
Committee on Odes—Effle C. Dascomb, Ifincline
M. Fletcher, Mary 9. Morrill.
The editors for this year’s Oracle will be:
Walter 1>. Stewart, '88; Addison B. l.oumer,
’88; KoyalJ. Tilton. ’88; iieury W. Frye,
’81): David F. Smith, ’88.
'The Colby Y. M. 0. A at the convention
to be held at Kocklaml will he represented
bv: A. B. Lordlier, ’88; Uenrv Fletcher.
’88; H. E. Farnham, ’89; H. R. llat<-b, ’90;
A. If. Chipman. 91.

President Pepper, making only a short
stay here, has started <wf on another trip.
Tuesday tie addressed the Boston Social
Union iu Tremont Temple.
Charles Pepper, '88, has returural home In
improved health. lie Intends to spend this
winter In the South.

the!^kicssT
SATURDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 2».
We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The Lame aiM address of the writer
»re iu all cases
tiidtapeneabitf, not nee»\«parlly for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used._
the championship of America apto have been as easy for Mr. Teenier
Mr. Gaudaur seems to
as rolling off a log.
have grown tired very early ip the race.

then in somo time of need England raw find
of her colonics lukewarm and languid.
What effect this sort of talk will have on the

The enthusiasm which greeted Jefferson
Davis at Macon was quite as great and more
spontaneous tliau that which President
Cleveland met at Atlanta, and in the first
case it was all for Davis, while Mrs. Cleve-

land no doubt inspired
second.

a

liberal share in the

_

It is said that the New

Hampshire bribery
committee will, in their forthcoming report,
recommend that several of the parties
implicated in attempted bribery bo prosecuted
by
the Attorney General.
That is proper.
Bribery will not be suppressed until tho
persons ready to engage in it are made to
fear that It may
land£them in the penitentiary.
The Grand Jury has requested District Attorney Martine to examine the allegations
against Jay Gould in the Kansas Pacific
bond case witli a

view

to

ascertaining

if

there are grounds for an indictment against
him, and Mr. Gould, it is announced, will
sail for Europe to-day. Perhaps these two
circumstances have no connection, but they
come suggestively near together.

wrecking of the Fidelity Bank, of Cincinnati is followed by the proper proceeding* against the officers who betrayed their
trusts. Six of them havo been Indicted by
the Grand Jury. President E. L. Harper is
I

CURRENT COMMENT.
WORK

ANI)

NO

DISPUTING.

[Springfield Unlou.j
There has been no theological disputing
at the meeting of the American
Missionary
Association at l'ortlaud, this wees, but an
earnest endeavor to turn every possible effort and every possible dollar toward the regeneration of thl? black, tin* red and the yellow people of tins country.

ranging from five

to

forty-eight.

The Personal Liberty Party of New Yorkhas secured the public adhesion of one candidate for representative to its cause. He is
a candidate in the third
Albany district, and
he was a member of the last legislature. In
consideration of the support of the liquor
dealers he has pledged himself publicly to
advocate a bill permitting the sale of liquor
•n Sunday.
The district is full of saloons
and there are a great many churches in it
also, so there is the promise of a very oner"
getic contest between those two antagonistic
forces.
Mr.

Powderly

is credited with a desire to
be the bead of the department of labor,
which he and the Knights want Congress to
enact. This is not unlikely. Thp wrangling
at Minneapolis showed him that he could
not

long hope

to hold together the body over
^•
frhich he now presides, and which pays him
a
handsome salary. He would, therefore, no
doubt, like to have another string to his
bow. Well, if we are to have a department
of labor, s> mebody acceptable to the labor-

ing men sho Id fill it, and perhaps the Grand
Master Work"
^answers that description
as well as anyffchy that can be found.
Our esteemed contemporary, The New
Age, Insinuates that The Pbess has expressed approval of Constable Stevenson’s
shooting of the tramp, Shorty. The Age
knows perfectly well however tnat we havo
not expressed any opinion on that
question at
all. The paragraph which The New
Age
quotes simply deprecated the wasting of
good poetry over such a despicable fellow as
Shorty was. But if the Democratic press
wants to embalm him and introduce him
into the next campaign wreathed
with
flowers and tender sentiments we have no
objections certainly. From a purely partisan standpoint we should rather
enjoy the
spectacle which the leaders of the warring
factions of the Maine Democracy would present, standing with uncovered heads around
the bier of Shorty and swearing to
avenge
his death at the ballot box.
The New York city Democrats made a
very bad mistake in throwing De Lancey
Nicoll overboard for Col. Fellows. Nicoll
was undoubtedly the first choice of the respectable element, but Tammany and the
“low-downers” feared he could not be trusted to prosecute with discretion; in other
words, they feared that if a political boss
got caught in the meshes of the law Nicoll
could net be relied upon to “let up” on him
and permit him to escape. Col. Fellows, on
the other band, has been one of the “boys’’
himself, and is dear to their hearts. They
thought be would be sufficiently discreet. Unfortunately for them the public saw through
their design, and the Republicans by nominating Nicoll have given them an opportunity
to defeat it.

Evidentlylthe feeling

is very

strong against Fellows, for the cry is going
up from several of the most prominent
Democratic papers that unless he is withdrawn the Democratic State ticket will certainly be defeated.
Gen. Butler in his appeal Vo the Supreme
Court in behalf of the condemned Anarchists
raises the point that the method by which
evidence was obtained against them, by
breaking open their desks and abstracting
their private letters, was in violation of the
clause of the constitution which guarantees
the persons
and
citizens
property of
against searches without warrants, inasmuch as the officers had no warrants at the
time. This objection does not impeach the
truthfulness of the testimony,nor does it tend
in any way to affect the justice of the verdict.
However the Anarchists were entitled to be
tried according to the strict forms of law and
if those forms have been departed from in
any essential particular they are entitled to
another triEl. It is not likely however that
In either of Gen. Butler’s points—the one

that affects the legality of the jury or the
that touches the legality of the testimony—will the Supreme Court find sufficient
ground for setting aside the verdict.
one

The prospect of a settlement'of the Fishery
question by Mr. Bayard’s commission, if
there ever was any, is growing beautifully
less. With the people of the United States
the Idea of a commission has never been
popular, but as the President neglected to
use the weapons placed in his hands by Congress,
they have tolerated it in the
vague hope that some good might come of
it. It seems now to have become unpopular
with the Canadians, and even one member
of the commission itself is talkiue about the
prospect in a way that points to the conclu•ionthat he has little faith that anything
will come of It.
From the moment that Canada began to
harass our fishermen and refuse them
any
privileges In her ports, she has had one object In view. It was not to protect her coast
fisheries, for they were not in danger, and
even if they had been, it was not in the line
of protecting them to refuse to deep sea
American fishermen the privilege of buying
bait in her ports. But it was to force
this country to admit Canadians to share
In our markets on equal terms with our own
fishermen. In other words,Canada wanted tho
American Congress to remove the duty from
American fish. That purpose has always
been kept steadily in view and is to-day.
A settlement that does not inclade this will
never be satisfactory to her and will never
be ratified by the British commission if she
can help it. On the other
hand, what the
V nlted States fishermen do not want is the
removal of this same
duty on fish. To them
it means

of Canada’s desires. Mr. Chamberlain’s
recent speech seemed to show that he might
not be disposed to back up the Dominion as
vigorously as the Canadians desire, and
now it looks as if the Canadian press had
begun a whipping in process on him. The
great Importance of the Dominion to England Is being pointed
out, and the necessity
to England of
preserving the loyalty of the
Canadians to the mother government is being dilated upon. What the Canadians
mean Is that If England
does not support
them at all points in this
fishery controversy

WE, THE

A WATERLOO

ATKINSON

FOR HIGH PRICES l
Nothing Like SPOT GASH in Buying and Selling

ing November, 1887,
—

of the Legislature inducements to vote for
tiie provisions contained in the flaxen bill
as in Ills evidence before the bribery committee he said: “Men are a good deal like
hogs—they don’t like to bo driven; but you
throw them doten a little corn and you can
call them most anywhere.”
HAD

SYMPTOM.

[N. Y. Mail and Express]
For a good while before the grand outburstof the Frencli revolution in the last
century the crowds of liuugry peoplo of
France flocked into Paris and behaved themselves in the same way that now characterizes the horde of hungry wretches fn London. It is on* of the symptoms of the condition of a people breaking away from all
ordinary restraints.
NEW YORK CLUBS.
The

Places for

FURNISHING

Soups,

Cood

Wines and Cood

Cood

Fellows.

[New York Times.]
Au evidence of general prosperity Is furnished by the fact that there is a long list of
candidates for membership in nearly all the
leading clubs. In the older clubs, whose
limit of membership is complete, this is always the case, as there Is only a vacancy
caused by death or resignation or expulsion
in these, and the candidates’ names remain
up sometimes for several years before they
can be elected.
In the Union, the Union
League, the Century, and the University the
membership is complete, while in the clubs
wxere this is not the case there is not the

hurry

to fill the list time exists in a new club
anxious to (ill its roster. Tbe applicants, as
a rule, are young men.
An improvement of
25 per cent, over last year’s business is
generally reported in the clubs, and it is a common remark flint more private dinners are
given this season than ever before. Many

bachelors reciprocate domestic hospitality by

dinners at their club, and many make the
club an annex of their homes by entertaining
therein. It is a greater compliment to entertain n friend at your club, accessible to
only a privileged few, than at one of the
fashionable cafes, open to the publie, especially as at the Manhattan, or the Union, or
the Union League, or the Lotos, or the New1 ork, as good, if not better, fare and accommodation can be obtained as at any of the
outside resorts. It is denied tiiat
terrapin,
for instance, is better served anywhere than
at the Manhattan Club, while the famous
wine cellar can be levied on for vintages not
to be obtained elsewhere. The fastidious
members of the Union claim that game is
lietter served there, especially the canvasback, than in any other place. The private
dinner, that is one especially given in the
private rooms, combines the social retirement of the domestic household with the
facilities of the fashionable cafe.
The rising generation cannot be accommodated in the older elubs with a completed
membership, and if the present accession to
membership is to be attributed to this source,
there will necessarily be a demand on the
smaller clubs, or new clubs will be organized, as few of the clubs are prepared to accommodate auy more than their present
membership. The approaching removal of
the New-York Club to more spacious
quarters on Fifth-avenue enabled them te increase tlioir membership, and within the
past 12 months over 150 new names have
been added on the list here. There is a general ambition in all college graduates locating in the city to enter the University Club,
which is limited to this class; but a rule prevents admission until two years after matric-

with grained ceilings and
wainscot. Down stairs the front room has
been converted into a bright and cheerful
cafe. Before leaving, the renovators w'll go
through the house, and, consequently, everything will be touched up and freshened in
this convivial, Bohemian resort, which, however, boasts of having no journalist in its
ranks and never having its monthly dinners
on Sunday evenings reported.
Mr. Lester
Wallack. as the Shepherd, is prevented by
his country residence from actively participating in the affairs of the club, but the Boy,
Steele Mackaye. is most energetic, and aims
to make the club the resort of all the actors.
It is not quite correct to characterize the
Home Club as a “gaming” or “card” club,
while the card rooms up stairs arc the fundamental idea of the organization. The tendency of the club, outside of the card-playing
element, is artistic, and the entertainments
after the Wednesday dinners are very
enjoyable, and no one need know there is unlimited card playing upstairs unless he is
inquisitive, for the rules prevent the introduction
of a guest in the card rooms. The club is a
comfortable resort, with billiard, reading
and dining rooms, and there is a numerous
membership not to be included in the cardplaying element. The Home is a proprietary club, and the members are elected by a
board created for that purpose. No initiation is charged, only annual dues, with no
possibility of an assessment.
The New-York Club has recently enrolled
Henry E. Abbey, T. Henry French, and
T rank \Y. Sanger, theatrical managers.
There is talk of an economically managed
clul) exclusively for actors, making the rule

have arranged aspecialcircular for the benefit of young
housekeepers, setting forth
the cost of furnishing the
Kitchen, the Dining Room,
the Sitting Room, Parlor and
Chamber, and for the figures

given

WTVV V

I

possessing
baking powders,
none

AM*

good
while

ItlTmn^IlI
qualities
it

of
contains

a>f their injurious ingredients.

I
I

$137.00.

All

Druggists.

CO., RONTON.

T,Tb&$lst2dor4thpnrin

ers

of

dissolution^

N°h££5 )s '"'"“'’■'i

Klven that the partnership

notice
ill

undersigned
hrnmlut Justin* between I lie",1<Jer
the firm

t he
name of

F T

1 rullors-

dihtssnd' lUbimim

uiflMeflrm

erf

Dated at Portland, Me., this 22d day of October
1887.
FRED T. LUNT,
JAMES McOUNCHEY.
0Ct27dlW

at

20.00

200 dozen 4 ply Linen Col>
lars at
$1.00 per doz

Makers of Fine

durlngtne greater part of the
year endangers health and is
false economy, and while you
are buying Stoves,
buy the
best to be obtained at the

the

VOLl

run

affnrrl f a

A

to Our Customers.
8th—we

the most liberal in
our dealings,
for only onequarter of any purchase is expected to be paid at time of
purchase,and the balance S5
or $10 per month until
paid;
9th—we
warrant all goods
to bea s represented, for we
say only what we believe to be
true. Gall and see our goods
and compare our statement
with things as they exist. If
you cannot call, send for circulars, prices, samples, and
state what goods you wish to
see represented.
are

oct24__

Lancaster

$1.10
$1.50

Building,

515

Congress Street.

At City Hall, Vadmsday E wrung, Not 2d.

WOGDBURYl MOULTON,

DICKENS, JR.,

MIDDLE

STREET.

eodtf

Police Notice.
regular monthly
meeting of the I'oltco Ex
will be held at the Common
board
amlning
Council room in the City Building, on TUESDAY
EVENING, Nov. 1, 1887, at 7.30.
KItANK W. HOBINSON, Chairman.

TnE

oct2Q

dtd

Engagemetnent of MR. CHARLES

Exchange

[•* U.OWDON, BUG,,]

Sty.

of the great novelist and editor of All the Year
Round, la readings from hie Father’s works.
The prices cuarged will be lower by one-bait
than will be charged elsewhere In America, namely. fl.00 and 76 cents, Including reserved seats;
admission 60 cents.
*e"X?ritan<1 411 western cities, prices *6.00
and *3.00 j Boston *3.00 and *2.00. Seats are all
sold In nearly all places.
His dates are-New York, Nov. 1st;
Portland,
Nov. 2d; Lynn, 3d; Boston. 4tb; Philadelphia, 6th.
The tour comprises ten cities only.
Tickets now on sale at Stockbrldge's Music
Store; half fare on M. C. R. R.; half fare and late
trains on U. T. R. R.
oct27dlw
son

B. BROWN & SONS,

6’g
7*g
(i’g
C’s
4>g
4’g

•

•

•

•

Tickets on sale this morning to the
Lecture by Rev. Joseph

PULLEN CROCKER A 00. PARKER, D.D.,
[of City Temple, London,]

Bankers and

Subject: "Jobs Comforters; Sympathy from Solenoe.'

Brokers,

Dr. Parker Is the most famous pulnil orator In
Europe. Tickets, Including reserved seats. 76 cts.
and *1.00, according to location. Tickets at Btockbrldge’s. Evening tickets to any of the other Bxtras now|on sale at 36 and 60 cents.
“Fisk Jubilee,” 8ol Smith, Pinafore, and Con
thoul Matinee.
Course tickets to the above live,
*1.26, *1.45 and *1.U6.
Half fare and late trains to Dr. Parker's lecture.

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
member* •( the K. V. Niaet fix, linage.
Private Wire to New Vork and Boston

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
IVRtV

TfllfU

s<nuDrEiiAbn.

»ct24dlw

b*,a

CHARLES HEAD & CO.

The Ladies of Sf. Paul’s Guild

BOSTON,

—

CHARLES

HEAD & CO.
({notations constantly displayed.

BTXKUtY T. PULUtw,
decl

—

Frank a Crocker.

Tuesday Afternoon

_eodtt

oct29

No. 53 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

FINE CLOTHING!
If you

of a nice Suit or Overcoat for
yourself or your boy, don’t buy until you have examined our stock. We sell nothing but durable goods,
such as we can recommend.
We can show you the finest line of OVERCOATS
ever shown in Portland. They vary in price from $5
to $50, and are equal to the best custom work. Our
$35, $40 and $50 Coats are made from the celebrated Montaignac goods and lined with silk.
We have a very large line of Ulsters from which we
can fit any one as regard to sizes and price.
We guarantee prices.

Wednesday Evening,

dtl

Opp. Lincoln Park.

C. H. Kxowltox,.Max ah Ha.

BROWN,

OPEN EVERY AFTERNOON and EVENING.
Doon open at 3.00 p. m.: Performances at 3.80
and 8.00 p. m.

AJgjk*

ROCK

Portland,

BOTTOM

OPTICIAN,
wsisf rr^mM„'epho-s
far*.been
making
visits

He bn*
Uuid for

VENTILATORS,

Mills, Stores

Dwellings.

E. VAN NOORDEN &

383 Harrison Avenue

CO.,

BOSTON.

and^JO

Under

Falmoutli

ever seen

Boys’ Caps

Beys’ Soft Hats
Driving Gloves

ffe have also received a new line of
Gents’ line Hand Sewed Congress and
Balmoral Boots, especially adapted to
Young Men’s trade. The latest N. Y.
styles. A word to the farmer and laboring man. We are bound to sell you good
reliable goods
cheaper than you can buy
them in Portland elsewhere.

197

renovated and fully stocked the
well known Brackett Street Bakery, we are
prepared to do all kinds of plain aud fancy
“d dispatch. A hill line .J
r
LiOUuy S Kents Roods A WAVS in altielr
Taa Onlla

roouxjr

«s

oots

Middle

Street.

entirely new.
We Anlshod B.100 Cabinets during August and
lepten ber. This we consider a very creditable
ihowlng for a new Arm.
Every visiter Is assured of polite and courteous
mention at

5181-2 Congress St.
WRIGHT'S,
jell
epdAm

SOSTMl NEW YORK STHHKS
fought and told

w?r

and

A*

utt

TVS

ire

one

Wo. S Kim Street.

stw

$3.75 PER DOZEN,

jpeoel
sKeiDo

ocm

181 Brackett

Have taken the lead and the
to secure
dMM rates will continue untilopportunity
Pec. 1st. We ero>loy the most skilful workmen that can be secare and attention being given to every de'u,red,
all of the work. Our skylight is one of the best
n the city, and our instruments and accessories

of the II nest lines of Fanha,,» an<* would
nvurihiTi*.
n*Veof#Ifr
i nrite
the Ladles
Portland and vlclnl1
hef#,» *°1“» out of town
1 l
o make their
purchases.
One lot of
and Fllloselle selling at 8 cents

eo<13m

Fi.nnuiR,

Best $*.00 Cabinet Photographs at

eodtf

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,

respectfully solicited.

WRIGH

COE,
0618_

traue

j. m.

An elerant assortment of AH Wool
Kobe*, in the new green
a®®.*lU8®
shades receired To-day*

streejs.

.J“mw

STREET.

low

PORTLAND.

We have

rlnJton*°F »C*RM’i/n0,ob*r<»^'

MIDDLE

UP TOWN

I

£
^Jhm, L£ l2"tHF' ,Hunt’
rhw8iF,tK J',>h(n?Vn

COE,

.

LAP
ROBES.

CO.,

®HHnrtam. Small A Itirker, Geo.
r°M b 'v
®*
M- ->• O’Connell, 4. ¥. Norton, John
W
AVGuPt,,,»
* Lambert, Plummer Urns., F. W. Shaw, Frank
vv‘
O^Wolfe A Co., H. Woodslde, E.C. Farr,^
A. Hillings, A. R. w?"*
Winslow, M. A. Jewell A Co.
o°%F.*
00127

a

!
Wyer Greene & Co., BAKERY
UAVINO

grocers,

'haw

•

All other goods la proportion for
few days.

539 CON Oil ESS STREET.

SALE IN PORTLAND BY

25 cents
40 “
35 “
50 “

Men’s Scotch Caps

WYER GREENE & CO.

Place your Order with Us for
your Fall
and Winter Butter and Cheese.

FOR

fa;

Ia&jh

A large invoice or Laird, Schober &
Mitchell’s fine Philadelphia Boots,
shoes and Hlippert. These goods are
superior in fit, style and dnrablUty to
all others. Sold In Portland only by

in this market.

exchange and federal

and

JUST ARRIVED.

of

dtf

mao to ordkb.

WINTER
GOODS.

of some of
convinced both
that of some of my
friends that you can furnish any one Just the snec^
tacles they may need.
MRS. H. P. INGALLS.
octlTdtf_

**P*rtence

oct27

the

1». B.-Ask far the BCRDETT OBOAIS

Jyi6

made through the advice
spectacles
tne best Oculists in Boston, I am

Also the

W. L. WILSON &

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

^ 8*tl®*»etory. a great improvement on
any I have had before. Although I have worn

FINE FALL VERMONT DAIRY BUTTER
packages.

SAMUEL THURSTON,

House will receive prompt attention. No
expense
except for spectacles found necessary.
Mr. Brown.
Sir.—It affords me much pleasure to say
that the spectacles you made for me, have been

Ho

just received 150 tubs

in small

ment.

adipt

Spectacles

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

dtl

Calranlied Iron and Cooper Cornleo. nod
Cutter.. Metal Shingle.. Sheet Metal Work
for lluDdlng., Sand for 111 unrated Circular,

Seats 10

Ibe sole agency of tbls world renowned Instru-

annual
to Port12 years.1 and his skill In
lng lenses for tho most complicated defects
of vision Is well established.
He also has the
best of facilities for
furnishing frames both In
fcye Glasses and
the child and the
(for
grown person) of the most
approved styles, and
m all the materials used,
nis advance agent. W.
E. Burpee, will be pleased to receive
your order
when he calls: or an order sent to the
Preble

EMBROIDERY
METAL SKYLIGHTS
And
(or
and

cents.^ Reserved

The

The Counters must be cleared.
We have not room
to show goods.
oct28

15

at

CALL AN® EXAMINE.

°QS?

OCTOBER 2Slh.

PRICES!

»

pieces $1.25

COMMENCING

NECKWEAR,

to be found in

We have

5 pieces $1.00 Colored Satin Rhadames for 75 cts.
lO pieces line French Rhadames in colors,reduced from $1.50 to $1.00
2 pieces Black Rhadame Serge $1.00; worth $1.50.
1 lot Combination Dress Patterns reduced from $18.00 to $10.00.
25 patterns of tine French Dress Goods f4om $1.00 to $4.00 less than
their value.
5 pieces Black French Cashmere 36 cts.
5 pieces 54-inch Homespun 49 cts.; less than half their value.
50-inch Hair Lines and Serges 49 cts.
50-cent Dress Goods reduced to 39 cts.; one lot to 30 cts.
Polka and Striped Velveteens 25 cts.; much less than hulf their cost.
Fancy Silk Velvets reduced front $1.50 to 75 cts.
Colored Silk Plushes 69 cts.
Great Variety of Children’s Cloaks to be sold at close
prices.
Seal Plush Cloaks a specialty.

WEEK,

See posters and small bills.

VEKMUNT BUTTER !

To Clear Overcrowded Counters, will Close Out,

worth in whole

rai'Nir bv ruivuM'H.
dlw
•CM_
PARK GARDEN,

Specialty Company!

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

TURNER BROS.

HALL,
Nov. 2, ’87.

BIG

No TrouDle to snow Goods!

180 and 182 MIDDLE STREET.

—

TICKETS ADMITTING GENT AND I AfllFS Ml FT5

-ajvid

C. J. FARRINGTON.

BY THB

MECHANIC’S

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHINGS
NEW

and Evening, Nov. 1.

CUMBERLAND ROWING ASSOCIATION

THIS

are in want

—

_d3t
—

"BIBBS rO.VNOB, Prr.idral.
"'MAM. B.. .U.IHSTON, Srrrrlar,.
»cpt24
eotttf

SUITINGS,

OH

Supper served from 0 to * o’clock.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

OVERCOATS, “PROF.

—

Sale!

GRAND ASSEMBLY

Attention of investors is called to onr
5 per cent. Debenture Bonds, 7 and
8 per rent. Guaranteed Mortgages, Bar Harbor Illuminating
Company’s 5 per cent. Bonds, and other
good securities which we
offer for sale.

ARRIVED!

WILL HOLD AW

Apron

NORTHERN BANKING COMPANY

SKSE 245 MIDDLE ST.

WINTER

THE ABOVE ARE ONLY A PART OF THE SPECIAL BARGAINS.

197

octlddtf_

INTEREST PAIO ON DEPOSITS.

Balance of Silk Remnants at 37 1-2 cts.*

Any one wanting to invest n dollar in it liai can get one of COE,
worth double the amount, as this
Pali he will sell one with Silk
Trimmings and guarantee it to be
All Wool.

Respectfully,

M. B. GILBERT,
607Vi Congress street.

.,_.

and other first class Investment securities.

SHINE’S MONDAY, OCT. 3lst, FINEST VERMONT DAIRY CHEESE
HEW VOIK

$1.00 HATS!

on

lessons, Gentlemen *3.00, Ladles *l.*o.

septlOeodtl

d«

THE LARGEST LINE OF

which does not dry up a cough and leave ■
the cauite behind, but loosens It, cleanses I
the lungs, and allays Irritation, thus r».l
moving the cause of the complaint. CON-1
SUMPTION CAN BE CUBE* by a timely ■
resort to this standard remedy, as is proved I
by hundreds of testimonials. Th*ge»uini I
Is signed “/. Buttt” on the
wrapper. I
BETH W. FOWLE & BON8, iWp’rs, ■
Boston^Ma^e* Bold by dealers generally. J

dtf

beginnersIn Waltzing
18HA.^”E”J•»—M*
MONDAY evening, Oct 3Ut Terms
for

six

—OFFEB FOB SALE—

wistah mi,sam fti wii.D mm

50 pieces Double Width Dress Goods,
iu all the new shades, at 21c a yard.
50 nieces all wool Serges at 89e a yard:
worth 62 l-2c.
60 pieces Cashmeres and Diagonal
Dress Goods at 25c a yard.
20 pieces Flannel Dress Goods, double
width, at 29c: regular price 50c.
20 pieces Plaids and Novelties, for
combinations and trimmings, at oOc a
yard: worth $1.00.

WALTZING.

1888, exchange for the 4s, on favorable tarms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

dlmo

WINTER

7*
-7&

dlw

Jill STOCKBRIDGE.

Portland & Oxdensbnrg
Maine Central consols
Portland Sc Kennebec
•
City of Portland
City of Portland
City of Batli

I have opened and have ready (or
your Inspection the Quest line of
Senl and Otter Sacques. The garments thut I sell
are the same quality (which Is the best) that have been sold by us for the
past ten years.
The success attending the sale, and the
satisfaction given to custom*
ers who have purchased these
perfect Qtting garments, encourages
me to add a larger line of the above
goods, and will offer a better Qtting Sacque at a lower price than uny other dealer. All
garments so.
a t my Fur Establishment I will
warrant Qrst-elass iu
every respect.
Call and get prices.

470 CONGRESS STREET.

*52

an4

OCI-*

210 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

FUR LINED CIRCULARS!

JUST

0Ct22

STORK.

M2S1..

<1U

BANKERS,

SEAL SACQUES! OTTER SACQUES!

Clothing,

*2^50

5Jli?|??ony

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s. due 1927.
We will receive Porltand Water Co. 6s, due April 1,

■■■

FRANK B. CLARK,
oct22

Evening tickets now on sale to the following:
Stoddard Lectures
together.$2.00 and $1 fi 0
Co"eert» together.. .8.00 and

8

in

SATURDAY, OCT. 22nd.

tale of seats comoct24dlw

Uct 26.

s F» ES c I AL.

—ALSO—

Photograph Albums, Vases,; J.

C. A. PERRY,

dtf

eod&wnrm

0

Wcdnesdar,

Powers and Troubadours."
so ...a
fuftyun ana ueiraanu....
l.OOaua

Street.

Exchange

Prices 7*, So and 8* cents;

mences

^ 4

Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Dexter & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.

•

SPECIAL SALE

Coughs, Sore Throat, Influenza,
Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma, and every affection of the
Throat, Lungs and Chest are speedily
avd permanently cured by tbo use of

I

1U.MHI nST Mt'KlMC UPPRCTS

$1.50 Blankets for
“
“
$2.50

Portland, Maine.

(OJPIKVinfi

aqu*

Charge

m

—

Including localities In and about New York clt*.

WE OFFER FOR SALE

Velvet Frames and Dolls,

same

Without any

FOR SALE

Tfri^v mr

Cor. Middle &

HASKElTT JONES,

AGAINST FIRE

Drice

32

m

a

Under the management of Chat. B. and Thomas
Jefferson, Mins of the celebrated comedian, Mr.
Joseph Jefferson. Presented toy the original cast

room we shall close them out at
cost.
90 cent Blankets for
65 cts.

Opp.

We offer for Fall and Winter selection. Medium and Heavy Weight Suits,
Many of
these Suits are made from fine Domestic
goods and are an excellent substitute for
fine Custom Made Clothing, and are sold
much cheaper.
The lower priced goods
range from $7.00, $9.00, $10.80, $12.00 to
$13.50 per suit. Some varieties made from
the choicest Domestic goods, trimmed and
finished with the same care that is given all
of our productions,
are sold as low as
$15.00, $18.00, $20.00, $22.50 and $25.00.
It would be difficult to distinguish these
Suits from fine Custom Made Carments.
Our stock will be kept full and complete
duringthe Fall and Winter.

and enumerated uponthecircular are guaranteed as represented, and marked at the
lowest possible prices. This
list is prepared with great
care, nothing left out that Is
necessary. In it each room is
provided with a stove, for to
contend

__

Lunt whnu
t«™eys payable u

22.00

100 #25 und $28 Overcoats

■m

mar

octG

CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,
Congress Street.
Preble House.

AUTUMN ANU WINTER
SUITS !

ALL GOODS PURCHASED OF US

or 8

street, Portland, M,. ;
Ml
the former iirm will he paid liy Mr
rewivu *“

dtf

HANKER.,:

Bear in mind that

Stable Remedy in the world.) CURES Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Hoarseness, Sore Throat, Croup,
and ail kindred afflictions.
A I,urge Hoitlc. A Powerful
Remedy,
flout eropomienl, hm if routu but til rente
per bottle.
HKI.NON A-

_

30 Elegant $30 Satin llued
Overcoats at

■f ar

We have a number of bales of
Horse Blankets, and for want of

■■■

ting Room,866.28; Chamber,
882.50; Hall, 832.45; Parlor,

*<•1)8

t'lTHEw Pains, External and Internal. HEI.Hi V Etc Swellings, Contractions o1 the Muscles, stiffness of tlie Joints. MEALS Bruises,
Scalds, Burns, Cuts. Cracks, and scratches. (Best

6.50

1 rase $1.00 All Wool Scarlet
Shirts and Drawers at only 74c
100 doz. 45c All Wool Hose at 29c

or

GREAT CITY !

Porllaiid, Die.

Wblcli may be registered If desired. Also many
other desirable Investment securities, yielding
from 4 to 6 per cent. Interest.
City of Portland Hoods, maturing within six
months, and Portland Water Co. Hoods, maturing
April 1st, 1888, received In exchange at rates
that will make it to the
ADVANTAGE OF HOLDERS TO EXCHANGE
THEM NOW.

perfect satisfaction

MSS M SALE
I II!K
all the

fO $10 Suits at

proposing to

_

rABSOLUTKI.l
R

50 $15.50 Suits of the eelebraled Sawyer All Wool
Cassimeres in Sacks, all
sizes at
812 00
T

i
to those
live as becomes
those in moderate circumstances and provides for all
the furniture needed by such,
at the same time may be cut
down by those willing to do
with less.
The sums allotted to different departments are as follows: The Kitchen, 835.65;
the Dining Room,877.98; Sit-

—

PORTLAND WATER CO.,
40 YEAR GOLD 4a,
SINKING FEND BONDS,

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F.
CLOTHIER._482

SHADOWS

BANKERS,

l«« Middle SlreH,

BEHOLD!

Ocl. 8, we bought for Spot Cash
100 $7.00 Oil Tan Leather
|
at about 50 ceutson a dollar the
Jackets at only
$ 3.92 : entire
stock of
Clotoiug of
The lowest price ever known for X. John Little &Boys’
Co. These goods
such excellent goods in New
consist principally of the celebrated Sawyer Cassimeres.
England
Suits we sell for
$4.00
90 $6.00 Overcoats for
$ 3.24 $7.00
$6.00 Suits for
3.50
60 $7.00 Indigo Blue ReefA rare opportunity.
ers at
3.60
with vest
3.00
6.00 50 $5.00 Boys’ Keefers at
200
pairs $4.50 Putman
100 $15.50 Worsted Overcoats in Black, Blue and
rx
ca
Lx. size to 50
waists for
4.00
12.50
Brown, at

THE

VBinvrnn

HILL 11181KL

regarding professional admission as rigid as
those in the Sty lui and the Authors’. The

actors now belong to the Mohican, which
has admitted an uncongenial business element ; the Lambs’, which is partial to tha
foreign visitors, and the Lotos, which is too
high priced except for stars. Mr. Wallack
belongs to the Union and the Century, which
hi so enrolls Mr.
Lawrence Barrett and
Edwin Booth. Manager I’almer is a member of the Lotos, as are also
Managers
Trench and Sanger.

PONDER!

L. K. Bh swell's Huoeesifu! MMcI*"'"-

SWAN & BARRETT,

GOODS.
*

is true of all other
ulation, and, consequently, an apprenticeship is served in the clubs in which they are goods. Buy your goods of us
eligible, lienee, the organization of the col- and you will not fail in this dilege clubs within the past few years, like the
Harvards, the St. Anthony, the Delta Psi, rection.
the Delta Kappa Epsilon, and now the CoThe advantages we can oflumbia College, while all of these clubs have
fer are many and should be
attractive quarters, especially the St. Anin
thony, and the Delta Kappa Epsilon, none considered
furnishing
of them equal the admirable accommodayour home: 1st—you can furtions of the catholic and influential Univernish
completely under one
sity. As the Union League is crowded with
a long and ancient list of
applications, there roof; 2nd—you can save the
is a recourse to the Republican Club, which
most money; 3d—you can buy
is not so dignilied aud conservative. The
Republican Club proposes to be very active low price, medium price, or
in politics.
It will take an active part in the
high price goods; 4th-we
next Presidential campaign, and will only
have the largest stock, the
admit candidates who pledge loyalty to the
selected stock from
party from which it derives its name. Let best
it not be thougnt, however, that the
Repub- which to select, as each delican is a campaign club. It aims to be f’the
social retreat of those political
partment is by itself; 5th-we
affiliations,”
aud offers the social comforts aud cheer and
always correct misunderpermanency of the regular club. The Demostandings;! 6th—we are open
vims jiu*e me zuuuiiaiian ana me uiossom.
The most conspicuous feature of the alterfrom 7 o’clock a. m. to 9
ations not yet completed in the Lambs’ Club
o’clock p.m.; 7Ui—we deliver
will be a large, open fireplace in the parlor,
all Goods toany station in the
around which on winter evenings, after the
theatre, all who come can gather in comfort.
United States
The dining room adjoining has been fitted up
richly in oak,

LOOK !

GREATEST PRORL GTIOM AT11E SEASON

—

Bonds,
maturing April I, 1888.
We offer in exchange, a
choice line of securities.

WE OFFER

that Frank Jones had offered the members

A

AND

Portland Water Co.

octt_

FURNISHING

TWO IttaTB,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, IftBER 2* jnd 29

Portland City Bonds, matur-

-A-3Nm>

GENTS’

PORTLAIMLTHEATRE

WANTED.

CLOTHING

HOUSE

[Lowell Morning Mail.]

Wednesday morning the people of Concord,
Is. II., found on going out upon the street a
trail of yellow corn, leading from the Phenix Hotel to the doors of tiie State House.
That was the New Hampshire way of saving

extinction,

and the transfer of the
fishing business to Canadian boats and crews.
And the United States Senate will
not consent to any settlement of Jthe
question which
involves the removal of this duty, no matter what the American commissioners
may
say or do about it. If tho English commissioners support Canada's wishes in this matter to their full extent the commission will
The only prospect of a setcome to naught.
tlement, therefore, lies in the ignoring in
whole or in part by the British commission-

mANCIAI..

pukcf.pt and example.

he

Indicted for fifty-six crimes and misdotneanors; while the cashier, assistant cashier and
four directors are each indicted in counts

HIIM'EI.l.ANKOl'P).
__

English commissioners remains to be seen,
but if it succeeds in influencing them to back
up Canada’s desires in every essential particular the last hope of an arrangement
through
the commission will have vanished.

Winning

pears
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Gloucester Fish Market.

FOBjTHE WEEK ENDING, Oct. 27.
Mackerel—Last cargo sales of Shores (16 and
(16Vi p bbl sea-packed, (14,17 and (24 for inspected 2s, 1 a and extra is. ;
Last sales of Halibut at 7Vi and 4V4 c p lib for
white and gray, cargo lots.
Georges CodBsn selling from vessel at (3 p

8»-

MTU»Diri^,°CT»”l‘

cwt«

-^.fervicc at 0.45 p. in.

p>iW.

We quote best Georges codfish at (4% and
(364 p qtl for large and small; Bank at (3 Vs for
large and (3Vi for small; Flemish Cap "at (4;
Shores at (4 and $3Vi for large and small. Dry
Bank (4Vi®(4V4.
Cusk quoted at 3 p qtl jjpollock (2; slack salted do $2V» ; haddock (2Vi, and hake (2.
Boneless and prepared flsli at SVi aic p lb for
hake, haddock ana cusk, and 6<ad%c p lb for
codllsh, as to style and quality. Smoked halibut
G^bc p lb; smoked salmon 16c; do haddock Be.
Medium herring at 18c p box jtucks 16c;|lengthwlse 13c; No Is at 12c; smokedluiackerel 11c p
lb. Canned do fresh (1 Vi perdoz; canned trout
(1 Vi; fresh halibut (1V4 ; fresh salmon at 1.76;
clams 1 76; lobsters 1 76.
NewFoundland Herrring (4 00 p bbl. Nova
Scotia large split at (6 p bbl; medium 4 00; Iaibrador 6 60; Bay Shore gibbed at (—.
Trout (14Vi p bbl; pickled cod 6 00 jlhaddock
(4; halibut heads 3 V* ;tongues (6: sounds (11 Vi;
tongues and sounds 8 00; alewlves 3 26; California salmon 16; Halifax do 17 00; No 1 shad (00.
Clam bait (6 to *6 Vi ; silvers $7.
Keftued medicine oil at 60c P gal; crude do at
40e; blacklist! oil 66c; cod do,27c; porgle at 20c.
Livers at 26c p bucket.
Fish scrap (6 p ton; liver do (4.
Fish skhis (26; llsb waste (6; halibut guano at
(6.
Fresh codtlsb (2Vi p cwt; do pollock (1.

General praise service at 7

Church of Christ—Rooms baud o Brown’s
Block. Services 10.30 a. m. Lord’s Supper,
m.
Prayer Meeting 7.30 p. m. Everybody
welcome; seats tree.
Street M. E. Church—Rev. N.
—Chestnut
T. Whitaker, 1). 1)., pastor, preaching at 10.80
a. 111.
Rev.
K. X. Baylev. Topic at 3 p. m.,
by
“America’s Perils from Romanism.”
Sunday
School at 1.30 p. in. Eveulug Service as usual.
Church of the Messiah—(UuiYerallst)—RevM. Crosley, pastor. Services tomorrow at 10.30
a. m., subject, “Our Life Two Fold.”
7 p. m.,
“Creed Making.” The public Invited.
First Free Baptist Churoh
(Plymouth)
tlougress St. Preaching by Rev. J. M. I-owden,
pastor, at 10.30 a. m. Sunday Schooat 13 m.
Tonne men’s meeting at 3.45 p. m. Prayer and
Social meeting at 7.00 p. m.
First Baptist Church, Opp. Lincoln Park.—
Sermon by the pastor at 10.30. Sunday Scheol at
12. Vestry service at 7 o’clock.
First 1’auish Church—(Unitarian) Congress
8t., Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D., pastor. Services at
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Friends’ Meeting.—Oak St. Services at 10.80
a. m.
Prayer meeting 7.30 p. m. All are Invited.
Free St. Baptist Church—Rev. A. T. Dunn,
pastor. Services will be held In tbe vestry at
10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m. Sunday School at close of
morning service.
High Street Church—Rev. Wm. H. Feun,
D.D., pastor. Preaching service at 10.30 a.m.
Sunday school at 12.00 m. Sermon at 7.00 d. m.
nuojeci, "me duty ot higher towards lower
3 p.

f]

*■

jj

ANDTHC GUMS healthy

JCQIUAINS

i

NO 6RIT.NO ACID
ANYTHING INJURIOUS.

finm

—

races.”

Gospel Mission.—Rev. S. F. Pearson pastor.

Prayer aud consecration service at 9 a. m. Sunday School at 1.30 p. in. Preaching by the pastor
at 3 p. m. Praise, and Testimony service 7 p. in.
Preachiug by the pastor at 8 p. m. Seats free.

All

welcomed.

are

New Jerusalem Church, New High St_
-Rev. Howard C. Dunham, pastor.
Divine worship amt Preaching by the pastor Sunday morning at 10.30 o’clock. Sunday School at 12 m.

Harvest Festival ot the Sunday School at 7 p. m.
are welcome.
Pine Street M. E. Church.—Rev. E. 8. Stackpole, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by the
pastor. Sunday School at 2.3u p. m. General
Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Young People’s meeting at 6.30. special revival service throughout
the week, assisted by Rev. 8. F. Record of Lisbon.
Portland Liberal Fraternitt meets In
Good Templars’ Hall on Coneress street, at 10.30
a.m. Subject tor discussion: Resolved "That the
Public money should not be used te support Sectarian schools.”
Preble Chapel—Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Preachiug at 3 p. m. by the pastor. Concert by
Band of Mercy at )7. A. cordial invitation to all.
Reform Club—The Temperance Reform Club
will hold a meeting In tlielr hall, corner of Congress and Temple streets, tomorrow evening, commencing at 7.30 o'clock. The public are cordially
Invited.
Second Advent Cbubch, Mechanics' Hall,
corner Congress and Casco streets.—Preaching
by
Dr. James Hemenway, of Athol,, Mass., at 10.30
All

a. m.

and 3 p.

in.

Sunday

school at 12

m.

Social

service at 7.00 p. m.
Second Parish (Congregational! ChubchCongress, Cor. of Pearl St., Rev. C. H. Daniels, pas.
tor. Preaching service at 10.80 a. m. by pastor
and at 3 p, m. by Rev. W. H. 8. Aubrey, D. D. of
Ixrndon, Eng. Chinese class 12 m. Sunday School
at 1.45. social service at 7.
Spiritual Temple, Good Templar’s Hall>
Congress street—Meetings at 2.30and 7.30 p. up
Lecture by Miss Abble M. Burnham, of Boston.
State street Church.—Eev. F. T. Bayley,
pastor. Services of Worship at 10.80 a. m. and 7
p. m. Rev. Dr. Whitaker will preach In tie forenoon. Sabbath school at 3 p. in.
St. Paul’s Church—Rev. A. W. Little, Rector. Service with Sermon at 10.80 a. m. and 7.
30 p. in. by the Rector Sunday School at 3.00 p-

m.

St. Lawhencb St.
A. H. Wright, pastor,
m. and 3 p.m.
Sunday
cial Service at 7 p. m.

Cong’l Church.-Rev.
will preach at 10.30 aSchool at 1.30 p. in. So-

Thu Younq Men’s Liberal Association

meet In Science Hall, corner of Congress and
Temple Sts., entrance on Temple, at 2 p. m. Sub“Are women as capable. Intellectually, of
aachlng the arts and sciences as men? Opened
by Mrs. Dr. Johnson.

_DIRtCTIDNS

at7p. m. Prayer Meeting Tuesday Evening.
Class Meeting Fndav Evening at 7.30. Preaching
t._ u...
si
cl
(I

Youno

>-

NUt UP BY.

C.W.HOYT

Men’*

Christian

HOYTS GERMAN COLOGNE.

vTk.

FINANCIALANQGOfKMEBCiAL

arum.

68®69
Superfine and
HJ.Mxd Corn.
low grades.2 76*3 76,Corn, bag lots
60*01
X Spring and
Meal, bag lots. ..67*68
XX Spring. .4 16*4 36 Oats, car lots
38*39
Patent Spring
(Oats, bag lots
40*42
Wheats.6 00*6 26 Cotton Seed.
I car lots..25 26*26 60
Mich.straight
roller .4 60*4 761 do bag...2« 00*27 00
clear do....4 26*4 50 Back’dBr'u
stone ground4 26*4 361 car lots. .20 00*21 00
lit Louis st’gl
j do bag...21 00*22 00
roller.4 76*6 00| Middlings. 22 00*26 00
dear do.... 4 76*4% |do bag lots,21 00*26 00
Winter Wheat
!
Provisions.
Patents.6 00*6 261 Porkwish.
; Backs ...18 00*18 60
I Clear ....17 60*18 00
Cod. PqtlBarge Shore

4%®4

251

Mess.10

00*16

60

Large Back3 76*4 OOlBeel—
601 Ex Mess. 7 76® 8 26
Pollock.2 25*3 26! Plate....
8 75*9 26
Haddock.1 60*2 001 Ex Plate
9 25*9 76
Hake.1 75*2 OolLaraI
Tubs
Uerring
*> #..7%*7%c
Scaled V bx..l6@22c
Tierces_7%®7%c
Nol.
I Palls.T%Cah%e
Alacaerel V bbl—
Hams p ft....11*11%
Shore t.s.l0|00® 1800
do covered .12*13
Shore 2s. 13 uO® 16 00
Oil.
Meo. 'is.11 00*13 00 Kerosene
ltei. Pet.
Large .12 00*14 00 Po
*%
1’rtducr.
Water White..
7%
Orauoerries—
IPratt'uAst’l.pbbl. 10%
Maine— 6 60® 11 6olDevoe’s Brilliant. 10%
Cape Cod 8 00*8 601 Ltgonia. 8
Pea Beaus...2 60*2 661Casco White. 7%
Medium....2 46*2 eolCeatenulal. 8
German md2 26*2 401
Kaisina.
Yellow Eyes.l 76*1 8f I Muscatel
2 50*3 60
Potatoes.hush 70c*80e Londou Lay’r 3 00 a3 10
do Heultou,
86ci(»noura Lay.. lll*l%c
St Potatoes 2 60*3 eOiVaieucia.
9%®10
Onions pbbl 8 60*3 761
SHcai-

%a»l!.3 00*3

..
..

...

Turkeys.2(5*24,gem,Hated pit.7
Oblckens.16®17IExtraC. 6%

.12*14
.00 r 00 Red Top_82 ®»2%
apples.
Timothy seed 2 76®2%
Clover- 8%®12%c
Choice eating 2 60*3 00
Cheese1 76®300iVenunnt.... 10*13%
Common
Baldwins
iN.y.
Fancy
lactory 10 3*13%
Bvaporateo Vlbl2*13cl
Fowls

Herds.

Geess

■

Butler.
ICreamery 4» lb. ..26*28
I

Lessens.

Palermo.6 00*6 60iGUt Edge Ver_28*27
Hesstua.

ICbolce.28*21
I Good.18*21
I Kfxirsa

Malagers....
Oinnuhs.

Florida.
EKE*.
Valencia
Eastern extras...
a.24
Messina and FaCan & Western. .22 323
Palermo Pbx.B 00066 00 Llme4.

Foreign Exports.
BOSAHIO,

8A.

lumber.

Bark

A

C Bean—396,967 feet

_

wellroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Oct. 28.1887.
Received by Maine Centra! Railroad—For Port
and 64 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for con-

necting

roads 129

cars

miscellaneous

raereban

Use.

Crain Quotations.
Received dally, by private wire, by H. N Plnkbam, broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Tbursdav’sjquotatlons.
WHEAT.

Oct.

Nov.
71%

Opsnlug.
Highest.

72

Lowest.... -a
Closing.

71%
71%

...

SOHir.
Nov.

Oct.

Highest..
Lowest.

Closing.

Dec.
73%
73%
73%
73%

May.

79%
79%
79

79%

Dec.

41%
41%
41V3
41%

Opening.

WIT AND WISDOM.

Domestic Markets.

PORTLAND, Oct. 28.1887.
Th« following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, Ac.:
friour.

May.
46%
46%
46%
46%

|4l%

41%
41%
41%

OATS.

Miss d’Hocquetonvllle—No, It Is Impossible, sir.
can be your wife.
Smith—I have youth, wealth, social standing—
and 1 love you.
Miss d’Hocquetonvllle (shuddering)—But your

I

never

name.

Smith—Ah, remember! I am of the 8tuyvesantVon
Klppir Von Kensselaer ltoosevelt-CougerSchuvler-Smlths.
Miss d’Hocquetonvllle—Henry, I relent! I am
yours! But please always write your name with
_

a

hyphen.

Opening.
Highest.

Lowest.

Dec.

26%
26%
26%
26%

26%
25%
25%
26%

Closing.
Friday’s quotations.

May.
29%
29%
29%
29%

WHEAT.
Oct.

Opening....

Highest....

Lowest.

Closing.

“When some deep and Immedicable wound”
takes your breath away send for Salvation Oil.
“When the swallows homeward fly,” Is the time
when coughs and colds begin to appear. Dr. Bull’s
Cough Syrup cures every case. Price 26 cents.

Nov.

Nov
72%
72%
72%
72%

Dee
73%

May

79%
79%
79%
79%

74

73%
73%

CHJKJV.

Oct.

tlpenliig....
Highest....

Nov
41%
42

41%
41%

Jdiwesl.

Closing...

Dec.
May.
41%
46%
41%
46%
41%
46%
41%. 146%

I sufI have not used all of one bottl* yet.
fered from catarrh for twelve years, experiencing
the nauseatiug dropping In the throat peculiar to
that disease, and nose bleed almost daily, I tried
various remedies without benefit until last April,
when I saw Ely’s Cr*am Balm advertised In the
Boston Budget, I procured a bottle, and since the
first days' use have had no more bleeding—the
soreness Is entirely gone.—D. G. Davidson, with
the Boston Budget, formerly wit it Boston Journal.

Jones—I say, Smith, I saw a great magician last
night. He could give you lemonade, or any drink
you wanted, out of a white high hat.
Smith—That's nothing; we’ve got a grocer on
our corner who can give you thirty-five, forty and
forty-five cent butter out of the same tub.

Nov.
26%
26%
26%
26%

'trailing....

Blghett...

Lowest.
Closing.

Dec.
26%
26%
26%
26%

May.

29%
29%
29%
29%

Boston Stock market.
Ttie

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

•

oref

30%
*108

C. 8. a <J.127%
Atcu.iTopekstand Santa Fei Railroad. *93%
Bell Telephone*... .. 2T5
Wisconsin Cen'ral. 16%
W1 o'or tin Central 2d series. 46%
Mexican Central K 7s.
Mexican Central. 13%
Boston A Maine R r:.
*216%
Flint & Pete Marquette Rallioad com. 23
di rref;.
96
Win opsin Central preferred,new.38
Boston A Albany.198
California Southern Railroad. 39
Mexican Central 4s. 67%
Portland. Saco Hi Portsmouth R.12o
Boston a l.owcli Railroad.168
•Ex-dlvldend.

Hideous In Every Culse.
Whether It be the best known form, chills and
fever, or else bilious remittent, double ague or
ague cake, Is that abomlnablo disorder Involving the liver, the bowels and the kidneys,
known as malaria. Every complaint classified
under this

generic, though

erroneous

appellation,

destructive of the nervous system, but Is, nnhapplly, not to be subdued, or even checked, by
the use of ordinary nervines, febrifuges or tonics.
There Is, however, prompt relief and ultimate
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters,
cure to be found In
the proprietary remedies of
foremost among
America, and widely known In other lands. Not
Is

only diseases born of miasma, but rheumatic complaints, superinduced byexoosure In bad weather,

incurred debility of the kidneys or
inherited
bladder, dyspepsia and an Irregular condition of
are
bowels,
curable—nay, certain to be cured by
tills deservedly esteemed and professedly saneor

Hnnorl

a..waall«n

who
No one knows better than
have used Carter’s IJttle Liver Pills what relief
they have given when taken for dyspepsia, dizziness, pain In the side, constipation, and disorthose

dered stomach.

New York Stock and Monoy Market.
TBy Telegraph.]
NKW YORK, Oct. 28 1887.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging from at 3% to 7 per cent:
Prime paper unchanged
lust loan 6, closing at 3.
6n.S.
Sterlluv Exchange is dull and firm. Government bonds dull but firm. Railroad bonds are
quiet and heavy to weak.Tlie stock market closed
steady fairly active and weak at lowest prices.
1 ne transactions at toe Stock Exchange
aggrr•xted 340,703 shares
xue louowing are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, 3s.
New 4«, rei.
126%
N-vo. es, coup..
126J4
New4%s, reg ..108%
New *%«. Coup ..104%
t>: tral Pacific lsts.116
Denver is R. Or. lsts.HI
Erie 2ds.199%
Kansas Pacific Consols.102
Oregon Nav. lsts.109%
Ouion;Paclflc 1st.114%
do

do

Land Grants
Kinking Funds.

Lazy

Son—tiuess not.

Open-

Father-1 don’t inderstand how anybody can
loaf such weather as this. Why, It's a real pleasure

to work

now.

Bon—I know It, but I don't want to give myself
up too much to mere enjoyment.
Their gentle action and good effect
on the system really make them a perfect little
pill. They please those who use them. Carter’s
Little Liver Mils may n ell be termed “Perfection.’
“Dress,” said Bagley, with all the force of an
“does not make a man.”
"No.” replied Pompano gloomily, as lie lingered
his wife’s aressmaker’s bill which he had just received, “but It often breaks a man.”

original idea,

ing

sick, we gave ber Castorla,
When ebe wee a Child, ebe cried for Castorla,
When she became Miss, she clung to Caetoria,
Whan she bad Children, ebe gave them Castorla,
When

Baby

was

“Are there any ruins around here, Mr. Dactylambler?” asked the tourist.
”1 should say so,” replied the heart-broken
poet, “(io down to the office of the Weekly
Wrongfoot and see how they printed my poem on
’The Dying Bummer.’ ”—Burdette.

"Better keep your head In the car," said the
conductor, as he passed through a coach and saw

old man with ms bead thrust out.
It was slowly draws In. and the owner turned
a man behind and asked:
“What harm does It do to put
my head ont?”
You might knock some of the
telegraph poles

an

to

down.”
“Oh, that's It 1 Well, if tboyaro so 'fraldofa
few old poles 111
keep my head In. That’s the
way on the railroads since tnat lnter-Btate law
went Into effect.”

Clos-

Ing

Open- Doslug
lug

bid.
hid
106% .106% 106
98%
92%
93%
27%
27%
27%
68
68%
62%
107% 107% 106%
71%
72%
72%
37
37%
37%
47%
46%
47|
Western Union. ?7
77V,
77%
78%
Oregon 'l'ranscon... 17%
17%
17%
17%
Delaware. L. & W. 120% 126%
126% 126%
Delaware s H.||99% ;100;
100
1C0%
73
72%
73%
jersey Central. 73%
Phila & Reading... 62%
83
62%
62%
Northern Pacific... 20%
21
20%
20%
North. Pacific, pref 44Va
44
44
42 Vi
Pacific Mall. 38 «
3«
36%
36%
Missouri Pacific.... 90%
90
89%
88%
20 V*
Kansas Texas. 21%
18
20%
Lousisvitie a N.... 68%
67%
68%
67%
N. Y. & N. E.40%
40%
40%
36»A
Richmond Terminal 23%
23%
23%
22%
Stocks by Associated Press:
K. lenn, new. 10
East Teun, 1st Dret... 67

Y. Central.106
Lake Shore. 93%
Erie common. 27%
Canada soutneru.
62
Northwestern.108
St. Paul. 73|
Omaha common— 36
Union Pacific. 47%
N.

Altrtn’A

Tfirrt

Hunth.

139

Keccipts—Flour, 18,000 bbls; wheat. 68,000
bush;coru 126,000 bush; oats 144.000 bu; rye 2,000 bush; barley, 42,000 bush.

Shipments-Flour.- 12.000 hhls; |wheat, 9,uo0
bust.: corn, 334,000 bush; oats,1<4,000,bush .rye
6.000 liusli. barley 30,0uo bush.
81. LOUIS, Oct. 28, 1887_Flour is dull but
steady: XX 2 10@2 25; XXX 2 302 40; family at
2 60®6 66; fancy 8 S0®3 45; patents at 3 76®
Wheat firm and steady; No 2 Ked at 72®
4|00.
■■

71V*

Viwtu

Ullil

uuv

uu

all

0074

c.

Amenuan Express.107Mi
Chesapeake &COhlo. 6
Chicago** Alton.180
Chicago;* Alton preferred.
Illinois Central. 116
Lake Erle|& West. 16
Mobile * Ohio. 10
Norfolk & Western pref.

Mining

Hndgdon, Sullivan; Catalina, Johnson, Rockland.

Sid 27th. scb c S Hart, Southard. Baltimore.
DUTCH 1SLNAD H AR BOR—Sid to 27th, schs
Nellie Eaton, Knowiton, Warren for New York;
Onrust, Clark, Providence fordo; Allston, Barbour, and Emma Me Adam, do for do; Sallle I’on,
West, Rockport for Charleston; Satilla, Skolileld,
Boston for Doboy.
NEWPORT—In port, schs Samuel Hart,Clark,
Roudout for Boston : Edward Lameyer, Beal, fm
Rockland lor Richmond; WmRice, New York tor
Boston.
In port,

charging.

Bath.

Cld 28th, brig H B Hussey, Hgdgdon, Charles-

ton.

SALEM—lu port 27th, sells Angola, Williamsport for Bangor: Lizzie C Rlcn. Clark’s Cove for
do; Jas O’Dooobue. New York for do: Delaware,
Boston for Ellsworth; Mist, do for Calais; Josle,
do for Machias; Billow, Fall River for Rockland;
Perseverance, Round Pond for New York; AB
Craotree, Marblehead for Hancock.
Also In port, schs A Hammond, from Richmond
for New York; O M Marrett, Rockland fordo:
Maiy A Rice, Bangor for Nantucket; Lincoln,
Millbrldge for Scituate; Orlzlinbo, Calais for Providence; Willie Martin, Randolpb for Greenport;
J K Baker, Boston for Macbias; Alice Dean, Bev-

erly

for Ellsworth.

GLOUCESTER—Ar 28tb, schs Hattie U Bart
bour, Bangor for New York; H C Russell, Rockport for do; HardCtianco, Rockport for Boston;
J W Fish, Bangor for Tiverton.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 27th, seb Ann, Wooster,
New York.
HhIdw ‘27

FBOM

Alhflrt.

fmm PnrnH*»ii

tnr

....Oct 28

York..Liverpool....Oct 29
York.. Liverpool.... Oct 29

York ..il*vana..Oct 29

York..Loudon.Oct

29
York. Bremen.Oct 29
York..Havre.Oct 29
York..Antwerp ....Oct 29

Alaska.New York..Liverpool. ..Oct
of Para.New York.. Panama.Nov
Britauic.New York..Liverpool ...Nov
Aller.New York.Bremen.Nov
Philadelphia.New York .I-aguayra...Nov
Oregon.Quebec.Liverpool., .Nov
Cily Alexandria..New York..Havana.Nov
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool ...Nov
Cieufuegos.New York..Havana.Nov
City of Richmond New York..Liverpool...Nov
8uevla.New York..Hamburg ...Nov
Ancboria.New York. Glasgow ..Nov
W*rm.New York..Bremen ....Nov
0*lHo..Nvw York..Liverpool...Nov
City of Atlanta. ..New York. .Havana.Nov
Toronto.Quebec ....Liverpool ...Nov

City

Parisian.Ouebec.Liverpool... Nov

Niagara.S** York..Havana.Nov
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...Nov
Caracas.New York..Laguayra....Nov
Alllanca.New York..Klo Janeiro Nov

30

1
2
2
2
3
3
4
6
6
6
6

6
9

10
10

10
12
12
12
16

MINIATURE ALMANAC,... OCTOBER 29.
Sunrises..
9 36
”***' waior
8uu sets.4 3.>
Length ol day ....10 21 H1.
Moon Bets

4Clnel(!m

57
j
1... 8ft7in
y

•■

)

...

8ft6in

marine__new s.

Foreign Ports.
Passed Aujier 22d inst, ship Ringleader, from
Iloilo for New York.
Passed Duugeuess 22d. ship A McCalium, Tatersel, Antwerp for New York.
Sid fm llio Janeiro 220 inst. ship Southern
Cross. Tibbetts, (from New York) for Saigon.
Ar at Mlnalltlau Oct 5, sch Urace Oower, Wilson, St Pierre.
At Kingston, Ja, Oct 12, brig Minnie Abbie,
Look, for North of llatteras.
Cld at Moncton 26tn, sch John S Moulton, Cole,
New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 27th, sch Almcda, Smith,
Jet
Thomaston.
Cld 27th, sch Lady Ellen, Clark, New York.

Sch A G Brooks, Smallage, Franklin for
Bcb Grace E Stevens, Stevens, eastern

Boston.
port for

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK, Oct. 28, 1887. Tbe|followtng;are

closing quotations for mining stocks today;
Colorado Coal.81 60
Quicksilver. &|oo
do preferred.24 00

Standard.112Vi

Homes take.12
Ontario. 26
Amador.□ 1
Tornado. 1
El Cristo. 1
Silver King. 6
6
Sierra Nevada.
Ileadwood. 2

60
00
66
26
20

76

00
90
Union.6 06
Hale * Norcross. 6 20
6 25
Gould & Curry.
Brunswick. 1 60

Female Providcm Aaaociation.
annual meeting of this society for tlie
choice of officers and other business, will be
held at Hoorn 18, City Building, on TUESDAY,
Nov. 1st, at 3 o’clock p. in.
MKS. J. H. COF1 IN, Secretary.
oct’28dtd
GNov. 20, 1887.

THE

The benefil of the Free Surgical
Hospital for W omen,supported by

the Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston, is being recognized iu
nil parts of the United States. Ladies suffering for the want of an
operation (known as capital case)
are coming from all sections.
Liquid food is given before and
after all operations.
The

yearly report endiug Sept. 1,

1SS7, shows

Scrofulous, Inherited

and Contagious Humors Cured by
Cuticura.

Through the medium of one of your books receivthrough Mr. Frank T. Wray, Druggist, Appollo,
Pa., I became acquainted wttn your Cuticura
Remedies, and take this opportunity to testify
to you that their use has permanently cured
me of one of the worst cases of blood
poisoning, in connection with erysipelas, that I have
ever seen, and this after having been pronounced
incurable by some of the best physicians in our
country. 1 take great pleasure in forwarding to
you this testimonial. unsolicited as it is by you, in
order that others suffering from similar maladies
may be encouraged to give your Cuticura Remed

trial.
P. 8. WHITLINGER. Leechburg, Pa.
Reference: Frank T. Wrat, Druggist, Appollo,

Operations

were

from

made, aud the patients

James E. Richardson Custom Bouse, New Orleans on oath says:
In 1870 Scrofulous U leers
broke out on my body until I was a mass corruption. Everything known to the medical faculty
was tried in vain.
I became a mere wreck.
At
limes could not lift my hands to my head, could
not turn In bed; was In constant pain and looked
No relief or cure In ten
upon life as a curse.
years. In 1880 I heard of the Cuticura Kemeeies, used them, and was perfectly cured.”
Sworn to befoie U.8. Com. J. D. Crawford.

ONE OF

THE~WORST

I

1M i iiimstkta.

SCROFULOUS,

INHERITED,

And Contagious Humors, with Loss of Hair, and
Eruptions of the Skin. are positively cured by
Cuticuba and Cuticuba Soap externally, and
Cuticuba Resolvent Internally, when all other
medicines fail.
Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticuba, 60c; Soap,
26c; Resolvent, <1.
Prepared by the Potteb
Dbuo and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
“How
for
to
Cure Skin Diseases,” 64
CySetid
pages, 50 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
and oily skin
prevented by Cuticuba medicated SOap.

PIWPLES. black-heads, chapped
11 111
lAnd

UTERINE PAINS

have a bed assigned
us of the case.
In addition to our

n

!•

surgical

by informing

him

ISO FREE

case can

A

Than One

to

whom all

Murgiral Staff at Murdock’s Free
Hospital for Women are in daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patients and assign beds.

EVERY BED FREE.
Cases have beeu built up by tbe
use of our Liquid Food for 30 to OO
days so that the wound healed
without tlie aid of an operation.
We also have cases where life has
been sustained by its aid alone for
several days. When uot retained
by the stomach. Injections can be
given witli success.
Liquid
adapted for all ages, In llealtb or
disease, as It will make, by tbe use of one tablespoonful four times dally for an adult, eight per
cent, new blood weekly. It is recommended by
Food Is

Medical Profession as the ONLY ltAW
FOOD KNOWN, free from Insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids, aud carries tbe
blood corpuscles.
the

a
baby doc. not
thrive, never
it. food, bnt add Are or more drone
each feeding, and it. lo.t or needed vitality will he developed in 30 day*.
Our Free Home for llomele.. Boy. contain. 30 bed., and i. located at 11 to 31
C'au.ewny .tree!. When any of the boy.
.offer from Nrrofnla, Eczema or other
■kin dieeane., they recover quickly by the
use of our Liquid Food.

If

change
at

We use In our Hospital 200 large bottles of eyery lot made. Tills gives a guarantee of sweetness of every bottle sold, and Is not given by any
manufacturer of any other preparation In tbe
world.
oct26
WS&Mtf

AUAin

i rinrno

unuin

LbHUbno

invited to make tile ensuing

their most
successful one, by adopting one of Ditson & Co.’s
books, which are most carefully compiled, and
contain the newest works of the best composers.
AMERICAN ANTHEM HOOK. (*1.26 or
*12 per doz.) Johnson, Abbey and Tenney.
Pleases everybody. Large tales.
Order with
are

Hampton. Fletcher, Boston.

Sid, schs Lincoln, Cornu, Bostou; Rlght-Away,
Ira D Sturgis, Hodgdon,
Bridgeport; Emma 8 Briggs, Gray, Newport.
schs
Jona Sawyer, Reynolds,
Oct
28—Ar,
SACO,
Philadelphia; Booth Brothers, Baltimore.
and
Helen Thompson,F
B
Neally,
Cld, sens

Payne, Stony Brooki

order, .hoald be

eoa&wly

IiLIUI
Cures ut Removes

Tan, Sunburn,
Bee Stlngi, Mosquito and All

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Yokohama Oct 18, ship Alex Gibson,
Speed, Tacoma
Passed Tuskar Oct 19, ship Florence, Duncan,
Liverpool lor San Francisco.
Aral

sif Thmnim

.'iliollt Oct 2f>.

liArmiH Wm l<

Diet*, Hooper, Newport News.
Memoranda.
Viuevard Haven, 27th—Scb Grace Webster, betills port In distress, lias been
at
fore reported
supp led with anchors aud sails, and proceeded to
Now York to-day.
Pensacola, Oct 22—Sch Sarah F Bird, from Galveston lor Pensacola, belore reported, has been
condemned at a hopeless wreck. She is ashore
near Perdido Bay.
Tuspan, Mex, Oct 1—M Itaidon, 2d mate of scb
Carrie A Lane, Jumped overboard from the vessel
and swam ashore, where he was soon alter found
ou a bed of grass, dead.

Domestic Ports.
TACOMA—In port 20th, id*, ships R P BuckCarver, aud Normandy, Tukey, for San Diego;
Louisiana. Oliver, and Two Brothers, Hayden,

for sail Francisco.
PORT GAMBLE—In port 11th, ship Carondelet. Stetson, for San Francisco.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar lPtli, barque St Lucie,
from Honolulu.
ASTORIA, O—Sid 17th, barque C 8 Hulbert,
Davis, (from New York) for Portland.

Jyl6
■% ■■

eodlynrmcH
■■

cured

For sale by all druggists.28-1
one

of either

s;x

to

work

on

Hoi. ray Cards at their homes; *8 to (9 per
WAN'I
oil
week

earned; steady employment; no
painting;
canvassing; all work maned promptly. Address
National Card Co., 78 State street, Boston, Mass.
P. O. Box 6092.
oct2Ceod2w

TT7ANTED—Ladles and Young Men to Decorvv
ate Holiday Novelties for fall and winter
trade; steady employment; *9.00 per week
earned; All materials furnished; work mailed
free. Address NKIV ENGLAND DEI OK
ATIVK WOKKN. 19 Pearl Street, Boston,
octlleod2w
Mass,, P. (>, Box 6U78,

select
territory In Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, for the sale of The Excelsior-Self WringingMop, Improved Aug. 1st, 1887. Call or write to
ALLEN K. BANOS, factory aud salesrooms 207
Middle street, Portland, Me.
Butterick Pattern
Rooms.
19 4

WANTED—Twenty-five

to know that MRS. DR
SHERMAN has taken rooms at 136 Free
St., near Congress Square. Corns, outgrowing
joints ana nails treated In a skillful manner. Her
rooms will be open for Ladles’ and Gentlemen.
18-2

at their own homes; *1 to *3 per day can lie billet
ly made. Work sent by mall any distance. Particulars Dee. No canvassing. Address at ouce, CRESCENT ART CO., 147 Milk street. Boston, Mass.

octBeod&wlm

Ditson<t

Co'a imprint.'

without the

use

of

PRAISE.
(*1.00 or (9.00
L. O. Emerson, a new Church
best character. Many New
and Metrical Tunes.

Other well koirn hooka with pood Anthem Coir
lections ere:—Emerson’s
ANTHEMS O V
PRAISE; Henshaw's I,ACS DEO; Palmer
ami
Trowbridge’s MANTORAL; Leslie’s
VOX
LACDIS, ami the SHEPARD
CHURCH COLLECTION. Price of each.
*1.00 or *9.00 per doz.
Male Choirs or Quartets will find good musie In

AMERICAN (MALE CHOIR. (*1.00 or
*9.00 per doz.) and in Don’s Sacred Quar
teu for Male Voices.
*2.00 Cloth, *1.76
Boards.
Also send for lists of our 3000 Octovo pieces
costing 6 to 10 cts. each.

Call at
26-1

WANTED—For general housework,
26-1

A person of experience would
chance to sew by day or week. Ad148, South Portland.26-1

W-ANTED—
Uke

situation
by
WANTED—A
American woman, te do light
take

protestant
housework,
Address MRS. J. P.
25-1
a

care of an invalid.
61 Deerlng St.

or

BAXTER,

FOB

MALB.

ME FOR MALE—In Deerlng. on horse
car line, large 2 story house for two families.

HO*

Sebago water, good stable and poultry House, all
in good repair; large lot with fruit; full view of
cost *4000;price *2200; terms *460. down,
city;
balance *100. per annum and Interest. W. H.
WALDRON, 180 Middle St.27 1

MALE—Sail boat; a sloop rigged sailboat, 26 feet long, 7 feet beam; in good Order
and completely fitted; nrtce *66. Address SAIL
BOAT, Box 895, Post
27-1

FOB

Office._

MALE—Stock

and store, at North BridgFOB
ton, Me.; good chance for the right man;

sold for no fault of the business.
JOY A CO.

H.

LOVE-

W.

20-1

A

St., aabars,IH«,
Cure guaranteed. At C. 8. Hotel, Portland, Room
18,every Saturday from t) a. m to 4 p. m.
References given. Consultation free. Send for
pamphlet. 6 years experience. Hundreds cured..®

esepft__eodtf

Discount jn Taxes.
is

mi vxivti

iicrcujr giYcu

bu»v tuo

iiiuo

miunru

11 for the voluntary payment of taxes for the
present year under a Discount of one per sent.,
will expire at the close of business, on MON DAY,
October 31st instant
H. W. HEBSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
oct24dtd
Portland, Oct. 24, 18S7.

CITY of

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

above reward will be paid for Information
which will lead to the detection aud conviction
of any person found
guilty of depositing on the
shore of Back Bay, any filth, garbage, dead carcasses, excrament or any kind of offal or offensive

By order of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
EZRA HAWKES. City Marshal.
Portland. July 13, 1887.
|yl4dtf

MALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, Inspirator aud all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Biddeford. Me.
oc6tf

FOB
engine, and

male
The two story brick house, No.
FOB
86 Winter 8t.; modern improvements; good
lot of
—

land. Enquire of O. G. BOYD, No. 1
change street, or HOWARD E. SOULE, No.
Commercial street.

Ex201

23-tf

MALE—I will sell at a bargain (on acit of ill health), my farm situated in E.N.
h, containing 100 hundred acres of wood
tnd and intervale.
land,
Running water to
buildi..<Ji, near church, school aud depot. Inquire
on the premises. J. H. BRACKETT.
6-8

FOB
Yanpi

Two

House*

Far

Male

«

Feaoeadea

Mtreel, Oakdale, Deerlng.
of said houses contains fifteen rooms and
bath room. Is steam heated; piped tor hot
and cold water and has a commodious and extra
finished stable connected. The other contains
nine rooms and In arrangement and style of finish
Is peculiarly attractive.
Said houses are within one mile of Market
Square, Portland, and convenient to the horse cars
and are among the most desirable houses on
Deeiing Land Company’s property.
Also lor sale one hundred or more house lots—
Prices low; terms reasonable.
Enquire of
ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St., or
F. O. BAILEY & CO., No. 18 Exchange
St., £ort-

ONE

MENTAL CURE.

Boston.

—A nicely furnlsed room with the
sun all day and very reasonable In price.
Cun be found at 111 CLARK ST.
26-1

Statement of Ike Standing and Condition
of the Northern Banking Company,(commenced business May 9, 1SS7.)

LET—A furnished front chamber at *1.50
Derweek. Enquire at 126 FEDERAL ST.,
opposite Lincoln Park.
26-1

Oliver Ditson & Co.,
octll

eod&wtc

Selden Connor, President.
Weston F. Milliken, Vice President.
Charles L. Marston, Secretary.
Portland, Oct. 19, 1SS7.
LIABILITIES:

Capital stock.*100,000 00
Demand deposits.
12,603 *3
Certificates of deposit.
11,026 69
He discounts.
62* 00
69 60
Coupon collections.
Debentures (series "A” 6 per cent)...

17,100 00
6,799 80

Profits.

*1*8,123 31

RESOURCE!;
Bank stock.* 11,60000
Mortgage bonds. 61,680 6*
Heal Estate Loans (series” A" trustee
account.
26,800 00
Collateral loans.
27,772 76
Furniture tnd fixtures.
466 00
Expense account.
3,266 3*
Due from W. L. Lowell & Co., bankers, Halifax, N, 8.
10.669 17
Cash on hand and on deposit.
16,980 60
Collected profits.*6,799 80
Unpaid accrued Interest.
1,*30 61

$148,123 32

TO

LET

TO

TO

Dr. Libbu.
Dear Sir—It Is with a deep feeling of gratitude to God, and many earnest wishes
for
your future success tn your noble wore, that the
following facts are submitted to the public. For
seveu years I have been afflicted with chronic
and nervous| prostration, with all of|ita
dyspepsia
attendent difficulties. What I have suffered I can
never discribe, as words are Inadequate to
express the pain of both body aud mind, f
became low spirited, and was about discouraged,
when some of my friends brought to my notice a
few very wonderful cores, which was wrought by
you. aud as these testlmonals were some of our
citizens In our Immediate vicinity, Instead of
Mexico, or California, It gave me courage to hope
that bv the blesslugs of heaven you might be enabled to give me the help I so much stood In need
of. I do not now remember Just bow many treatments you gave me, and cannot therefore tell the
amount paid for my cure, but tf you could have
bad all the money paid for medicine, and otber
systems of cure, which did me no good, I should
feel much better satisfied, and yet it would be a
poor remuneration for your services which has
resulted In restoring me to health and happiness.
Wishing you as good success in Portland, as you
bad in Boston, l am very truly,
MBS. G. G. WHEELER,

Charlestown, Mass.
No. 19 Chestnut 8t., Oct. 26,1887.
Another Cure performed hy Dr. Libby,
CaagrCM

49.1 1-2

Ml.

May 10,1885.
For live months I have been afflicted with ulcerated throat, so pronounced by
my physician, aud
have not been able to speak above a whisper.
During the time I have been under the treatment
of three physicians, wbo as I believe, did all they
could for me, but for some cause every available
remedy failed to produce the desired result.

amt 1 am now able to talk as well as
ever.
I have also gained In strength very much.
Judging by the rule given In scripture that "the
tree Is known by Its fruit,” I should say that the
cured

ine

LET—To let at Cape Elizabeth Depot,
TO
very pleasant house (six rooms) with stable
and
31

large garden. Apply to JOHN C. COBB,
Va Exchange St., Portland, Me.28-1

rents on Grant St., three of six
TO LET-Four
each,
small house of five rooms,
rooms

everything

with

no

call and see him.
you a false hope.

sebago,

TO

FOR

RENT—At 639 Congress Street,

E^7^comrao<^tions:
HOUSE.

perfect.

a.e,.V',<;f„/rlce
UUUoE.

ol

at

as

26-1

TO

DEERINO

3

wJU give

furnished room,
board if desired,

PLACE,

near

Square.___

Congress
2G1

One more rent In the Thompson
Block, No. 117 and 119 Middle 8t.; ground
noor and a good, dry. and well lighted basement
on Uiree sides,
making it one of the most desirable
rents in the city for JoDblng or wholesale business
of any kind. Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON. No.
164 Brackett
3.4
St._

TO

OFFICES
—

Casco

IN

—

Bank

Block.

scribed real estate.
No. 1. The homestead farm of Barbour B.
Porter, late of North Yarmouth, deceased; containing seventy (70) acres more or less, bounded
as follows: On the north by land of heirs of Cephas
Perley. deceased; on the south by land of Nehemiali Porter; easterly by Hoyal river; westerly by
road leading to Gray.
No. 2. One other piece or parcel of land, con
tainlng about four (4)acres, being a portion of the
home farm of said deceased, bounded as follows;
Northerly by laud of heirs of Cephas Perley, deceased ; easterly and southerly by the road leading
from Gray to Walnut Hill, No. Yarmouth; westerly by land of George Porter.
No. 3. Also, one other piece or parcel of land,
situated in North Yarmouth, aforesaid, bounded
as follows:
On the east by the road leading from
the Gray road, Hayes’ null and land of Fannie
Perley; northerly hy Royal river; westerly by
land of Neliemiah Porter; southerly by land of
Maine Central railroad coiupauy,
containing
about fourteen (14) acres.
No. 4. Also, one pew in the Congregational
church at Walnut Hill, North Yarmouth; said
above described real estate being subject to the
right of dower therein of Emetine P. Porter, widow of said Barbour li. Porter, aforesaid, deceased. Terms made known at sale.
KMEL1NE P. PORTER, Administratrix
of the estate of Barbour B. Porter, deceased.
North Yarmouth, Oct. IB. 1887.
octlfidlaw3w»

CARD.
permanently associated myself with
B. A. Atkinson a Co., house furnishers, cor-

HAVING
Pearl and Middle streets,

ner

Portland,

I shall be

the State of Maine at
happy to meet my friends
My twenty-five years expemy new quarters.
with
Walter Corey A Co.,
rience In the business
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Oo„ warrants me In believing that I can fill
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets ami parlor
suits in the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
GO It KN ZO K. DYER,
octao
dit
In

Casco National Bank offer for rent offices
in their block on Middle street, which are
first-class in every respect.
Possession given at
once. For further particulars, Inquire of
oct27dlw
M. It. CODING, Oashler.

THE

MIMGKLLANKOUM.

-Ask

your druggists
NOTIC
Celebrated Vegetable Specific
E

for
If

I.ORING’S
yon suffer

from Dyspepsia, Sick-headache, Constipation or
any of the horrors arising from unpaired digestion. It Is worth its weight In gold, as nothing
like it has ever before been found. No quack
medicine but has the sanction of physicians, and
has been a household word for over twenty years.
Try it.26-1

STEAMSHIP

TO
Eleasant

____25-1

LET WITH HOARD—A suite of
rooms, suitable for gentleman and wife, or
two gentlemen, bath room In house: good board
guaranteed. Apply at BLANCHARD HOUSE,
24-1
Free St., a few steps from Middle St.

TO

—

AMD ALL PAKTS OF

—

New

The new Steamers of this Line will leave KaliWharf, foot ol State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at ft.OO r.
lor
KASTFOKT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

tions.

Through tickets issued aDd baggage checked to
destination. EH“Frelght received up to 4.00 p. at.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply al the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other iulormatk.0 at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, lout
of Slate street.
J. H. COYLE.
nov2odtt
ticu’l Manager.

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
NtnnKK AKKAX^fcntNTN.
THI

FUMT-CLA9S STKAMKUM

JOHN BROOKS and TBEMONT

Lailv’s Seal Fur Mitten. Please re208 STATE STREET.
28-1

turn to No.
LOMT—A

Hill or on
and Holland’s drug store. Shawl had small red stripes.
lie
rewarded
will
The finder
suitably
by leaving
same at PRESS
OFFICE._26-1
Shawl,
Mtinjoy
LOMT—A
Congress street, between the nill
on

have found that I

by

THICK

are

very

prlees

26-1

evening,between corner of High
and Sherman streets. Port.and, and Deerlng
Center, a heavy wolf robe; return to Police Station
25-1
and be rewarded._
Dog lost last Friday night; Ti
black Newfoundland pup a bout ten weeks
old; a suitable reward will he given lor his return
to E. W. KENT, corner Pearl and Milk streets.
26-1

LOMT—Sunday
REWARD

J'r.

Middle

Street.

Warranted absolutely pur*
Coeoa, from which the exec** of
Oil ha* bfcen removed. It ha* three
strength of Cocoa mixed
with’ Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and ia therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a

Unusjth*

It ia deliciou*, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for hivalkla ua
cup.

•*

tor pernon* in health.

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT A MACH'AS STEAMBOAT CO.
I'NTU, HHIIIKK NOTICK.
the Steamer flly ef Kirhaiead. ( apt Wm. K.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make twe
round

trips

per week on the route between PortHarbor and Machlaaport, via usual
Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesday and Friday, and Machlaaport at 4.00 a. m.
every Monday and Thursday.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Oen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
ocUldtr
Portlam Oct.20,1887.

land, Bar

landings, leaving

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Kochester H. If*
ARRANGEMENT

Said by ftreeem everywhere.

V. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

5 PER CENT.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. Finest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring
Stock for Soups. Made Dishes and Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 Jars.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT

Due 1916.

■ ••Ned

hy the II at la Water Napply €*•.
the City •( Rath, tflniac, in 9306. pieces#

Coupons payable June
—

BOSTON SAFE

at th*

and

fully

recommended

■ "IIIIVU

IIIHO

MIW

MIC

I'H

VW'II I'm

J

nivxv

»

Uli

"'S

article with Baron Liebig's guarantee
of genuineness.

TRUST

CO.

Biul

W L'llnnf

ui

The bonds are conconservative Invest-

BASSET, WHITNEY & CO.,
Street, llo.uau.

Or to the

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
BATH, MAINE.
ost*

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
MEAT. To be had of all storekeeper*. GrocHole Agent* for the United
er* and Chemists.
States (wholesale only) C. Davit Si Co., i# Fenchurch Avenue, London, England.

OF

Jkag_dlawlyft
€; K

ATK r ir Is-to J1FO HTIN <4

Epps’s Cocoa.

informacten apply to

7‘J Itevonehire

An Invaluable tonic. "Is a success
and a boon for which nation* should feel grateful.”—See "Medical Ureas.” “Lancet,” Ac.
Genuine only with the fac-slmlle of Baron Liebig’s Signature in Blue Ink accrna* the Label.
The title "Baron Liebig" and photograph h.tv
ing been largely used by dealers with no connccfioii With Laron l.n I
are in-

December

dmumirnrs

its a

OF MEAT.

fcr the

The bonds are Issued under the authority of
special acts of the Legislature of Maine. Tits
Company’s works are
completed and in operlilt of

sod lot

JOHN J. DESMOND,
For many years with Messrs.
McCarthy & Burns, and late-

ly with Bartlett & Davis,

HHKAKF.4IST.

"By a thorough knowledge ot the natural laws
which govern the operations id digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the line
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has
our breaklast tables with a delicately
vored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors'bills. It Is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution .may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tenin disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
dency
wherever
are floating around us ready to attack
there Is a weak point. We may escape many a
jatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”

n. at. aud I.IN> y. at.
Mar Tlaarbrsicr, Concord, and points North
at l.otl p. at.
Per Kerhrstrr.Mprlagvole, Alfred, W a levs
bore, aud Mace Hirer bt 2.30 a. as., 1.00
and (mixed) at H..KI p. m.
Mar <-orhi.no at T.3« a.
1.00. 3.00,
0.30, ai d (mixed) at 0.30 p. u>.
Mar Marrarappa, Cumberland 71 ills, U> .4
break Juuctiaa and Weo.l ford’s at f.it
aud 10.00 a. as., 1.00, 3.00, 0.30 aid
(mixed) *0.:f t» p. as.
For Farm t eaar (Deerftag) fl© Oil a. a.
3-00 and 0.30 p. u>.
The I .<»<» p. no. train from Portland couneets at
Ayer Juaci. with lleesac Taaael Heals for
the West, and at 1’ aiaa Drpei, ty.reesier, f< I
New Yerk via Nerwicb l.iae, and all rail,
via MpriagBeld, also with N. Y. * N. K. K. H
(“Steamer Maryland Route") for Thilmli Igblo.
Baltimore, U eabiaglea, and the "•••!>.
With Beaten A Albaay K. H. for the VTrmt.
Close connection made at tVrstbraek J.K.
lien with through trains of Maln«r<>ntral R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk
Through Tickets to all points West and Booth
may be had of S. H. H ELLEN,Ticket Agent, Port
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Streak
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct22dtf
J. W. PETERS Book

Railway.

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water nr milk. Bold
nly In half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
J ttlKSKPI's St Co.. HOMtEOEATHIC

TASAwly
When

CHEMISTS, l.oailoa, Kuglnad.

visiting

the Tlerhunir.

laa, daa’I fail

can

IRA F. CLARK'S,
Congress St.,

Where he will be pleased to
his old friends and hosts

see

d2w

REVERE

>o see aur

Fair, at IIa.rxhibil.

These goed. are perfect flllieg. „ri
celled far beauty af dna.b nad elrgaace of
style, nad nre dreigaed far ladies, aura nud

keys.
Unrivalled for cheapness, as the reversible prln
elple makes one collar equal to two.
Both standing and turn-down collars in all) desirable sizes and styles.
Sample collar and pair of cuffs sent "on receipt
of six cents. (Name size.) Illustrated catalogue

4.00 p.m. 6.00 p. in. arriving Na. Hrrwi-kai
'-*• |>. m., connecting with 9.36 p. m. tram for
Perllaad. Mrarara
Brack
Pier
Paial.
Old Orrhard, Mara, Hiddcferd 7.30. (.40,
10.26 a. in., 3.30, •6.30,8.16 p. m. Keauebaak
7.30.8.40 Am., 12.40.3.30,•6.30.6.16 p.m. INa.
Berwick,Clrral Malls, fleer, 7 30. s.4(, a.m.
13.40, 3.30, *o.30 p. in.
Bsclrr, HuvrckUl,

Uvrrltt, I-dwell, 7.30, 3.40

a.

HI., 12.40,

Tit.4 INS
m.

via East Dlv, to Scar-

For Mo„ioa alt3.00a.m., dally,19.00a m.,tl.oo.
to.oo p. m. Ito.ton for Portland 7.30, 0.00 a.
m„ 12.30 p. m. (0*7.00 p.m. dally), Pupc gliia
betb. 0.1)0 a. m. (5.30 p. in. West. I)iv. Pass.)
Mara 0.00 a.111., 1.00 p.m. Biddrfard 2.00, 9.00
a.m., 1.00,6.00 p. a. Porteataatb. Srwbarr
pari, Malem, l.yuu 3.00, n.oo a. m
1.00, 6.00
p. in. Ammbwry 9.00 a.m.. 1.00, 6.00 p. in.
♦Connects with Hall Lines for New York.
§Connects with Hound Lines for New York.
••West Division-North Berwick to Scarboro
to all points West and Sooth
for fale at Pat tlaad rttatiaa Ticket Office and
at I aiaa Ticket outre. 10 Ktcbuuur Street
JA8. T. PURHKB. Gea'I Manager.
Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. Gen. P. A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS. Gen’l Agent,
oct21dtf
Portland,

Kuiofort! Falls & Bodfielti Pailrvu;
Arrangement-la Effect Oct. I, INST

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. in. j
LdWtStOD 8.00: Mechanic Palls (mixed irsls)
8.46; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 0.30)
Buckih-ld 9.45;
E. Sumner 10.36; Hartford,
10.65; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 1-30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 8.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.80;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.50: E. Sumner 4.<UI;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27; Gllhertvllle 4.35 p.
KETC'RNING—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.15 A ra..
at Portland 8.26 a. in., 12.06 p. m.

arriving

kTAUR (033gl'TIO3X,

DAILY—Prom W. Minot 8.30 p. m. for Hebron
3.50 p. in. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Cauton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Peru
5.30; DtxOeld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m. -, also for
Hreitun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dixlleld 7.00 a m.: arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN.Sunt.
land 12.05 p. m.
B. C. BRADFORD. U. T. A.
octddtl

Portland and

Ogdensburg R. R.

PORTLAND ad MONTREAL LINE.
Only lino making direct connection* with
Canadian Pacific Westbound Train*
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
f'ommcuciig ROVD4Y, Mel. If) IN77.
and uutli further notice, Passenger trains will
teave §*d»rllftaati AM follows. W.33 m.
tor Bruigtou, Fnrebarf. No. Coo_

—^-**-t<r,

Whltehelil, Little Ion. Welle' Kir-

er,

8t.

Montpelier,

free.
Ten

collars,

or

Are pair at

I

'tiffs

sohl at stores

J. HAMILTON, SupL
Oil AS. H. FOYK. «. T. A.
Oct. i, 1887.
oCt7dtf

TRIM BAIL WAY MW
M .il.imt
On

and

Proprietor*.eodSm

Dressing Cases In Plush and Leather, fur presentation or travellers' use. Nothing so compact, neat
convenient. Cheap at

aud

LAIWOlt’a

oct25dtf

Jewelry
I tl

Ntore.

Vli.I.lle Wlreel.

“peat-mossT To Vessel Owners.

economic Mlublc
ktwo# Horses *Cau
'Clean, the Atr Pure and Hoof* in
LLhkI Condition.
1041 Ilia, will
outlast ^00 (lie. of Straw. Not a*
Inflammable as straw. It yield*
a Rich Fertiliser. B**st quality
Improved packing. Bales wrap
ped In burlap. F.G. llBUUITU
ACu., 129 WaterSt., New York.

MPS7,

fi t Auburn an* l.rwlalea,7.10a m„ 1.18
and 6.37 p. in.
Per Durham, 9.30 a. m., 1.30and 5.37 p. m.
Per Oerham, Mealrrnl and f'birage, 3.3
A in. and 1,30 p. in.
Per Quebec, 1.30 p. m
Per Backlleld and Tauten, 7.10 A m. and

1.30 p.

in.

AUBI7AU.
Preaa Arwlatea and Auburn, 8.36 A a..
13.06. 3.16 and 6.39 p. in.
Prenv Owrhau, 8.26 a.m., 18."6 and 6.4* o. »>.
Proa, Cbirage and Meatrral, 13.06 ami
5.49 p. in.
Pren, 4|arbec,13.0A p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping ears on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and

Montreal.

TIl'kkT OFPICK,

35

Euhangn St., and

Osoot Font o! India Strnnl

Tickets Sold at Reduced Kates to
Drlrait, 4'blmge, Mllvraabee,
4'aaada,

Ciaeiaanll, Mt. I.eaie, Omaha. Saginaw,
at. Haul, Malll.abr Tilt. Denver, Naa
Promisee. and all points In the Nertbvrral,
AVeai and Meathweet.
JOSKPU HI CX SON. General Manager
WM. FIX* AK, U. P. A.,
J. STKPHKNSoN.

Supt.

E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

Medical Hoorn* OS Franklin Bt.,
Portland. Me.
treats nil chronic rtl.-,,,,,, that B«h
,***’*?• ajlc.inea that are given up a* Inhomeopathic phy.* iy.
1h|‘,r c'a* to treat and cur#
V*llH about
them. laud that
fonrflfth* of tlu- case,
sen
g
up to die can ho cured. K.aminatmn. at a
owtancn by letter with their full name and
placo
oi residence nad one 2 cent
stamp and f'i.OO fciinlllfthoti :U the Office. $ 1 MX
consultation free.
Office hours tt ik, m. to » p. m.
sepl4tf

IV1,
j*
2m*?
?!*J?11**,*«w

Booms all large and comfortable; elegant suites,

J. F. MERR0W 4 CO.,

ARKANOEDIENT*.

after MONDAY, Jlay 18,
traina will ran as fellewa?
UEPAKTl'Pes.

bn.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

KOOJIS UtOTI *1.00 A DAY UP.

Sher-

Trains Arrive in Pertlnad.
III.)) a. at. from Bartlett and way stations.
N..1.) p, ni. from Montreal, Burlington and West.

May 18.1887.

HOUSE.

with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlemen's cafe and blllhird-room added, aud llrst-elass
in every respect.

Johnsbury, Newport,

brooke, st.Johns. Montreal. Burlington, Swanton,
Ogdeusburg and West.
■I IS p. in. Local, Portland to Bartlett amt In
termediate stations, with Stage connections lor
No. Windham. Standlsh, Llmlpgton, Sehago, Naples, Parsotisfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark. Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Hrldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Bridgtou.

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
and Lowell depots, centres o( business aud places
of amusement.

The

Munday, On.31, INN7.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Mer Hmi.b 7.30, 8.40 a. ro., 12.40 3.31 p. m.
Has ion far Portland 7.30, 8.80, a. m. 1.00.

far'lb cents. KKVERSIBLE COLLAR OO.. Z7
oetllTTh&Hlm
Kilby Street, Boston. Mass.

nncrnM

oct27

effecl

Eovided

hereafter be found at

Mo. 482

TRAINS

—

DEPOSIT AND

Rental from the City of Bath.

OF

On aud afftr Monday, October 34, INSir,
Passenger Trains will I .rove Pertlaadi
Mar tt arrester, Clla.ea, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, ttiadhoia aud Eyyii| at

Academy; Buckfleld

Bath WaterBonds

ment.
For further

a. m.

I..railed Ticllela, Mr*, and .rend class, fee
■ ii peiauiH mu rrvviarea
mi« at re-.
tlucrd rail!*.

Vail

Breakfast Cocoa.

and thirty

Sinking Fund

Bangor, Watervllle,

Bath, Augusta and Btakland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.60 p. m. Night Pullman at 1. 60

EASTERN DIVISION.

COE,

well

fidently

The afternoon train, from

Crossing.
Through Tickets

Srugglieita.

First Mortgage

end

principal

Trains are due In Portland as follows: The worn
lug train from Watervllle, Augusta aud Hath
M.46 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.60 A m., day trains
from Bangor at 12.40. 12.46 p.m.

fo Buetuu 1.00, 4.16 p.
boro Crossing.

COE Is sole agent for them, and warrants them
the strongest made. Also Zinc,Leather,Canvas, Ac.

TuThSAAwly

A

baggage checks uia> he obtained lor

points Ka.st and West. tThe night express with
sleeping car attached,runs every uiglit Miiuday*
Included, through to Hangor but not to Hkowhegan ou Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Hunday mornings.

3.30 p. m.
Kochceier PerMieiioa, Alice
Mu j, 8.40 a. m., 12.40. 3.80 p. m.
.Vluachreter
and I'eacerd < via Lawrence) H.40a. m., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scar boro Crossing.

AND BAGS.

SQr.u and Ml.OO.

J»nl

ftthlll with

CONOKESM S'r. STATION.
eight minute* later where through tickets

"1.VDAV

3fley
Dr. JOHN P. TEUE 4 00., Proprietor*,
AUBURN. MAINE.
rr-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tapeworms
removed In from one hour
minutes

have

many pairs
of Fine Boots which
tuis fits, these I will
FOUND-1
to close them out, M. O.
low
sell at
PALMER.

Sitcom hoot

TRUNKS

A GREAT DISCOVERY!
all

JOB

BOSTON AND MAINS R. R.

TtOllHS,

On and after September 19th 18H7. steamer
Gordon, Capt. Janies L. Long, will run dally as
follows;
Leave Orr’s Island lor Portland at 0.45 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harps well, 7.15; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7 46; Jenk's, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Lttlle Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arrlvlug In Portlanu at 9.15 a. in.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
scplPdtf

It Is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this ohlld-kllllng disease.

Sold

Oakland

nion.

la

llnrnswpll

I-.•
and

m.

Kradflrld,

12.60 p. m., Watcrrllle and *kawkrgan, via l.rwialan. 12.50, via Angaetn,
7.0o a. in., 12.56 aiul til. 16 p. in., and WalntrBelfnat
rillo Saturday* only 4.66 p. in.
na«l
Dexter, 12.60 and 111.16 p. ni.
Hhoroi via l.ewiatan. 12.50 D. 111.; Via
Augnatii, 7.06 a. iu.t 12.56 and til.16 p. ni.
Hanger A f*i»«u (unui* H. If., 7.06 a. m.,
and Ili.16 p. m.
ill*wank and Bar
At*
111.16 and 12.65
Harbar,
p. m.
Arooaioak
Mlrptarn (f'nlnia
Caaaty,
Mt. Jahn. Halifax, and Ike
Prarlncee,
12.60, 12.55 aud tll.15 p. m
BtF-AII trains timed ax above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at
%

ilj.i

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
alternately
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season for connection
with earliest trains lor
points beyond.
tickets
for
Hrs.idrsrr, l.ewcll,
Through
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at ,6 o'clock.
je!4tfJ. B- COYI.K, Manager.
leave

ISLANDS

ni.

—

Hrssawlck, Nats Scads, Hi lore I d.
wards Islaad, aad Cap. Urrtaa.

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, aud uow Kept on the

LOMT AND FOUND.

either

CO.,

FOB
_I
EASTPOflT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B„ HALIFAX. N. S

BAKER'S

new ones.
oct28

I.ET WITH KO A HD—Two Urge sunny front rooms furnished or unfurnished,
location, convenient to horse cars, steam
eat first and second floor. 291 SPRING ST.

in.

PATENT WOOD TRUNK.

of

BOARD.

S41UIU.IV,

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 187b-

\

T®

LET—A rent of seven rooms In house 622
Congress St., or would let the whole house,
Inquire of J. A. TENNEY, at house.1-tt

salts

InternatiiaT

197

26-1

LET—Nice rent, 7 rooms. *12.60; cottage
house ou Melbourne street, *16.00; another
house, for one family. *26.00. H. II.
g?K«hl<2i
SHAW. 92 North street, or 164 Middle St.
26-1

T® w, lh„ 'VA1'.,0,!'.'!®1

Sale.
virtue of a license from Hon. Henry C.
of
Probate
for
the County of
Peabody, Judge
Cumberland. 1 shall sell at Public Auction on the
premises at North Yarmouth, in said County of
Cumberland, on Thursday the 17th day of November, 1887, at 10 o’clock a. m., the following de-

Oct.2», 2p.

I

Call at

wt)0le. *16 per month. Inquire

UA.XOIUU,

For Freight, Passage, or general Information
to or address the Ueneral Eastern Agents.
it. A. AIMtls * ««.,
113 mimic stireel, Car. Hrood Hi., Haaiau.
•JO
dtf

IS

we

nave a very nice room heatde
by steam, suitable for one or two persons; the location of the
house with all of its appointments makes it one o(
the best family homes in the
city; excellent bath

will at

Administratrix

I'ii

mv

octasdlw

S

TO

*-*'*'—Pleasant sunny

Hats!

VX

»

apply

good result, you are invited to
will not Intentionally give

I

LET-A pleasant rent of six rooms. Enquire of JABBZ TRUE, No. 394 For© Str- ©t,
foot of Exchange.
27-1

or

Fine

CfTY OF FARA.sails Tuesday. Nov. I. Noon.
Great reduction In rates to Sac Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Branuan Sts.
For Japan and (,'hiua.
vs*

a

He

li

closets and'good drainage; also
lower tenement at 1042 Congress St., of five
rooms. Apply H. 8. PRIDE, Cahoon Block.

_27-1

if

Before buying a Trunk of any kind, look at the

water

LET—A pleasant rent of four rooms to a
small family.
Enquire FISHER’S SHOE
STORE.
27-1

full—

From New York, pier loot of Canal St., North
River, for Maa Fraarasro via The Isthmus «f

TRUE’S Pin

oue

convenient upper rent at 28 WlnTOterLKT-A
St., consisting of six
seven rooms

Net earnings.*4,97* 97
FRED E. RICHARDS,
»ct2Cd*t
Bank Examiner.

-u»«

a

..

*8,230 31
Expenses to date. 3,266 3*

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPACTS

Mks. M. E. Nealt.
No. 709 East 4th stroet. South Boston. Mass.
Dr. Libby’s Office is 496Va Congress St., of this
city, his charges are moderate, consultation free.
If you are being treated by either old or new
school with good result he would not advise you

to three hours.

LET.

For

road

KK.1AIIK4UI.G CURBS.

HOME U KV

land.Jekldtf
ROOMS.

Hound Trip 'JIS»
•JlO.Ort.
.Meal* ami Room Included.
to
r
passage
apply
freight
It. If. HA.VlPMON, 4srai,
fO L«t| Wharf, Ho*ion.
81(11!

P««m.r

SPKINO AKKANOE.nCNT.

system practised by Dr. Libby of "Mental Cure”
Is secoud to none, aud 1 hereby cheerfully recommend the sick aud suffering to neither give up
nor despair of hope until they have given him a
fair trial, as my experience has proved that he is
neither humbug, fraud nor quack.

24-1

by

nlMtnu.

THE

MALE—Two Iron grey horses, sound and
FOR
kind, warranted all right every way. Address
E. F.
SHAW, Junct. Fore and Pleasant Sts.

From Lon* Wuart, Boston, o
From Flim Street Wnart,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. 01.
Insurance ou*-half the rate of
tailing vessel.
the Fenu. h. it., and
Fr«**i ht:> for the West
Bouth 1>y vmiieeUng lines, forwarded free- of ronv

p. m.

California, Japan, China, Central.

12.50 p. in
and 12.55 p.

Inn,

ihrap.

From teiSTUI cwry WEDNESDAY and SATUHOAV.
From MLAOtlPHIA emrr Wednesday and Saturday.

TEN DOLLARS REWARD.

At hist my friends persuaded me to see Dr.
Libby as they believed he could cure me. Accordingly 1 visited him and am happy to say that a
course of treatment given by nun has
entirely

ver

USE.

and South America and Msiico.

ILK-Boarding aud lodging house,
central location, 20 rooms furnished
,’aluut and Ash, good Tapestry Carpets,
large dL. ig room, bO boarders, price *1200, part
cash.ca: t help making *80 month net; rent
*1000. HILL & CO., 330 Washington street,
Boston, Mass.
24-1

p

FOR
in Black

Any Book Mailed for Retail Price.

kuife

ligature, or detention from
ji Si si t. I ft "or
All diseases of the
IIS L ^ business.
Rectum
suecessfullv treated
1 _rn
f
Be. €!. T. ri'WK, AM
I
ftlby
3
i.
$ * ■■ WPImmsi
■

SEALED

co"

DRESNLEB’S SACRED SELECTION!.
(*1.60 or *13.60 per doz.) Very large aed varied collection.

Anthems

1

jeitr.®2.ce5.re,lulredApply at Cor. BOW
duIN
STREET and WESTERN PROMENADE.

BOX

Pavinx

matter.

a

at SCAMMAN RESWANTED-KItchengirl
TALRANT, 232 Federal St.
26-1

dress

ttranite

Blocks.
PROPOSALS will be received by the
uudersigned until October 27th, '887, at 12
o'clock noon for furnishing the City of Portland
with fifteen thousand suuare yards of (iranlte
Paving Blocks of the followlug dimensions, viz:
Length,7 8 to 10 Inches; width. 3Va to 4Vi Inches;
depth, to 8 Incites.
Said blocks to be delivered during the winter
or early
spring, either by water conveyance or by
cars.ou either side of the eity, as utay be regulred
by the Committee on Streets.
Also for ten thousand tons of Granite Grout to
be delivered as above.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Proposals to be addressed to, and auy further
information may be obtained from
HERBERT G. BRIGGS,
Chairman of Committee on Streets,
No. 18, City Building.
Portland, Oct. 12,1887.
octl2dtd

—

GIBL

(or

Proposal*

FEMALE HELP.
LADIES for our Fall and
WANTED
Christmas trade, to take light, plrasaut work

Moiii Philadelphia
STEAMSHIP

flOVUAV, Oct 'll, issy,
Pnaoragrr Train* will Iravr
Partluud a* UlUwat
For Ankara and L«wkt«i» 8.30 a. id.,
12.50 4.50 p. in.; I.ewUtan rln Hr..,
wick, 7.05 a. m.t 12.55 111. 16p.m. For Batb,
7.05 h. III., 12.55 ami 4.56 P- m.^dod on Halur

Oauuil after

leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. m. Returning, leave Her
East
New York, ou Wednesdays and
River,
38,
,T. H. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m
General Agent’
septal-dtf

US HI I T

to

salesmen

season

197 MIDDLE STREET.

FBOM OUB CORBKHI'ONDKNT.

W1SCASSET, Oct 27—Ar, sch Coquette, Orue,
Boston.
Get 28—Ar, sch

cases out of a hundred.
Thousands can testify to the truth of this statement. A positive
cure for Sick-headache If given a faithful trial.

nine

ADVEKTIMMJIENTH.

For NEW YORK.
Steamers

PIT* OP PORTLAND, IflAINE-

ninety*

lu

a sure cure

cook, recommended.
WANTED—A
211 STATE STREET.

Million Copies Sold.

mylO

try Lorlng’s

__27

BY

—clan,

digestion,
brated Vegetable specific,

_

pppyppS;

«TT»

a

hns just received his New Fall
Shnpes from tiuyer, Laimen, Wilcox and Merritt, who make nothing but the fliiest goods and most
desirable styles.

Vitality

ANTED—A man of ability, to solicit ory * ders for our Beautiful Life size Portraits.
Must have at least |16 at command g to such we
will guarantee gloo yer month. Address at once
STAR PORTRAIT CO., 21 Rogers street, Dover,
N. H.
10-2

from

tion as stenographer and typewriter; has hail
good office experience. Address BOX 1936, City.

Men.

It treats upon Nervous and Physical Debilitv
I>®chne, Krrom of Youth, Exhausted

__

competant youug lady with
WANTED—By
practical experience and reference, a posi-

1 he

BROWN, 4dl Con26-1

ATT

suffering
DyspepWANTEDsia, Constipation, and all diseases arising
from disordered
to
Cele-

lady with experience; sltuw
Vv
atlon as bookkeeper, single or double entry ; cashier or general office work; best refer28-1
ence^ Address, T. M.JT., 19 Preble St.

Great Medical Werk for
Young and

K*0«l THYSELF.
More

All those

HAL\E STEAMSHIP COMPASV HAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD

streets._26

Salesman.
WANTED
gress street._

KAII.au A DM.

MTKA.Y1KKM.

ANTED—A nrug clerk who has bad two or
YV
» *
three years experloDce; must bring best of
references. Apply to E. K. SHAW, Junction Fore
and Pleasant
1

_97-1

ANTE D—By

Boston.
Sch E M Branscomb, from Ellsworth for ReaSch Mariel, Nutter, Bangor for Bangor.
Sch E H Foster, Tufts. Quaco for New York.
Sch Susau. Grover, Pemaquid.
Sch Shepardess, Tibbetts, New Harbor.
Sch Julia A Berkle, French, Rockland for New
York.
Sch Wm Stevens, Elwell, Bangor for Weymeutli
Sch Chas Heath. Pendleton, Bangor for Boston.
Sch A Bowlby, Treworgy, Hancock for Rondout
Cleared.
Barque A C Beau, Foster, Rosario—Frank Dudley.
Barque John J Marsn. Whittier, Calais, to load
for Cardenas—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Brig Screamer, Forbes, Boston, to load for
Demarara— Bain, Russell A Co.
Sch Vineyard, Cummings, Kennebec, to load for
New York—J Nickerson & Sou.
SAILED—Brig Screamer; sch Vineyard, (both
In tow.)

CO..sell

bottle.

a

Box 6170.

VITALITT

Middle-Aged

dollars In

Neuralgic paius.

It at 60c

BEDS,

have just completed s Meptlc Hospital
of 1U Free Beds. allfor.Snrgical Oases.
we

Weakness Instantly relieved by
.Hie Culicara Asli-Paii Plaster, a
Perfect
Antidote to Pain, Inflammation
'jrJT
-MB and Weakness. Anew, instantaneous
and infallible paln^tllllng plaster. 26 cents.

EXHAUSTED

hundred

exchange
lor Newell’s Mixture, which relieves RheuWANTED-One
matic and
C. WAY Si

WANTED—Parties

Any physician having

CASES.

We have been selling your Cuticura Remedies, for years, aud have the (first complaint yet
to receive from a purchaser.
One of the worst
cases of Scrofula I ever saw was cured by the use
of five bottles of Cuticura Resolvent, CutiThe Soap takes the
cuba, Cuticura ;8oap.
“cake” here as a medicinal soap.
TAYLOR & TAYLOE, Druggists
Frankfort, Kan.

WANTED—About

no

■Texas,
■Colorado,
■Montreal,
V Alabama,
Prince Edward Island,
Rhode Island,
u Connecticut,
ffiVermont,
V Maine,
Sew Hampshire,
^’Massachusetts, from 20 towns and
cities,
Sew York,
Maryland,

HELP

—

*0000.00 for three years
at fair rate of interest to be paid semi-aiinu
ally; first-class real estate security situated In
Portland. Address 11. W. A.. Press Office. 28-1

D—Persons

edies a

SCROFULOUS ULCERS.

am

reasonable prices: cutting by Tailor’s System;
will go out by the day or week. Please call or
28-1
address MISS WARREN. 22 Casco St.

or
re*r
Trowbridge
Place, city26-1

510

doz.) By
Ser
tuaic Book of the

vitWdITooT

of this city to know that I
WANTED—Ladies
prepared to do first-class dressmaking
at

—

catue

MALE

who would like their
Any
WANTED
furuace well attended for the winter would
do well to call
address
No. 0

JEHOVAH’S

PORT OF PORTLAND.

FRIDAY, Oct. 28.
Arrived.
Steamship Wintlirop. Bragg, New York— passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Barque Herbert C Hall. Perry, Boston, In tow
of steamtug L A Belkuap.
Will load for South
America. To Ryan A Kelsey.
Bcb Fairy Forest. Rice, Steuben.
Sch Robert Dorlty, Low, Sedgwick for N York.

WANTED.

R/v«tnn

FOR

Sarnia.(,'uebec.Liverpool
of

3

ftrh*

Cynosure, Rockport fordo; Franklin fierce, lm
Boston for Deer Isle; Smith Tattle, do for Dantarlsootla.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Oct. 26,1887.—Consols 102 16-16 for
both money and the account.
LONDON. Oct. 28, 1887.—O. H. 4s, 130; 4%s,
111%.
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 28,1887.—Cotton marketactive; uplands at 6 6 16d;Orleans 6 7-16d; sales
12,000 bales ^speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 28. 1887—Quotations—Winter Wheat at 6s 6d;
Spring wheat 6s 6d@«s 7d;
Club wheat at 6s 6d. Com—mixed Western 4s8d;
Provisions, fc—Pork at 73s 9d; bapeas 6s 7<L
con 40s Od for short clear.
Cheese at 67s. Tallow
at 23s 3d. Lara 33s 9d.

MEETINGS.

ANNUAL

sell Maud Mallocli, Johnson, Calais, dis-

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 26, schs C 8 Bayles,
Norfolk for Kennebec; Silver Spray. New York
for Portland.
In port, sens Cephas Starrett, Belle U’Nell, Annie R Lewis, Anita, Joun Bracewell. E 11 Kurber,
Jackin. Nettie B Dobbin, Bat, Jas Warren, Senator Grimes, Grace Webster, Glenullen, George
Arey, Sami Lewis, C 8 Bayles, Silver Spray.
HYANNIS—Bid 27th, schs C B Wood, Stanley,
New York for Boston; Agricola, Garland, Hoboken tor Richmond. Me.
Sid 27th, sell Georgia Willard, for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, schs Billow Wallace, Calais
G D Perry, Flynn, and William Warren, Warren,
Machias; Anaconda, Strout, Millbndge; Victory,
Collin, Harrington; Wave, Hinckley, Addison;
Wliite Foam, Ford, Sullivan; Henry Nickerson,
Smith, Vinalhaven; DS Lawrence, Paterson, fm
Ellsworth; Mary Eliza, Morrissey, Belfast; Centuriou, Liunell, Bangor; Niger, Adams. Wiscassoi; Ariel, Gray, Kennebec; Brilliant, Dauforth,
Keunebec.
Cld 27Ui, schs Theresa Wolf, Robinson, and F
Merwin. Clark. Frankfort.
Ar 28th, schs Wm Duren,Gove, Calais; Sassanoa. Ryder, Bath; FN Tower, Knownlton from

tjais 13

steady at 26c. Whiskey is steady at 1 06. Provls
ions firmer. Pork—summer packing 13 00. Lard
at 6 35®6 40. Dry salted meats—shoulders 6 00
®6 12%: long clear 6 67%®6 78: clear ribs at
8 76®6 87%; short clear 7 00®,7 12%. Baconshoulders at 6 87%; long clear 7 87%; clear ribs
at 7 76; short clear s 26. Hams steady 12M14.
Receipts—Flour, 3,000 bbls, wheat 68.000 bu,
corn 4ti,000*bush.oats 28000*bush, barley 16,000
bush, rye 1000 hush.
Shipments—Flour 6,000 bbls, wheat 6,000
bnsh, corn 30,000 bush, oats 8,000 bush, barley
0,000 bush, rye 1000 bush.
DETROIT, Oct. 28, 1*87.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 77%c. Corn—No 2 at 44%c. Oats 28% c.
Receipts—Wheat 22,600 bush.
NEW
ORLEANS, Cct. 28. 1887.—Cotton Is
steady; middling 9 l-16c.
SAVANNAH, Oct. 28,1887. Cotton dull; middling 9c.
CHARLESTON, Oct. 28. 1887—Cotton Is dull;
nothing doing; middling 9%c.
MEMPHIS, Ocl. 28,1887.—Cotton Is firm Jmld■ilisi 9 1-1GC.
b MOBILE,Oct. 28,1887.—Cotton Is firm; middim? 9 l-16c. |

Chester.. New
City
Umbria.New
Saratoga.New
Erin.New
Kibe.New
l*a Gascogne.New

Ettsipon:

Sid fm

Wells.;Fargo Express.127

NEW

®5(20;short

reuouscoi, Hoboken lor
Boston; Senator Gott, Weekawken for Ellsworth;
Annie E Simpson, Weeliawken lor Portsmouth.
NEW LONDON— In port, schs E G Willard,
Rockland lor New Yorki E L Leonard. New York
lor Wareham; Helen Mar, Gardiner for N York;
Jas H Deputy, Amboy Ior Richmond, Me; Nellie
Eaton, Warren for New York: Sliver Spray, from
Nova Scotia for do; Abner Taylor, Port Johnson
for Boston.
Also in port, schs Alice T Boardman, Norwood,
New York for Calais; £ Arcularius, Weekawken
for Rockland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, schs J P Wyman,
new zors ior

FROM

dopref. 70

Can loo.

New York

Preinkta to Liverpool firm.
CHICAGO, Oct. 28. 1887.—The Flour market Is
steady and in fair reguest. Wheat strongerjNo 2
Spring Wheat at 72(a72V«c; No 2 Red 78c. Corn
lsqniet; No 2 at41%,®41%c. Oats steady aud
stroug-No 2 at 26%®25%c. Kye at 51%e. Barley—No 2 at 72c. Provisions—Mess Pork active
at 13 00. Lard at 6 65; Dry salted shoulders 6 00
clear sides 6 80®6 90. Whiskey at

Cld 27th, barque Edw L Mayberry, Knight, for
Talcahuano and Valparaiso); sch Lester A Lewis,
Moody, Bermuda; D D Haskell, Haskell. Fernan.
dlua.
Passed the Gate 26th, schs Ada S Allen, from
New York for Boston; Win Snow, Hoboken for
Camden; M B Wellington, do for Boston; Frank
Marla, ltoudout for do; Kennebec, Ellzabethport
for Augusta.
Passed tbe Gate 27th, schs S E Nightingale, fui

dout.

foIlow,ng quotations of stocks are received
daily by H. N. l’mkham, No. 9 Exchange street,
Ptrlland.tMe.:
Oct. 27.
Oct. 28.
The

Father- Ain't you going to work?

steady.

Rhylaud.New

ar* t«cei/"i

4ai,v:
New York and New England Railroad.
d-

tBy Telegraph.]
NEW YOKE. Oct. 28. 1887-Flour marketrecemis 16,098&iackages; exports 6878 bbls and
18,233 sacks; quite strong on all grades; trade
brisk In city mill extras, and otherwise very fair;
sales 38,700 bbls.
F our quotations—Fine at 2 00®2 76; superfine
Western and State 2 6(>tt3 10;| common to goo«
extra Western and State at 3 90®8 40; good to
choice do at 3 60.a,4 90; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 40S4 0U; fancy do at
at 4 66®4 90; common to good extra Ohio at 8 00
fe4«9'i; common to choice extra 8t Louis at 8 00®
4 90; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 60®4 76; choice to fancy do at 4 80®6 00. Including 11.200 bbls city null extra 4 25®4 40; 4,800 bbls fine do 2 00®2 76; 2600 bbls superfine
2 60.0,3 10; 1100 bbls extra No 2 at 3 00®340;
10,200 bbls winter wheat extra 3 00®4 90; 10,700 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 00®6 00. Southern
fiour firm aud in moderate demand. Kye flour Is
steady. Wheat—receipts 67,260 bush; exports
82,384 bush; sales 426,000 bush spot; shade better aud moderately active: stock to arrive In good
demand; No 2Spring nominal at 8SV4c;No lliard
old Blcfstore; No 2 Red 84®84V«c elev, 84®34Vs
fob, 8oV4®86%c delivered; No 3 Toledo Ked c f
1 at 80Vi®80%c; No 1 Ked nominal at 89c; No 1
White nominal at 88%c. Kye dull. Barley is
firm. 4'ara—receipts67,760 hush; exports 30,951 bush; sales312,000 bush spot; higher with
an increased busin*ss; No 2 at 68%c store, 5314c
f o b, 64c delivered: No 2 White 67%c delivered.
Onia—receipts 141,200 bush; exports 1,480 bu;
sales 140,000 bush spot; higher with decidedly
more doing; spot prices-No 3 at 33c; No 3 White
at S4Vi®34%c; No 2 at 33Vic; No 2 White at
86%c;No:i nominal; No 1 White at 37V4c;Mixed
Western at 32®32%c; do White 36®40c. l offee—fair Kio I8%c. Sugar is firm and moderately active; refined active and strong; Oat 6®
6%c; Extra 0 6%®6s/8c; White Extra C at 6V4®
6%c; Yellow at 4% ® 6c; off A<6%@6%c; stauoaru ▲ at 6Vi®6 6-l6c; Oonfec A at 5 9-16®6%c:
Mould Aat6%@C%c; cut loaf and crushed 7c:
Dowderedat 6»/4®6i4c; granulated at 6 ll-16c:
Cubes at 6%c. Prtraleu in steady. Pork active,
mess quoted 13 76 for old. 14 60 for new.
Beef Is
I.ai d higher and more active;
steady and quiet
Western steam spot part at 6 90; city steam at
6 70; refined quoted 7 00 for Conltneut; 8 A 7 40.
Huitrr is steady and quiet.
Cheese generally

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

OATS.

“Beefsteak with Shakespeare,” announced an
aesthetic waiter at a high-toned boarding-house.
“Goodness, man, do you serve up Shakespeare
with breakfast?” Inquired the frightened boarder.
“Perhaps you prefer Bacon,” suggested the
waiter, with ineffable scorn.

Newburyport.

Cattle Market

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, Oct. 28, 1887—Cattle market—res
receipts 11,000jshlpmeuts 6000;steady to strong;
steers at 2 80®6 16; Stockers and feedshipping
ers I 80@3 00; cows, bulls and mixed 1 25®2 60;
Texas cattle at I 76®2 90; Western rangers 2 00
®3 66.
Hogs,receipts 28,000; shipments 10,000; market
sicauy; mixed * au®4 o;>; neavy ai 4 3b®4 40;
light at 4 x6®4 65; skips at 3 00®4 36.
Sheep—receipts 7,000; shipments 2000; market
weak and lower; natives 2 50®3 40; Western —;
Texans —. Lambs —.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Association—

Foss.

J

fw&wTT&B&pwtopofcetbly

rayt>

meeting for all classes at 7 p. m., conducted by
Mr.

a. CO.

MOMI[T«N9 OP

__

Farrington Block, 430 Congress St, Meeting tor
Young Men only at 9.15 a. m., subject, "Healing for Body »nd Soul.” Leader F, W. McKenney. Mass meeting tor men only at 5 o'cloek p.
in., address by Kov. Dr. Aubrey of London, Eng.
Singing by Shaw's Quartette. Kegular gospel

Chicago

rmCE-tsiABQTTLE

I
>

iect:

West Congregational Church.—Rev. 8. K.
Perkins pastor. Rev. Arthur Smith is expected to
preach at 10.30 a. m., and at 7.00 p. m. Sunday
Bchool at 11.45 a. m.
Williston Church—Corner Themas and enroll streets. Rev. L. H. Hallocn. pastor.
Preach
lug at 10.30 by Rev. Dr. Aubrey, of London, England, Sabbath School at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting
at 7.
Woodford's Clark Memorial M. E. Chukch
—Rev. Roscoe Sanderson, pastor.—Sunday school
at 1.30 p. in. Preachlug at 2.30 p. m. Young
People’s Meeting at 0.30. Song and Social Service

^

01R THE BRUSH INWATER.SPRINK1.E UN A FEW
BBM gr Bukuam'asb apply in the usual manner.

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 27th, barque John Watt,
Sweetzer, Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—Ar 26tli, sch A D Lamson,Smith
Baltimore.
PENSACOLA—Ar 27th,sch Jenule S Hall,Hall,
Wiscas9et; Thus R Pllfsbury,Pitcher, do; Bloomer, Winter, Boothbay.
PORT ROYAL, 80- Ar 27th, brig Hattie M
Bain, McDonald, Wood's Holl.
GEORGETOWN, DC-CId 27th, tell Laura E
Messer, Gregery, Boston.
BALTIMORE-CM 26th, sch B F Poole, Davis,
Providence.
Old 27tli, schs M L Wood, Spaulding, Boston;
Walker Armlngton, Drlnkwater, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, sch liuth Robinson, Baker. Kennebec.
Old 27th, schs Maggie Dalling, Dalllng, Galveston; KinmaC Middleton, Banks, Gardiner; Nellie
J Dinsmore, Parker, Portland.
Newcastle—Passed down 26th, sch Sarah & Ellen, from Philadelphia for Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, ship Louis Walsh, Pendleton, London; barque Louise Adelaide, Orr,
Orient; H T Townsend, and Anita, St John, N B;
J Baker, Machlas; Eva C Yates, and Emma McAdam. Calais; Sarah Eaton, aud Addle Sawyer,
do; Kit Caison. and Omaha. Baugor; M M Kenyon, and David Faust, do; Silas McL <on, aud Sliver Heels. Rockland;
Caroline Kuiuht, Idaho,
Auu Eliza, Henry E Willard, and Lady of the
Ocean, do; Abble Bursley. and Brave, Sullivan
Irene E Meservey, New Bedford ; Judge Low,
Lubee; Orrie V Dnsko, M A Reed, Fred C'Holden
aud J L Newton. Boston; Hertensla, aud Allston,
Providence; Mattie J Allei, Gardtuer; Uranus,
Hillsboro; A L Dow, BluelilU; Grace Webster,
and Mary Stewart, Frankfort,
Also ar 27th, schs J B Kuowles, Portland; It M
Brookings, Richmond; Brave, from Tbomasten;
Apphia & Amelia, Vlnalhavon; C J Willard, from

most

Be«ltling.

rivHK Port Clyde Marine Hallway l as
„ HintJ. oughIV rebuilt, aud Is now to rc.:.u„ s« i„
takeout all vessels m need of repair*. ah w.., k

dispatched quickly
address.

dneltlutl

and

aaitslnrliuh

gunraute-u

W. 0. HtlMPmiN. Jm.,
p..rt Clyde, lie.

M&BWELS OF THE NEW WEST

A vivid portm il of th4
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th.? va»t wonder Wad wtmt
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r,,r."! Minin*. Marvel, of
Agriculture.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.
Insurance—W. D. Little Si Co.
St Paul’s Guild-Apron Sale.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Madame Johnson. Botanic Physician.
Wanted—People to read the V olee.
Satchel lost —A. M. Winchester.
Plush and Velvets—Bines Bros.
Special Meeting—Jos. H. Dow.
Booms to let—Albert D. Boyd.
Booms to let—92 Free street.
Boots and Shoes—Dean Bros.
Candles—Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
Gloves—Haskell & Jones.
Brown, the Shoe Dealer.
For sale—C. IT. Hawes.
Man wanted—Box 969.
Clolhing—Allen & Co.
California Excursion.
Messenger's Notice.
wen. Moore & Co.

tional Association. The exercises were held
in Lewis Hall, Woodford’s, and about 150
teachers were present.
The papers read

were very interesting and
instructive, and
thus far the meeting lias been one of the
most suceestful ever held by the Association.

Do not despair of curing
your sick
headache when you can so easily obtain Carter’s
Little Liver Fills. They will effect a
prompt and
permanent cure. Their action is mild and natural.
00126
d&wlw
_

The Engadine
Bouquet, Atkinson’s new perfume. This superb
distillation sweetly recalls fragrant Swiss flowers.
Bright Jewels, hi a setting of perpetual snow.
meliSO
w&S
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 o’clock this
morning, a large lot of household furniture ar.d
carpets, piano and about 300 volumes of miscellabooks.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

JOTTINCS.
will be found on tho third

page.

Kemember the special meeting of the Y.
M. C. A. this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
Yesterday was warmer; in fact, a mild
October day. The mercury touched 54°.
The harbor was very calm yesterday and
the arrivals consisted chiefly of fishermen.
Members of the Commercial Travellers’
Association will find a call for a meeting of
their society in another co lumn.
Commencing November 1st, the Boston
steamers will leave Boston for Portland at 5
o’clock i nstead of 6, as they are now doing.

large roll of straw matting was stolen
frjm the sidewalk in front of Crockett &
Long’s store on Market street Thursday
evening.
A

Our readers will remember the mass meeting which will be addressed at Y. M. C. A.
Hall this afternoon by Rev. Dr. Aubrey of
'•'•
London, at 5 o’clock.
Yesterday was another busy day at the
fish houses. The fishermen, with their two
tined forks, threw' about 200,000 pounds of
fish upon the wharves of this port.
An additional case of diphtheria was reported yesterday. It 'is located on Salem
street. One of the cases heretofore reported
as diphtheria turns out to be tonsilitis.
Walter Merrill, son of Dr. Merrill, was
running while playing ball yesterday morning, and ran into another boy. He fell senseless and received a severe gash over the eye.
Charles Goodwin of Saco was arrested in
Portland yesterday by Officer Usher and carried to Saco, charged with the larceny Of
goods from O. P. Greene’s store in that city.
He will be tried today.
John Adams of Auburn fell on the street

in this city Thursday .evening, dislocating
his shoulder. He was carried to the Maine
General Hospital. A similar accident befel
him here about three years ago.

Shaw’s Quartette, with Harvey S. Murray,
organist, will have charge of the music at
the meeting for men only, in Y. M. C. A.
Hall tomorrow afternoon at 5 o’clock, to be
addressed by Rev. Dr. Aubrey of London,

England.
Staples.

Yesterday afternoon at 4.30 o’clock Mr.
James S. Staples, the well known printer,
foreman at the Transcript office, while engaged in work at the office, was stricken with
apoplexy. He was conveyed to his home
in the ambulance, unconscious, and died
about 6.30 o’clock.
Mr. Staples was one of our oldest printers,
and was 64 years

of

age.

The meeting opened with singing,'followed
by prayer by Rev. Dr. Weston of Westbrook
Seminary. Dr. Weston then welcomed the
teachers of the Association in eloquent
words, and also reviewed the schools of the
past and the present, drawing hopeful conclusions from the same.
Dr. Weston’s address was responded to
very appropriately by President Fish of the

Association.
After reading of records Dr. D. H. Dole of
Portland presented an excellent paper on
Reviews in Arithmetic. lie would review
constantly while making advance. In studying partial payments lie would review inter•st; in ending advanced work in mensuration lie would review denominate numbers,
etc. This may not seem systematic work,
but everything should not be sacrificed to
system. The speaker said he had no sympathy with the method of stereotyped ex-

It makes parrots and leads to
show not solid acquirements.
Mr. Norton of Saccarappa followed with a

planations.

Fribay.—Henry Walker. Intoxication. Fiued
$3 and costs.
Michael Kagau,
Common nuisance.
Bound
over to the grand Jury In the sum of $500.

James S.

Other Topics Which Occupied
the Teachers’ Attention.

For many years

past he had been connected with the Tran-

second paper
MB.

on

the

same

subject. He said:

NORTON’S ADDRESS.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:
I suppose that if the executive committee
had searched the county through they would

not have found another teacher who would
more thoroughly appreciate the difficulties in
the way of tue preparation of a paper on the
subject of Arithmetic than 1 do. Almost my
first recollections are cf terrible struggles
with the multiplication table.
From the
moment when the first primary arithmetic
was placed in my hands to the present day,
whatever 1 have accomplished in that
branch of mathematics has been done by a
process of plodding. It was plod through
the simple rules, plod through fractions, plod
through percentage; in short no subject was
so simple as to secure admittance aud lodgment in my brain without the inevitable
plodding. So that I shall have to beg your
indulgence if this paper shows evidence of
tho same labored pace, (it will also be
my
excuse if I present no theories, either brilliant in conception or possible in practice;
further than this it will excuse me if my
ideas are drawn from personal experience,
and do not deal largely with the great principles that underlie my subject.)
There is one watchword to be applied, one
principle to be remembered in teaching
arithmetic, viz: "Eternal practice is the
price of perfectionconstant, unceasing,
intelligent work. With me and my classes it
takes the form of plodding. Our fathers
were not so far wrong in their “ciphering”
theories.
To
mind
we
have
my
lessened rather than increased the good
results
of
mathematical
instruction
by allowing diluted theories to take
the place of the invidual work of the pupils
of SO years ago.
I believe this work to be
essential to the achievement of the best results. Especially is this true of reviews. No
one book, no dozen books (if you can have
them) will contain all and just what your
need to fasten in their minds arithmetpupils
ical prscesses so that they can never be forgotten. 1 Jjdo not care how thoroughly a
pupil lunderstauds the principle, or how
glibly he can rattle the analysis according to
a printed form before he is sure of the processes by which his results are obtained, before he can apply what he knows to the business of life, which is the great end to be attained for the most of your pupils, before he
can go
on
with a profitable study of any
higher branch of mathematics, he must perform scores upon scores of problems, bearing upon every possible side of the subject
which he is studying. These problems must
be found or made.
Many of them can be
found, some must be maue to meet the
needs
of
the
special
class, or of some individual, who needs, as did your essayist, double
the care and attention that a bright quick
boy with a mathematical turn of mind does.
in imgraueu schools tins extra work can be
In a
given to some and omitted by others.
closely graded school this Is not so easy, but
better top much for some than too little for
one.
If it were possible for me to have a
theory concerning reviews it would be this:
Give your classes an almost unlimited
amount
of
work
in every given subject, and let the teacher see to it that
the
supply is
inexhaustible, so that
when any subject is finally conquered he
may be readv to launch forth witn a fresh
supply at any time. Add to this the further
fact that review work should be a part of
each day’s lesson, and you have the points in
conducting reviews that 1 can give you to-

day.

THE

was a

QUESTION DISCUSSED.
The discussion of the subject of reviews
was opened by jProfessor A. B. Allen of
Westbrook Seminary. He agreed with the

church,

principles advanced by the essayists but dif-

script.

He was a

trade, and

thorougli master of his
universally respected. He

a man

consistent member of Chestnut street
a member of Maine Lodge of Odd
Fellows—admitted in 1848—and a member of
both the Reliefs. He married a step-daughter of the late Harris C. Barnes. The widow
survives him, and also two daughters, one of
them the wife of Capt. Howard Knowlton,
and the other unmarried.

Congregational Church.
Last evening the West Congregational
West

church celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary. The attendance was large and the evening passed very pleasantly. Since the
church was built it has had ten different
pastors, nine of whom are still active in
their various pulpits to which they have
been called. The programme for the evening’s entertainment was as follows and was
carried out in full.
Organ Voluntary.
Anthem.

Welcome, by Pastor.
Scripture Heading.
Prayer, by Kev. George A. Tewksbury.
Address of

Anthem.
Letters.
Music by Choir.
Addresses.

Doxology.

Benediction.
Addresses appropriate for the occasion
made by J. W. Chickering, D. D., Rev.

were

George A. Tewksbury, Rev. E. M. Cousins
and others.
Letters from the following
members of the church who were unable to
attend the services were read by the pastor:
Rev. Horatio Ilsley, William F. Obear, Geo.
Pierce and George B.

Buzelle

The exer-

cises were

and they

passed off

very

interesting
smoothly.

Fisheries.
A meeting of the fishermen of this section
and the members of the fishing exchange will
be held in a few days, when the views of
uuu uiiuiTin tu iciaiiiuu

tu

luatbus

tu

under the attention of the joint conferWashington will be duly expressed.
Mr. A. M. Smith says that he shall not be
surprised if the next Congress is asked to
place a duty of half a cent per pound on
fresh fish coming from Canada for immediate consumption; in fact, he (rather predicts
a move of that kind, being strongly of the
feeling that the New England ownere, desirous to accomplish this, will shortly make an
organized movement to bring it about.
come
ence

at

Fastest Yet.
The steamer Winthrop, of tho New York
made her last voyage against a strong
head wind, from New York to this city in 29

line,

hours, the fastest time yet made on that line.
The time would probably have been at least
an hour quicker if the wind had been in her
favor instead of against her.
The average
time for the Eleanora is between 33 and 36
hours. The receipts for freight landed by
the Winthrop amounted to about $1,400 and
she also brought several passengers.
The
voyage was a very pleasant one and the new
steamer has proved to be a flue vessel.
The Municipal Bonds.
As stated by Mayor
Chapman In his message, on Tuesday, November 1, municipal
bonds to the amount of $127,000
mature, and
on the following day bonds in aid of the Atlantic & St. Lawrence railroad, to the
am Dunt of $233,000 fall due. In the municipal bonds a portion will probably be

paid

from the sinking fund and the balance extended by temporary loan. Funds for the
payment of the railroad bonds are to be furnished by the commissioners of the Atlantic
& St. Lawrence railroad sinking fund.
Excursion to California.
Particulars in regard to the personally
conducted California excursion, and also to
all points West, (to Jacksonville and other
Southern and Westernlpoints, can be learned
at the Union Ticket office, No. 40 Exchange
street.
The Fire Alarm.

The following fire alarm boxes were
changed yesterday: 42 to 83, 46 to 84, and 24
to
46.
One new box, No. 42, has been
dded.

The Query Box

followed by an exerreading by Miss .Grace J. Haynes of
Gorham Normal School, who prefaced the
exercises by a few preliminary words as to
was

object

today’s programme.
The programme for today beginning at 9 a.
m., is as follows:
Election ol officers, etc.
Papers—Temperance instruction.
Miss Jennie M. Colby, Gorham,

Cook of

Freeport,

who

emphasised

letter
He read

writing as a hrach of composition.
letter illustrating the ability of the average high Ischool pupil to understand language and spelling. He would begin composition in the grammar schools.
Mr. Cook was followed by Mr. O. D. Sewell of Gorham, who further illustrated the
subject.
Remarks were also made by Prof. Corthell
who said that the facility in composition can
only come of great practice. Every writer,
however great his genius, began as a bungler
in the use of language. First, have a clear
notion of the object of composition.
Begin
by leading the pupil unconsciously up to the

Miss Leland, Woodfords.
Discussion—Opened by H. L. Berry, Cumberland
Mills.
Paper—Some characteristics of the Good Teacher
Rev. B. P. Snow, Willard, Cape Elizabeth.
MUSIC

THE

EVENING SESSION.

The meeting assembled at 7.30
o’clock, th«
president in the chair. The following committees were appointed by the chair:
Onresolutions-Prof,
Corthell, Gorham; Prof.
Allan
Heeling, ami Mrs. Moore of Gorham.
Hn Nominations—-Mr. Norton of
Mr. Nevens of Bridgton and I-elaudSaccarappa,
of Wood-

fords.

The president then introduced Larkin
Hunton of Boston who lectured on German

AND

DRAMA.

SHADOWS OF A GREAT CITY.

Sliewell’s great melo-drama of “Shadows
of a Great City” drew a very much pleased
audience to Portland Theatre last evening.
The drama has been seen here before and
still keeps its hold on the affections of the
dramatic public. The story is romantic and
the situations are strong and telling. The
scenic effects are particularly good, embracing the boat-house scene, the view on Blackwells’ Island,ftlie East River with Brooklyn

bridge, and the sumptuous apartments of a
Fifth Avenue mansion.
Miss Annie Werd Tiffiny last night re-

peated her former successes in her excellent I
Interpretation of the old Irish woman "Biddy Itonan,” Mr. George R. Edson’s “Jim
Farren” was excellent. Miss Clyde ITarron

was very good in the dual character of Mrs.
Standish and her daughter Helen, and the
other characters were well taken. The play
is admirably given under the especial direction of the sons of Mr. Thomas Jefferson,
the celebrated comedian, and the performance tonight should draw a crowded nouse.

KKTtMK.YlKINTM.

FURS!

FURS!

a
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pvnuiuiauVGO
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specialty combination. The last performance will be given by this troupe tonight, as
they must make way for new attractions for
next week.

complete line of Fur Sets in

We have also the same in Trimming, of every width.
We make these goods ourselves, and are the only Retail House East of Boston that has
a Furrier.
To convince the public, we will have one of our Furriers at work on the Furs in our window this morning and for the balance of the season. Any kind of
repairing on Seal Sacques
or Fur garments of any kind; Muffs to he re-lined, made
over, special widths or qualities of
to
be
or
Trimming
made,
anything in the Fur business he done by us. We have the advanof
our
tage
neighbors and mean to have it appreciated by the public.
We invite the ladies to look over our stock; our prices are the lowest.
Fur Collars and Cuffs for gentlemen’s coats made to order.
Rohes of all kinds repaired.

CHABLES

DICKENS, JB.
The next entertainment in the Stockbridge
course will be given by Charles Dickens, Jr.
at City flail, next Wednesday evening. Mr.
Dickens will read from his celebrated fath-

er’s popular works, aud all who were so
fortunate as to beai^tbe father when be read
in Portland years ago will wish to see and
hear the son, who comes to us with the endorsement of the London Dublic. Good seats
can be procured at Stockbridge’s.

Board of Mayor

and aldermen. i
October 24th, 1887.
Report of tbe Committee on Dralna and Severe.
The Standing Committee on Drain, and Severe to
whom vu referred the construction of Hewore during the current year, having estimated and assessed
upon such lots or percels of land as are benefited by
the Sewers constructed
daring the year 1887, and
enumerated In tbe report of the City Civil
engineer
such
accompanying this,
sums, not exceeding suck
benefits a* we consider just and
equitable, hereby respectfully submit the same for the action of the
Mayor and Aldermen.
RICHARD K. GATLEY,

Read and accepted.

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen. I
October 21th, 1887. J
Ordered: That the City Clerk give notice that a
hearing will be given upon the subject matter of the
Assessments on Sewers constructed
during the year
1887, en Monday, the 5th day of December, JLl>.
1887, Bt 7.30 r.M., at the room of the Mayor and Aldermen, City Bnllding, by this Board, In accordance
with Section 3 of the Ordinance on Dralna and Sow-

Read and passed.
CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Clerk’s Office. 1
October 28th, 1887.
(
Notice is hereby given in accordance with the
above Report aad Order, which are made a part of
this notice.
By order of the

Mayor and

232 MIDDLE ST.

LOOK FOR THE FURRIER AT WORK IN OUR WINDOW.

Before
or

JUST OPMED

eat interest every one.
Read Geo. C. Shaw & Co.’s advertisement of
sweetmeats and dainties of various kinds.
to

For Fall and Winter Wear!

wise father that

child.” But is
dex Soap.

knows his own
wiser father that buys In-

a

AN

Men’s Fine Clothing!

0! Savior, hear us.Buck.
God of Israel.Kosslni.

“It is a

cold weather approaches and the evenings begin
lengthen, a dish of choice Fresh Candies, Nuts,
Apples, etc., and not a little in helping to entertain
your friends and muke the evenings pass pleasautly. In order that our Candies muy be as fresh as
possible, we have ntnde arrangements with Cloudy
* Kent of this city to manufacture them for us
fresh
everyday. We also have their guarantee that none bnt
the choicest materials shall be used in their manufacture, and that they are absolutely pure. As Cloudy A
Kent’s goods bear the highest reputation as to
quality we
feel justified in recommending them as being as good as
any Candies sold in this city, and at prices about half
that charged by most dealers, namely :

Sun-

Andautc, Fifth Symphony.Beethoven
Te Deum, G Major...H. E. D.
Christ our Passover.Buck.

CKiood things

purchasing a Suit, Overcoat
Pantaloons, examine the large
and elegant assortment of

deep

at point of beginning, 7 2 deep at centre of
Wilson street, and 7.0 deep at terminus.

City’s proportion.

In Hollis. Oct. 26, by Rev. John Cobb, Chas. K.
Horne, of Great Falls, N. H.. aud Miss Emma M.

Knight, of Hollis, Me.
In Brunswick, Oct. 26, Chas.

S. Lemont of Bath
and Miss Margaret G. GraHam of Brunswick.
In Norway, Oct. 22, S. N. Buck and Nettie F.

ajaavna^u, jm.ji'i Ml.

ALLEN & CO.,

_

DEATHS.

Kate per 100 aq. ft., (0.56 92-100.
BAKU.
ABBA.
RAT*.
Mary A. Bow,Iren. 3,200 (0.56 92-100
I .eoDora E. Brown.
3,200
Enoch C. Richards.
6,150
Harry M. Fessenden. 12,567
Henry Ilosri’ig etals..... 20,108
Wm. Findley. 3,752
Wm. T. Pancoast.
3,200
Henry Hearing et ala
27,802
Harry M. Fesaenden. 3,654
Francis Feaseuilen.
8,654
James D. Fessenden.
3,664
Burgess, Fobes h Co. 6,146

this city, Oct. 28, James 8. Staples, aged 64
years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Naples, Oct. 18, Mrs. Ann, wife of Charles H.
Sawyer, aged 62 years 4 months.
In Bridgtou, Oct. 23. Sirs. Mehitable, widow of
the late Dea. Janies Stevens of Sweden, aged 74
vpars A mmitlia

MAKERS OF FINE CLOTHING,

North Conway, N. H., Oct. 20, Geo A. Barker
of West Bridgtou, aged 26 years.
In Bath. Oct. 26, Mrs. Susan
Williamson, aged
70 years 6 months.
Ill

Nos. 585 & 587

204 MIDDLE STREET.

oct20

Congress

O'*29

_100

Benj. Cushing.

[-

i/W ox

_

THE INDEX SOAP

PURE, AND

IS

ONLY FAMILY

SOAP

aewer.9493 07

.Sophia

Prehle.
Deering, et als.
Sophia E. Preble.
James P. Baxter.
E.

Henry

eodtf

..

A. P. Tucker.

Henry Deering, et als
Henry Deering, et als
Alios P. Anderson
Henry Deering. stale....

VELVE TS.
Silk Plush

-

Silk Velvets

-

RINES

NEW DEPARTURE The Latest
IN

THE

—

Boot and Shoo

—

Owing to our increasing trade
and a demand for more room in
which to display the many differ*
ent styles of the present day, we
have leased the store No. 453 Congress street, (ad joining the one we
now occupy), and shall, after Nov.
1st, run two separate and distinct
stores, connected only by an archway in the rear. In our old store,
No. 455 Congress Street, we shall
keep Ladies’, Hisses' and Chil-

WITH

M
Y E I

|sp|a)

IIUV9

IT

■ If ■

■

1

are,

by

STOMACH!

I

DYSPEPSIA

KILLERS.

Can be procured of any druggist for 60 cents
a box (trial size 25 cents), or will be sent by
mail, on receipt of price, to any part of the U.
8. by the selling agents, Doolittle & Smith,
Wholesale Druggists, 24 and 26 Tromont Street,
Boston.

Mass._
dl2tlst,2dor4tiip

BLOCK.
s,m,w-3t

people of Portland and vicinity, to know that Madame Johnson, the
well-known ltotanlc and Clairvoyant Physician
and Life Reader has returned tollier Parlor No. 4,
66 FREE STREET
where she may be consulted from 9 a. ni. until 9 p. in.
Examinations
60 & 76 cts.
29-1

WANTED-The

Voice to be read bv all tem-

WANTED-The
perance
Newsy, Impartial.

This week’s
men.
Issue contains the fullest statement of the liqiur
cases before the U. 8.
Supreme Court. Price 3c.
For sale at Marquis’s and Jewett’s.
29-1

IlO

heat.

—

NEVENS

ST.

nrnrn'

and All Tolnts

NOVEMBER

SHOE STORE.
Gents’ Cordovan Waukenpliast Bals.
These goods are perfection in fit and
comfort.
Gents’ English GralnWaterproof Bals.
No rubbers, no cold or wet feet.
<
Gcnts’Solld Tap Sole $2.00 Grain Bals.
These are richly worth $2.60 per pair.
Gents’ Fine Dress Congress.
Widths
AA to D, plain or tipped.
Gents’ French Patent Leather Bals and
Congress. Nice for dancing or evening
dress.
Ladies’ and Gents’ $2.00 Boots.

I.KT—Two very desirable front rooms to
be let with board, at 92 FREE ST.; furnace
29-1

1887. SIGN

7,

Tickets to Jacksonville, Fla., and all Southern
Points. Agent for principal European and coast
line steamers. For further Informational or address

eodlw

Maine Comnt’l Travelers’ Association*

BOOT,

market

ARE

—

Cite

Square.
eodtf

THINKINC

or havino a

Size

—

Crayon

or

Colored Picture
of yourself, your

SPECIAL MKKTINW.

friends^ or your children,

call at

will be special meeting of the AssociTHERE
ation Saturday evening, October 29, at 7.30
at
a

Room 6, Brown's Block, comer Congress and Casco streets
Every member Is requested to be present—especially those who went
to Burlington. Per order;
JOS. H. DOW.
oct29 It
President.
on

Federal St., modem improvements, furn celRu-, 7 rooms.
Apply to ALBERT D.
29-1
BOYD, No. 303 Fore St.
iso.

purchase Hardwart£Paiut and
Uil ft Lock or hardware alone in some counvillage.
Auyone having such a business to
try
sell can hear of a customer
addressing
by
*ML
BUSINESS, Press Office.

WANTED-TO

a*

431

Congress

street.

STILL LOWER
60 pieces Doable Width Tricots, in nil
the Fall Shades, 40c a yard; never sold
less than 82c.
25 pieces Black Dress Goods, In Brocade. Stripes and Checks, 40 inches wide,
at oOc a yard; worth $1.00.
We have the best $1.00 Black Silk to
be found In the city.
60 pieces Fancy Colored Satins at 89c
a yard: worth 50c.
20 pieces Fancy Dress Goods, in Stripes
and Plaids at 6<fc a yard; good value at
OCo

and examine those on exhibition.

Opp.

the

Falmouth

sep28

Hotel.
dly

('SITED STATES A KAY.
D EClKj IT8 for the Army wanted. Able bodied
XV unmarried men, between the ages of 21 and
36 years,arc wanted for the Cavalry.
Artillery and
Infantry; good pay, rations, clothes anil medical

SEWER.

ABBA.

attendance;

hearty

young

men

are

especially

for the Cavalry regiments, both white and
colored. Apply at 42* EXCHANGE 8TKEET,
l ortlaud, Me.
augl3S4W18w
wanted

M.

Congress Street.
C.

John Dougherty heirs
Cnmmlnas.
Edward Borns heirs.

2,280
1,740

16 04
20 87
17.38

BIG

—

SALE
-ON-

nVFRP.flATK
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m

mm

u

m

mm

mm

w

m

m

mm

By Overcoats, we uiruu outside
garments, such as ordinary Overcoats, iu light und heavy weight*,
rough and smooth goods. KEEFER* In all grades, und LLSTF.RN.
All these we have In quantities for

MEN, BOVS ll CHILDREN.
It will puy you to investigate our
stock. We keep up the STANDARD
of quality and give you garments
of true merit, all the lime und
still keep lowering the prices.
Special Bargain No. I
Hen’s
—

Black Hoscow Braver Overcoats,
good ones, so good that they will

explain

themselves when you see

them, instead of asking $15.00, at
which price we roultf sell them,
weoffer them at only $10.00 each;
sixes 35 to 44.
Hen’s Blue Elyslan

full SATIN LINED OVERCOATS
flrst-class in every respect, a regular $35.00 garment to be disposed
of at only $13.00 each; sixes 33 to
40.
EXTRA ROOD VALLES in
Hen’s and Vouug Hen’s Overt outs
In Blue, Bluck and Browu. at
Full
$10.00, $13.00 und $15.00.
lines of I'OLNU HEN’S OVERCOATS at from $5.00 to $35.00.
Full stock of Boy*’ and Children's

OVERCOATS, REEFERS, SUITS,
ODD PANTS, &c., &c.
Hen’s heavy ull wool Winter
Suits, cut sack, sixes 35 to 44, at
only $9.00; made up to sell for

$13.00.

SPECIAL REDLCTION hus rebeen
mude
in
all our

cently

lOLNO HEN’S SLITS, elegant
bargulus ut $10.00, $13.00 und

$15.00.

Have got lots of Children's Over$1.00; good ones for one

coats at

300 pair Boys’ Knee Pants, In
sizes 4 lo 11, only lie per pair.
lO dozen Men’s Extra Large Size
Cardigan Jackets at only #54.00,
regular #3.40 Jacket.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE

STANDARD
Clothing

Co.,

Fomwrir BOSTON t POflTLANO CLOTHING CO.

255 MIDDLE STBEET,
PORTLAND, ME.

Wjg.WARE,

Manager.

1,922
2.135

14 78
ISAS
17 40
1A35

$180.10

8PR1HB AMD VAlhUA.V STREETS’ SEWER.

Beginning

at' a point in the centre of Spring
a manhole in
Vaughan street at the entrance to Spring street;
thence westerly through centre of Spring street 73
feet to said manhole; thence
Southerly through

street distant 73 feet easterly from

We have received and

•JU,1***'

ru.

City

ABBA.

BATB

of Portland. 42,000 $0.57 435-1009
Almira F. Perley
I
J
Ms>rw fi

(

...

manship. Please call and look

47,288

*271.43

STONE STREET SKWKB
Between Camber land and Oxford stroots.
“•ginning In Stone street, 32 feet northerly from
the north line of Cumberland street, and f‘2 feet
easterly from the west line of Stone street; thence
northerly through Stone street 302.5 feet to the
•outh line of Oxford, and centra of Stone street;
thence northerly In centre of Stone street and across
Oxford street 43 feet to old sewer In Stone street.
Total length, 348 feet.
u of 10 In. cement
plpo, laid 7.4 feet deep at
t of beginning, 7.8
deep, &5 feet from point of
nnlng.7.4 deep at south Una of Oxford street,
8.8 deep at terminus.
Cost of Sewer.*849.88

SSower

City’s proportion.

*131.63
Sum to be naeeased.
383.26
Area assessed, 40,244 so. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., SO.M 415-1000.
anna.
bats.
ah’t.
?*“■»
„_..
IlBTidT Chase eatato
7,616 *0.85 415-1000 840.18
Leri (4. Croesmau heirs
173SO
2,875
Curtis M.-serve heirs2,818
17.13
Hiram C. Hodsdon
2,803
18.34
John C. Tewksbury.
20.75
3,172
MarrA. H. Lewis
29.19
4,463
Louisa P. Smith heirs_ 5,025
32.87
Martha K. Tobie.. 2,164
14.18
Wm. O. Dans.
1,760
11.51
Chas. U. Hall heirs.. 8,018
52.06
...

HASKELL&JONES,
LANCASTER

470
Sgp5

in the centra of

Vsughan

street 241

arra

uifw

Hats
$2.50!
For the above price you cun cull
COE, THE IUTTER, and
bate n faotiiounble lint mnde to
order.
on

197 Middle

Street.
« PER CENT.

First Mortgage
Sinking Fund

WATER CO. BONOS.
Prl.cip.lut
I.Mmt Pir.U.

W« offer

BREWSTER, COBB

nuaouot at

Interest,

k

recaat-

ESTABROOK,

35 t ong rex, S»., Buxton.

___e<xl3m

FURNITURE
Keeler &
inspection

Company

their large Mock of un«.
ttn®'
furniture and upholstery g<x>ds
They are prepared to furnish Couutrv -_
,lou*®*
and Cottages at very moderate prices.
to

KEELER A

*"d Monume“t streets.
centre of Warren street, 132.5
h
from the north line of Monument
street;
Wurren
the “orth 11"«Of Monument
street;
curT® to
rtght '•«*■» feet to sewer in
whlch '*
10 f°et »ust of
seutnj lino of Warren street.
Bower Is of 10 In. cement
pipe, laid 8.9 feet deep at

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS

,h®.

.i,th,ou|l,0*'1,'««f
Mnnf.l ,hf
«ntV_TD V^f1’

lia.iir.1

after careful esaatiaaiiaa
■•♦■d Ihra far luvruiuarm

WABBES STREET SEWER.

SMITH, fsetn„rtu.^
th!*i,cc ,?

a

100 and Accrued

H>_

*80.87

at

Boston Safe Deposit and Tnst Co.

lnv!»«
quailed

17JUT

Congress Street.
dtf

Silk

southerly from south line of Ws3 street; thenoe
uortlierly through centre of Vaughan street 68 feet
to old sewer In Vaughan street
Sewer Is of 10 Inch cement pipe
tt pelnt of beginning and 7.75

BUILDINC,

Fall

*26326

VAPBHAN STRBBT SEWER KITKNSION
South of West street.

Beginning

us

over.

AM’T.
30.20

teet

now

ens, to which we invite the attention of all In want of Stylish Oarments of best material and work-

$241.23

5.258

40,244

are

opening for Inspection, our new
styles of Fall and Winter Wool-

Vaughan street 276 feet to the manhole on the old
at the entrance to Orchard street. Total
feet inolnding the two manholes built
therewith.
The sewer is of 13 inch cement
pipe laid 7 feet deep
at point of beginning and 8 feet at terminus.
Cost of sewer .$407.14
City’s proportion.
$135.71
Sum to be assessed.
371.43
Area assessed, 47,358 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft. $0.67 436-1000.

SS2T

Je22adm

DEPARTMENT

length 347

dU

WANHSIVUTO!*.. t:.
carefully prepare claims for arrears ef pay
bounty and pensions. Superior facilities for speedy

TAILORING

sewer

NAMES,

will

HASKELL & JONES.

19.78

Jiateper

U. S. Claim Agent,

settlement of claims.

A

AM’T.

20.91

ThomaaCroshy.

Landers.

BATE.

2,030 $0.76 713-1000 $15.57
8.700
29.00
2.656
2,283
2,580

YEW YORK STORE,
octzo

—

!&$

laid 7 5 feet 8*enP
Jeep it turmlnua
Cost of sewer.
»8«m
108 tq. ft. *0 84 576-1000.''
Same u old

SHINE’S

STUDIO,

Thursday.

LET—Lower rent 0 rooms, house No. 157
TO88Newbury
st.; also lower rent In brick block

as

HAWKS,

50 nieces Colored Plash and Velvets at
$1.00 a yard; worth $1.50.

Commercial

Finder will be rewarded by returning
WINCHESTER, B. A M. and M. C.
«arao
R.
R. tg.A.MStation.
29-1

SALK-One large Music Box (« tunes),
taken In trade;
FOR
good new; cost $60: will
for
C. K.

•

o’clock,

ladv’s hand satchel,
L0*’*'—A
Oct. 27. between Pleasant and
streets.

Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said Ceunty of Cumberland.
oc294HiovS

$26.

um

_

YOU

OFFICE,
Portland, Me.

»AMBS.

noon.

WA!?TKi>—A

oct2U

IF

Exchange Street,

»ed

work on a farm near
Portland,
wife preferred.
Addr*”™ P, O. UQX Uti», Portland, Maine.
20-1

461 CONCRES8 STREET,
Clapp’s Rl«ck,

Issued out of the Court of Insolvency. for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of said
JAMES A. MARWICK, of Portland,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
debtor, which petition was filed on the
twenty-eighth day of October, A. D. 1887, to which
date Interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment ot any debts to or by said Debtor.and the transfer and delivery of any
property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said
Debtor,
to prove their debt* ami choose one or more asslgnees of his estate, will be held at a Court ol
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room,
In said Portland, on the
twenty-first day of
November, A. D. 1887, at 10 o’clock In the lorewas

man to
man and

BROWN,
of MAMMOTH GOLD

on

sell

10.60

1.H3&

23,477

Is to give notlee, that
the twenty-eighth
TUI8
day of October, A. D. 1887, a Warrant In

insolvency

2,170

STREET

John

AhI?t1887M*

West,

PERSON ALLY CONDUCTED.

UNION TICKET

CO.,

Office el the Sheriff of Cumberland
County,
ae’ Cur“berl;ul<1 “■ October 28,

Oar line of Gents* Fine and Medial
Goods is now complete. All the seasonable styles and novelties to be found in a
first-class

AM’T.

*»■«
00.14

a

Messenger's Notice.

Our specialties:

CONCRESS

oct29

453 & 455 Congress Street,

Slok Headache
the uee of

BY

Lancaster Building,

470

H.

at

S'0™".
Thomas.

Joanna

0011_WS33m

& CO’S

HASKELL 4 JONES,

40

DEAN BROS.,
ACID

SALE

rai ifornii

Srcss,

oct29

FOB

H.

BATB.

4,000 •°-7S21lM
7,700

$153.15

_

"

5

BV

&

3.'*)

20,096

Elias
James E. Marston.
Daniel Cronan heirs.
John Keating.

PORTLAND.

A Glove with Ventilated Fingers
for Full Dress and Party Wear.
—

AT WUOLBSALK

a

our

CLAPP’S

market. It is a very desirable article to use on
roast meats, in soups, gravies, escalloped oysters,
etc., and gives perfect satisfaction.
J^-ASK YOUK GROCER FOR

—

■■W^ua

Respectfully,

DR. MARK R. WOODBURY’S

OCt24

VI

433 store
full
and complete line of Bools, Shoes
and Hublter goods, to At all kinds
and conditions ol feet. Fiue ConButton and Balmorals in
and and machine sewed. Kip,
Crain, Pall' and Kubber boots,
heavy Waterproof Balmorals,
and iu fact many novelties which
we should be pleased to show.
Thankiiig the public for their liberal patronage In the past, and
soliciting a continuance of the
same we

HEARTBURN!
Belohlng Wind!
all cured

■

GENTLEMEN

MATTER
TAKING A

:

■■■

is

GANT de LUXE,

specially.

THE

8

On account of the Punt, of this Combination,
less Is required than ot the many mixtures on the

—

DENT, ALCROFT

TO THE PUBLIC:

W.. ■

IN

28.7*
28 74
28 32
25 33

manhole in Marion street, 12.7 feet
north of the southerly side line thereof, and 18 feet
east Ofi the easterly side line of Larch street
produced; thence westerly through Marion streekand
parallel with said side line 248 feet to east line of
Washington street; thence with a curse to right 31
Teat to sewer in Washington street, which it enters
on the
northerly side line of Marion street produced.
Total iengtn, 279 feet.
8*wer is of 12 in. cement
pipe, Uld 7 8 feet deep et
{mint of beginning, 8 feet el east line of Washington
street, and 9.1 at terminus.
Coat of Sewer.$279.13
City’s proportion.
g 90.05
8nm to be assessed..
180.10
Area assessed, 23,477 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 aq. ft., *0.76 713-1000.

”«d

CLOVES

BUSINESS.

«

Novelty

28.74
38.83
28.74
23.74
25 74

16 46

MARIOS

B JBS X. Xj

WE ARE HAVING

28 32
28 74

Phillip*. 2,160
T. Blake..
t 2410

Beginning

SPICED SEASONINC.

will And at

18

cM'fcvu.
Mose* Gould, % J.
Jane
Chas.

BROS.

1

AM’T.

$328.71

ABBA.

...

64 cents

•

City d*Utt»«i"*'

October 2T.

$34.76

Cost of Sewer. goon 73
City’s proportion.
g 7g jg
Sum to be assessed.
153 16
Area aaeeeeed, 20,096 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., $0.78 21-100.

64 cents

•

GOODWIN,

WM. L

iK!rtta5£ESfi£north1ln90f

I

HANDS

WHAT

pay you to see what we are

H*tch.
Klia* Thomau.

heretofore we had not room. New
York and Philadelphia goods a

«i"OOTH-

BATB.

6,413 $0A»18-100
5,225
4,780
4,750
5,330
4.780
4.750
4,750
4,750
4,780
5,225
4,875
560

UECOUT STREET SEWER.
Between Franklin and Boyd streets.
Beginning in the centre of Lincoln street, 64A feet
easterly from the easterly line of Franklin street:
thence easterly through centre of Lincoln street
1M
**•* Une of Boyd street; thence with a curse
ta l«ft 22 feet to sewer Id
Boyd street, which it snUncoln ,trt®1

There are five or six weeks yet before the extreme
cold weather begins, and in the meantime you will want
medium weight underwear,—heavier than the Summer
goods, and not quite so heavy as the Winter quality. The
white middle-weight shirts and drawers we are
selling at
fifty cents are just right for this season, and the price is
about what most everybody wants to pay.
1“ °w Men’s Hosiery Department are two or three lots
of English half-hose at thirty-eight and fifty
cents, which
are not only very cheap, but are
particularly desirable for
Fall weai,—special prices by the box.
The Merino Stocking, we sell at twenty-five cents are
the best for the price in Portland.

JhJNXD

((U11VU

AND

$164.38
338 71

ABBA.

BAMBS.

& 235 Middle Sts.

Mary

showing now, and it will
offering in this department.

WHICH LEAVES THE
SOFT

12.71
(220.70

Bum to D« assessed
Area assessed, 80,657 sq. ft.
Rate per 1(0 sq. ft. $0.54 19-10*.

That lot of London Brown Merino Underwear in the
window is only one of the many good bargains we are

We cun assure our
Boys’ goods.
Lady customers that at our 455
store we shall keep the largest variety of Ladles’, Hisses’, and Children's goods in Portland, having

THE

6.82
10.63

*>.«7

dren’s goods exclusively, and in
the new store, 453 Congress street,
we shall keep only Hen’s
and

IS

697

1,107
1,360

City’s proportion.

Aug.G. Schlotterbeck...
Cyrus Cressey.

tress from

_lei?1 and prevent Coastin'’tkm and Piles. The smallest and easiest to take.
Only one pill a dose. 40 in n vial. Purely Vegetable. Price 25 o-ntfi. G vinleb* ir.ailfor$1.00,
CARTER MEDICINE CO., f'op’rs, Now York.
Sold by all Dn!pir'Mt&.

am’t.

5,907 (0.97 79-100 (67.76
40 93
4,185
15JT
1,562
1,330
13.01
1,326
12.97
5,160
60.46

feet to the easterly side line of State street; thence
with a carve to right 44.6 feet to sewer In State
street which It enters 10 feet south of the northerly
aide of Grant street. Total length 466 5 feet.
Sewer is of 16 Inch oemeut pipe for the drat 89.5
feet and the remainder of 12 Inch cement
pipe, laid
II feet deep at point of beginning, 11.2 feet 257 feet
from point of beginning and 8.1 feet at terminus.

...

—

Dyspepsia,
iudigoatioc and Too
fiTTLF
JuLHearty
Luting. A perfeet remedy lor DizziI \g F S3
B w So Eli
ih‘o6, Nausea, Drowni<5
U'-fh, Bad Taste in the
ng!
tj
■
EJ“jb • Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, &c.
They regulate the Bow-

P26 7T

6BANT BTBKKT SKWKB
Between High and State streets.
Beginning in the centre of Grant street, 60 feet
westerly from the westerly side of High street;
thence westerly through centre of Grant street 467

...

Poses One Dollar.

IITF P

(567.51

SKWKB.

22,574

....

—

-.—Jirr.rcr'Positively Cured by
FiUaPA
V thefl°
ivHllI £l\U They also relieve Dis

30.80

29.29
10.60

Beginning in Chatham street 71.8 feet southerly
from the south line of Middle street, end 7 feet east
of the west line of Chatham street; thence
southerly
through Chatham street, and 7 feet east of said west
line a distance of 207 feet; thence with a slight angle
to left 43.5 feet to a point near the centre of Chat,
ham street, and 6.5 feet north of north line of Fore
street; thence with a curve to left 32.5 feet to sewer
In Fore street. Total length, 283 feet.
Sewer Is of 10 In. cement pipe for the (ret 250.5
feet, then 32.5 feet 12 in. cement pipe, laid 63 feet
deep at point of beginning, 7.1 deep. 136 feet from
of beginning, 8.1 deep, 207 feet from
point of
beginning, and 7.8 deep where It enters Fore street

James P. Baxter
Sophia E. Preble.

Father Whose Child was Cured
by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Sold by all druggists. 81; six for $5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

20.60

1,862

CHATHAM BTBKKT

James F. Sisk.
Lorenzo Taylor.
Mannel Peterson heln...
Thomas Foden heirs..
Samuel Rand.
City of Portland..
Isaac Abrams.
Adelaide Tucker.

e<xl2w

I Was Astonished.

Sarsaparilla

71.47
114.46
21.38
16.21
158.25
20.94

...

Oct. 30th.

Hood’s

18.21
86.06

Sam to be assessed..
Area assessed, 22,574 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., (0.97 79-100.
**“**•
AB*A.
aATB.

[The funeral service of the late Mrs. Annie M.,
wife of Dr. E. K. Chadbourne of New York, will
be held at the home of her late lather, Algernon
8. Howe, North Brldgton, on Sunday afternoon.

Children often suffer greatly from Impure blood
until a good medicine like Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
taken to expel impurities and give vitality.
Par
ents should read the following statement.
"I think it my duty to tell how much good
Hood’s Sarsaparilla did my little girl.
She was
from birth puny, pale and sickly, and did not gain
strength as she grew older. Even when 3 years
of age she could not stand alone. She ate
hardly
anything, and seemed to be weak constitutionally
but was doubtless kept back by impure
blood,
winch caused her much discomfort and
suffering.
She had scald-head terribly, her head being covered with one sore. One day 1 read in Hood’s
Item ot a remarkable cure of a child by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, and 1 decided to try this medicl no
To say that 1 was astonished at the effect the first
bottle had upon her,
would be a mild way
of expressing my feelings. Her
appetite began to
pick up, and soon we could hardly give her enough
to eat.
She also gained strength, could stand
alone, and the sore on her head began to grow less
" e soon healed this up with Hood’s Olive Ointment, and when she had taken three bottles of
Hood’s SarsaaprlUa she could run about the house
as smart as any child.
She has been bright and
healthy ever since. I write this out of pure graft
tude to Hood’s
E. T. AlexSarsaparilla.”
ander, 28 Cleaves St. Portland, Me.

AMT.

(19.21

Sewer.(331.18
City’s proportion...i.T.o
(110.89

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.,

In

a

867.51

lb.

Coat of

OUR

PRICES CONSISTENT WITH FIRST-CUSS WORK.

Kimball.
In Bethel, Oct. 18, Virgil H. Chapman of Bethel
and Lizzie H. Smith of Newry.
In Otlsheld, Oct. 23, Solomon Plummer of New
Gloucester and Mrs. Betsey Newcomb of Otisfield.

Says

J2T8.75

Sum to be assessed.

sewer.

stock of Sweetmeats Is well replete, comprising
Nuts, Raisins, Apdles, Orapes, and all the dainties
and good things that the most exacting
appetite
could crave. With many a popper of well
parched
corn is a desideratum in the
evening treat. To snch
we would say that we have
lately received a large
lot of old and well dried Rice Corn, which we offer at 5
cents per pound.

_

*80S*

19,0*2

Cost of Sewer.1*36.26

point

121-2,18 AND 25 CENTS PER POUND.

Recent additions to our stock enables us to display the FinestStyles
in Made UpCIothingto be seen
in Eastern New England.

MARRIACES.

to

Ji
f,ia'ts

..

EVERY DAY.

STBEKT NKWKR.
Beginning in tha centre of Beckett street, 100 feet
somberly from the south line of Congress street;

97,946

CAN Dl ES.

*22.1*
f,I*inoo
Mt l*1® »"

BKCEKTT

John Gulliver.

NOTES.

B

Harry M. Feetenden.
Patrick J. Coonellan.
Henry Ueertng et elk....

SEWER ASSESSMENTS.

Gossip

High Street Church.
The following will be the programme
day evening, October 30th:

Aldermen.

Geokok C. Burgess, City Clerk.

remaining 403 feet or 12 in. cement pipe, laid 7.8 feet

CO.,

**■“.

Catherine Looney.

ers.

southerly through centre of Beckett street
867.5;feet to old sewer In Beckett street.
The first 284.5 is of 10 In. cement pipe, end the

has it that “Buffalo Bill” has made
8350,000 out of the American exhibition in
London, of which be was so prominent a
feature.
Mme. Bcnda-Opldo, the mother of Mme.
Modjeska, the famous actress, has died at
her home in Poland. It was from her mother
that Mme. Modjeska inherited her great activity, energy and dramatic qualities. Michael Opido, ner father, an eminent scholar,
died some years since.

*I0.2»

Chairman of Committee.

thence

R. F. SOMERS &

Monument

*0.99

I

This afternoon will be an excellent opportunity for parents to take tlielr children to
this neat place of amusement and witness
vavvtivuv

om

1,0,7

Seal, Natural Lynx, Black Lynx, Otter, Beaver,
Nutria, Coney, Hare, Oppossum, Skunk, Raccoon, Grey Krimmer, Cinnamon Bear, Black
Bear and Grey Fox.
We have

PORTLAND.

SEWER ASSESSMENTS.

PARK GARDEN.

a

work of composing.
Make much use of
stories told to be reproduced, especially such
stories as appear to the child’s imagination.
Take imaginary journeys, first around home
then father away.
Keep in mind all the
time that the pupil must never be called upon
to write until he first knows.
After singing the Query Box was again
opened aud several questions were asked and
answered by Mr.JDavis, Mr. 'hash and others. The meeting then
adjourned until the
evening session, when Prof. Larkin Llunton,
E. L. H., °{
Boston, gave a very interesting
ana instructive
lecture on the German
schools.

INK tv AI>>

CITY OF

Merrymau, Brunswick,

Miss A. K.

and methods of the teachers of

reading. A class was then selected from the
audience and the method illustrated. Force,
pitch, etc., were all made plain by diagrams
on the blackboard.
After showing the class
how to determine the pitch of the voice to
be used, the lesson was studied with the
class, showing how the lesson was to be nrnThe whole exercise was
pared lor reading.
very interesting and full of useful hints.
Miss Haynes was followed by Mr. H. B.
Nevens of Bridgton, in a discussion of “Possibilities in English Composition.”
He
would not begin by assiguing an abstract
subject, but would begin with reproduction
exercises, requiring the pupil to reproduce
the stories of his reading book.
Perhaps
the reproduction exercise had better be
prefaced by dictation exercises, paying special attention to the most obvious rules of
punctuation, capital letters, etc. He would
use the topical method in geography, and
frequently have tiie lesson wntteD instead of
recited orally.
Reproduce the lessons in
Physiology and History. Fill the pupil’s
mind full of some subject before asking him
to write upon it.
Before writing, the pupil
should he required to make a topical outline
of the subject upon which he is so write.
The discussion continued by Prln. O. R.

ADTEhtIRENEnTR.

NEW

the smallest details.

cise in

the

The

v h uvt o

fered somewhat as to the method. 'He said
he would not employ the method of giving
written explanation but would require the
pupil to write the explauation.
Mr. F. W. Davis continued the discussion.
He believed in the methods of review as
given in the old Colburn’s arithmetic.
He
would jjive out no lesson In review but hold
his pupils accountable for review at any
time. Would pay special attention to review in every lesson.
The discussion of the question was further continued by State Superintendent N. A.
Luce. He gave a defence of what is sometimes called parroting work. Would insist
on certain explanations being repeated until
the work and its explanation becomes a matter of habit; almost unconscious mental action.
The discussion was followed by Mr. Tash
of Portland, who agreed largely with Mr.
Luce. In the science of arithmetic he would
go very slowly; In the art of arithmetic he
would insist on constant drill and review.
The next speaker was Mr. Corthell of
Gorham. He believed that the knowledge
of arithmetic was to be the result of constant, eternal drill, reviewing again and
again. He would never require a pupil to
commit a rule, but after the work is thoroughly comprehended he would require him
to state concisely the steps in each process.
The meeting adjourned after the close of
Professor Cortheli’s remarks until 2 p. m.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
The first exercise of the afternoon session
was the opening of the Query Box.

_

schools, giving
very careful description of
the way the pupils were instructed down to

1 esterdoy was the first day of the annual
meeting of the Cumberland County Educa-

Wanted—Business.

BRIEF

Principal Norton Tells of Learning
Arithmetic by Plodding.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

a

Discussion.

It. F. Somers & Co.
City of 1’orttand.

M

interesting Meetings of Their Association at Woodford’s.

The

AMUSEMENTS.

Sunday services
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